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Abstract
The World Wide Web is taking an increasingly prominent role in the lives of communication
professionals. Students entering the field of communication will undoubtedly be involved in web
projects in their careers. The principal objective of this capstone project was to create a
graduate-level course for communications students entering the field of communication that
provides the web knowledge they will need to succeed in web-related projects in the workforce.
The course focuses on web design for communication professionals. Students will be exposed to
terminology and methodology for producing web media in a professional communication
environment. Course materials include a workbook, a syllabus, a weekly required reading guide,
assignments, review questions, and a grading rubric (for instructors). Collectively, these
materials will help students accomplish three instructional objectives:
1. Understand the terminology required to participate effectively in web projects
2. Learn best practices for developing web projects
3. Apply the scientific approach to usability in web projects
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Introduction
The objectives for this capstone project were to (1) fulfill the capstone requirement for
the Master of Arts in Professional Communication degree, (2) learn how to design a collegelevel course, and (3) create a body of work that will prepare students entering the field of
professional communication for their eventual involvement in web projects. I believe that each
of these objectives has been met, and the knowledge and experience I have gained as a result of
this endeavor are of great value to me. The project also helped me start down the path of
accomplishing several other personal goals including becoming a published author, learning print
design and teaching students about the web. I believe that my unique background, coupled with
these interests positioned me well to create this course. In my professional experience, I have
worked as a web designer, ActionScript programmer, creative director and marketing manager.
Through each of these roles I have gained an intimate knowledge of the things that are important
for communication professionals to understand about the web. This experience, the intended
learning outcomes and a lengthy examination of comparable courses were all key factors
affecting which topics I decided to include in the course.
At the center of my work for this course lies its accompanying workbook, “The Web for
Communication Professionals,” which I wrote. This book is meant to provide the same
information as weekly class lectures if the class were given on-campus. The book’s chapters
follow other course module content week-by-week teaching students course material. The final
workbook contains more than 50,000 words and is the product of nearly 400 hours of work. In
addition to the required reading in the workbook, students are also required to read from the
textbook “InterACT with Web Standards.” While “The Web for Communication Professionals”
provides a broader understanding of the selected topics, “InterACT with Web Standards” offers a
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more detailed technical look at how specific tasks are accomplished. For instance, in the course
module explaining web presentation techniques, the workbook explains what Cascading Style
Sheets are and how they fit into the broader picture of web design and development, while the
required reading in the “InterACT with Web Standards” book walks through the actual code used
to create a Cascading Style Sheet.
The course also requires weekly assignments, including writing a blog post and
answering a series of review questions based on the reading in the workbook for that week. One
of the leaning objectives requires students to learn the practical application of web design. To
achieve this, students are asked to participate in hands-on learning activities that include working
directly with graphic design programs, web servers and code editors. After taking this course,
students should know how to create their own websites from scratch.
While time constraints unfortunately did not permit formal research to determine how
effective the final course content might be, I did find the time to introduce a small, informal test
group comprised of professional marketing managers, graphic designers and web designers to
the course material, generating excellent feedback. Many felt that the content provided new and
valuable information for their current positions and would have helped them be far more
effective in their jobs had they received the information in school. While unofficial, this
feedback was encouraging, and I hope that this course material will be used in a real course at
SUU in the future.
Degree Applied to Capstone Project
Each course in my degree at SUU taught me skills that proved useful in the creation of
this course. Because each of my courses was taught online via distance education, I also learned
valuable techniques for teaching and learning online. The most important thing I learned about
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online learning is that clear, constant communication is essential. Distance learners can feel
disconnected from their programs and instructors because of the physical distance between
themselves and those with whom they are interacting. Even though an on-site student’s typical
day may not include any direct interaction with the instructor, being on campus and attending
classes provides students with a comfort level that they are aware of what’s happening. To
compensate for this comfort deficit, it is important for distance-learning students to proactively
ask questions and for instructors to quickly and clearly respond. To avoid confusion, the
instructor should set proper expectations on this point at the beginning of the course.
I believe that the courses that contributed most to my project were the three research
courses offered by the program: Qualitative Applications for Communication Research with Dr.
Kevin Stein, Quantitative Applications for Communication Research with Dr. Paul Husselbee,
and Applied Audience & Mass Communication Research with Dr. Lionel Grady. These courses
taught me the skills I would need to properly gather research and document and interpret
findings. Dr. Husselbee’s course in particular helped me learn how to “read between the lines,”
taking all available information into account when interpreting research data to understand the
true story the numbers tell. This is particularly applicable to web analytics, where many things
can affect the number of hits a website gets. It is only in diving into the numbers that the truth is
learned. These research courses also helped influence my decision to include an understanding
of the scientific method as one of the intended learning outcomes of the course. Too often, web
usability is seen as subjective, and design decisions are made according to what the designer or
client thinks looks best. Achievements of the website’s goals are left to chance. Proper research
and application of the scientific method offers a better way. By hypothesizing, testing,
documenting and retesting web designers can achieve a solid foundation for design decision-
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making that will help the companies they work for succeed.
The Professional Writing and Communication course I took from Dr. Art Challis had
obvious implications for writing the workbook. I was able to apply advanced research and
writing techniques that doubtlessly impacted the quality of my work. It was particularly
beneficial to be exposed to the different narrative styles used in business and academic writing
and apply the ones that worked best. Finally, while completing my Individual Graduate
Research course with Dr. Jezreel Kang-Graham, I documented the process of redesigning a web
application. This was particularly helpful in creating my workbook because it helped me
identify key topics that were included in the course content. Even though I have gone though the
process of redesigning applications many times in my professional experience, it was very
helpful to document and analyze the procedure because I used the same technique to write the
workbook.
Course Relevance to Communication Professionals
Given our increasingly digitally literate audiences and the rapid growth of new
communication technologies, it is vital for communication graduates entering the workforce to
have a solid understanding of digital media production. The Obama Administration’s launch of
an online digital literacy portal, digitalliteracy.gov, demonstrates the importance of digital
literacy in today’s economy. According to research:
•

Ninety-six percent of working Americans use new communications technologies as part
of their daily lives, while sixty-two percent of working Americans use the Internet as an
integral part of their jobs (Jones & Madden, 2008).

•

Between 1998 and 2008, the number of domestic IT jobs grew by 26 percent, four times
faster than U.S. employment as a whole. By 2018, IT employment is expected to grow by
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another 22 percent (U.S. Department of Commerce Internet Policy Task Force, 2010).
•

According to one estimate, as of 2009, advertising-supported Internet services directly or
indirectly employed three million Americans, 1.2 million of whom hold jobs that did not
exist two decades ago (Interactive Advertising Bureau, 2009).
Digital literacy is also increasingly important in social participation and activism,

especially in youth. People born after 1980 get 59% of their news from the Internet (Palser,
2010). For youth, social media activity is often the starting point of political activism (Kerwin,
2010). Many youth consider activism through social media as way of shaping their social
identities (Dunbar-Hester, 2010). Social Media via mobile phone among Iranian youth has
recently become popular as a way for youth to express their social needs and represent their own
culture (Niknam, 2010).
To better equip SUU students for digital media-related demands they will likely
encounter in today’s digital workforce, this course will teach students the expertise needed to
contribute meaningfully to web projects that accomplish goals. From research to planning to
production and assessment, students will get a broad view of how to implement effective web
design. They will also be introduced to tools and skills required to create a website themselves,
using current web standards.
Despite being immersed in the Internet and new communication technologies, many
communication professionals feel alienated in projects that deal with Internet technology. This
feeling is due in part to a simple lack of understanding of the terminology. This course will help
students become more effective Internet communicators by stripping away some of the unknown
and giving them the confidence to create effective web media. After completing the course,
students should be able to have an intelligent conversation with IT professionals in order to
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accomplish project goals. Understanding the code that makes up the web is no different than the
paper and ink that makes up a printing press. This course will give students the technical
foundation needed to get started developing and deploying web projects without the help of
designers or developers. Today’s communication professionals live and work in an age when
many people know basic web design principles. Unfortunately, very few take scientific
approaches to web design. Students will learn that the scientific method can and should be
applied to web design. From data mining and analytics to lab-based usability studies and one-onone interviews, this course will help students discover the art and science of qualifying and
quantifying design decisions.
Literature Review
According to estimates, 80 million students will be enrolled in online classes by the year
2025 (Hosie, and Schibeci, 2005 citing Bell, Bush, Nicholson, O‘Brien, and Tran, 2002). Online
courses carry distinct advantages and challenges for both students and teachers. The concept of
instructor immediacy was initially documented by Meharabian (1969) as behaviors that enhance
closeness and nonverbal interaction with another. Gorham (1988) extended the concept to
include verbal interaction that increased psychological closeness between teachers and students.
Verbal immediacy includes the frequent use of student name, encouragement of discussion and
following up on student-initiated comments, encouraging future contact with students, the use of
humor and sharing of personal examples. Nonverbal immediacy includes smiling, eye contact,
vocal expressiveness, open gestures and body movement behaviors by the instructor. Instructors
displaying immediacy often encourage students to value learning itself, a quality that has been
found to enhance cognitive learning (Rodriquez, Plax & Kearney 1996)
One challenge in online learning is presented by the suggested lack of instructional
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interaction and teacher-student immediacy. Without meeting several hours per week with the
class and instructor in person, students can feel disconnected and grades suffer (Hutchins, 2003).
Conaway, Easton & Schmidt (2005) found that if a level of learner-to-learner communication
takes place, whether it is in online group chats, forums, or working on group projects together,
immediacy is increased and grades are improved. However, it is important to note that the
results of the study suggest that students will not automatically engage in proactive
communication unless the instructor builds a learning community and transfers interactive roles
to the students themselves. Research by Russo & Benson (2003) and Arbaugh (2000) also found
that students’ satisfaction with their own learning was dependent on the student’s perceptions of
the presence of other students in the class. This concept is sometimes referred to as creating a
“Community of Learners.” Chinnappan (2006, as cited in Littleton, and Light, 1998) suggests
that “ensuing collaboration with other members increases the ability for learners to critique their
own idiosyncratic perceptions and revise conceptions in the light of new information and
alternative perspectives from their colleagues” (p. 356). Using a technique called “scaffolding,”
instructors can achieve a community of learners by creating a structure for learner-to-learner
communication and early in the course initiating group interaction (Nagel, Blignaut, and Cronje,
2007). As the course progresses, the instructor gradually withdraws and students begin
interacting on their own. This produces a high rate of student involvement and high rates of
course performance (Davies & Graff, 2005).
Another challenge is the disconnect felt by relying solely on textual communication in
emails, chats, etc. Research by Whithaus & Magnotto (2006) suggests that incorporating live
video into online course design greatly improves student feelings of presence, control, dialogue
and liveliness and has a positive impact on student satisfaction and grades. Students feel more
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connect after conducting regular live video chats with their instructor, and the wide availability
of video chat services makes this an easy way to help students succeed.
Since online learners do not attend scheduled classes, online courses are flexible and can
easily accommodate even full-time work schedules. However, students tend to spend more time
navigating course technology (Marsden, 2003) and are at a greater risk of failing than
conventional students unless they are motivated and practice good time management (Eom, Wen,
and Ashill, 2006). Young, Robinson & Alberts (2009) suggest that the absence of physical
lecture may actually have a positive effect on student learning. Pedagogical research
consistently finds a decrease in attention beginning somewhere between 10 and 30 minutes into
the lecture. Students learning on their own, however, tend to pay attention to the course material
for longer periods of time since they are actively engaged. Instructors also benefit from the
flexibility of not needing to attend a physical class, but must approach online instruction
differently. One of the primary responsibilities of the instructor is to provide feedback. Course
tools must allow for open lines for communication between students and instructors, and
instructors must provide in-depth performance feedback (Macdonald, 2004).
The model used for curriculum development with this course was the MinasianBatmanian (2002) model for online course development. Course development using this model
begins with the instructor identifying basic information about the target groups that will be
taking the course, including demographic and psychographic data. The underlying theory
behind this is that the better an instructor understands the students who are likely to enroll in the
course, the better the instructor will be able to design the course to fit the educational needs of
the students. In the case of this project, the curriculum developer was well positioned to
understand the needs of the target group, having worked in the field of digital media for over a
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decade. Using the Minasian-Batmanian model, once the instructor has a good understanding of
the target group, course development begins using five stages: analysis, design, development,
testing and evaluation.
In the analysis phase, the course developer identifies learning objectives and learning
outcomes for the course. The instructor may also begin to explore potential learning methods
that may be particularly useful with the target group. In the design process, the course developer
defines course content and establishes a way to assess learning objectives. Course content
includes any text or multimedia that will accompany the course as well as assignments, projects,
etc. Assessment usually includes tests and grading rubrics that provide an accurate way to judge
whether the student has met the learning objectives. In the testing phase, third-party individuals
(people who were not involved in the development of the course) review the course content and
methodology to help identify any potential issues. In the evaluation phase, feedback from
students is used to rank the overall effectiveness of the course, and evaluate how well students
were able to consume and apply the information in the course.
One of the goals for this course is that students increase their information literacy, or their
ability to retrieve information and learn via their own access to the wealth of information
available on the Internet. The adage “Give a man to fish and he is fed for a day; teach a man to
fish and he is fed for a lifetime” is particularly applicable in the information age. While this
course will prompt students to find the information needed to complete course requirements, any
kind of continued independent advancement will depend on the student’s ability to find
information effectively. For instance, if students desire to learn advanced JavaScript after the
course they should know what keywords to use to find applicable tutorials on the Web.
Therefore, the pedagogical design of this course is based in part on the ACRL competency
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standards for information technology (Association of College & Research Libraries, 2004) and
its five established standards, performance indicators and outcomes (Appendix 2). The standards
suggest two primary focuses for achieving information literacy: Fluency and Literacy. Fluency in
Digital media, although it may require more intellectual abilities than simply the learning of
software and hardware associated with it, is still focused solely on the technology itself.
According to McNeely & Wolverton (2008), the next knowledge institution will be a “hybrid of
experimental knowledge production + disciplinary knowledge. It will apply learning in
experimental settings to engage with public needs, most likely in response to environmental
urgencies” (p. 39). Evidence of this concept can be seen in the use of Twitter in the recent “Arab
Spring.” Education, especially in the field of digital media, must focus on giving students the
tools to create the tools that best fit their circumstances. As a prerequisite to using these tools,
students must become fluent in the technology that enables them.
Literacy in digital media, on the other hand, is more of an intellectual framework for
understanding, finding, evaluating, and using digital information. Literacy will allow students to
participate in activities which may be accomplished in part by fluency with digital media, in part
by sound investigative methods, but most important, through critical discernment and reasoning.
In order to achieve digital media literacy, this course will teach students about digital media from
a theoretical perspective, inform them on emerging trends, instruct them on implementation
requirements and strategies, and teach them the concepts and terminologies they will need to
work effectively in the field of communication.
Competencies in the course modules are based on the WaSP InterACT curriculum
framework. WaSP interACT is an initiative of the Web Standards Project. The WaSP interact
curriculum framework is an community-driven project serving as a collective knowledge base
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containing competencies from many collaborators across the field of web design. The
framework is based on six developmental areas (WaSP InterACT, 2012): Foundations, Front-end
Development, Design, User Science, Server-side Development and Professional Practice.
Foundations focus on the basic principles that provide a solid foundation for anyone
aspiring to be a web professional, whether as a writer, designer or programmer. It includes a
basic understanding of the World Wide Web and broad topics such as browsers, blogs and
search. Front-end development exposes students to front-end technologies including HTML,
CSS and JavaScript. These technologies define the interface of website and applications. The
Design area reviews compositional techniques and design tools that give students the ability to
design a website. Even if the student does not have a particular knack for design, they should be
able to identify effective compositional techniques and reproduce them. User science introduces
learners to research in the area of web design. Students should understand how to hypothesize,
prototype, evaluate and redesign in order to produce websites that accomplish usability goals.
Server-side development provides a broad understanding of how servers communication and
store data and implications for designing web applications. Finally, Professional practice focuses
on providing students with the professional tools they will need to apply what they have learned
to their own professional devilment and advancement. Portfolio building, professional
interaction and team collaboration skills are developed.
Course Outline
This distance-learning course will require access to the Internet and modern Internet
browser software, such as Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox. To provide relevant feedback
and accurate grades for written assignments, the course should be taught by an instructor with a
background in Digital Media education or production. The instructor will need to have a
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working knowledge of web technology and be familiar with production tools and techniques.
The course will be administrated through an online teaching tool such as the “Blackboard”
system typically found in institutions of higher education. The SUU course will be administer
through the “Canvas” system. If such a system is not available, administration will be done
through email. Modules will be uploaded to the Blackboard system by the instructor and would
then be accessible to the students. Each assignment will be given a due date and finished
assignments would be uploaded by the student in the system prior to the due date. The instructor
will provide feedback on assignments by making comments on the assignment and then upload
the graded, commented version to the “Graded” section of the Blackboard. The instructor may
also provide feedback through direct email, phone calls or video conferencing with the students.
Learning outcomes for students will include the following:
1. Understanding the terminology required to drive web projects
2. Learning best practices for creating their own web projects
3. Applying the scientific approach to usability in web projects
These outcomes will be measured directly and indirectly. Indirect measures will include
observing end-of-semester course evaluations and surveys of student’s attitudes concerning
pedagogy and curriculum. Direct measures will include analysis of overall course grades,
individual assignment scores, and the quality and accuracy of the completed final project.
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Syllabus: The Web for Communication Professionals
The web is taking an increasingly prominent role in the lives of communication professionals.
Students entering the field of communication will undoubtedly be involved in web projects in
their careers. This course focuses on web design for communication professionals. Students will
be exposed to terminology and methodology for producing web media in a professional
communication environment. Course material will help students accomplish the following
instructional objectives:
1.
Understand the terminology required to participate effectively in web projects
2.
Learn best practices for developing web projects
3.
Apply the scientific approach to usability in web projects

Required Texts
Interact with Web Standards: A Holistic Approach to Web Design by
Anderson, DeBolt, Featherstone, Gunther, Jacobs, Jensen-Inman, Mills,
Schmitt, Sims and Walter (2010) (ISBN- 0321703529)

The Web for Communication Professionals by Hall (2012)

Required Software
This class requires some specialized software. These include a basic text editor and web
browser, which are included in most modern operating systems. Students must also have access
to a graphic editor and FTP client. Free graphics editors and FTP clients can be downloaded and
installed for multiple platforms. This class requires that you have the ability to install software
on your computer if it is not available on school computers. Students will also be asked to set up
accounts (if they have not already) with a free web host and a free content management system.
Please consult your instructor if you are not able to do so.
Grading
Grades in this course are comprised of Assignments, Weekly Blog Posts, Weekly Review
Questions and the Final Project. Each of these four components represents 25% of your grade.
Late work is accepted only if the instructor judges the reason sufficient and only if you notify the
instructor at least one week before the due date. Otherwise no late work will be accepted. When
projects are finished late unexpectedly in the corporate world, people lose their jobs. It’s good to
get in the habit of planning ahead.
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Assignments
Each week there will be an assignment due the following week. These assignments include
writing papers, developing code and working with web design tools.
Course Blog
Each week students will be required to write a blog post that expands upon the topics discussed
in the readings. Posts should be at least 500 words in length and should contain images and links
where appropriate.
Review Questions
Each week students will answer review questions covering topics discussed in the readings.
Required Format
Written papers should be submitted using current APA format, double-spaced.
Communication
Since the instructor for this course is off-site, there are no official office hours for students to
stop by for a chat. I will make an effort to answer all emails from the previous day by 8pm each
night. Emails from the weekend will be answered on Monday. My skype handle is
chrishallmedia, and you are welcome to try to catch me if you see that I am logged in.
Final Project
The final project for this course will be the creation of a moderate-sized website including
planning, content creations, design, development and presentation. Students will use the
techniques learned throughout the course to develop user personas, test a prototype, write design
and code and then present the final website.
Academic Honesty
Cheating is not tolerated. Respect others intellectual property as you do your own. Please
remember that this policy extends to downloading illegal software and other files that are digitalrights managed through peer-to-peer files sharing. For details on the current policy please consult
the student handbook.
Students with Disabilities
Please contact the instructor if you have any medical, psychological, learning or other disabilities
that require academic adjustments or accommodations. You should also contact the Disability
Support Center in Room 205D of the Sharwan Smith Center. The phone number is (435) 8658022. Student support services determine eligibility for and authorize the provision of these
services and aids.
Grading Scale
A
93% and Above
A92% - 90%
B+
89% - 87%
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BC+
C
CD+
D
DF

86% - 83%
82% - 80%
79% - 77%
76% - 73%
72% - 70%
69% - 67%
66% - 63%
62% - 60%
59% and Below

If you are unhappy with your grade on any particular project and feel as though you deserve
something better, I welcome you to plead your case. However, if your argument is not
compelling, your grade will remain unchanged. You should also plan on more critical
examinations of your work in the future.
Course Schedule
Module 1
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 1
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 1,2,3
Assignment: Course Blog
Module 2
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 2
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 4
• Predicting the next 5,000 days of the Web (Video) by Kevin Kelly
Assignment: Web scavenger hunt
Due: Course Blog assignment, Blog Post 1
Module 3
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 3
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 5
• World’s Best Headlines: BBC News, by Jakob Nielsen
• Speed-Dating Your Source Content in 4 Easy Steps, by Angie King
• The Discipline of Content Strategy, by Kristina Halvorson
Assignment: What does it do?
Due: Web scavenger hunt assignment, Blog Post 2, Ch. 2 Review Questions
Module 4
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 4
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 6
• Presenting Information Architecture, Web Style Guide 3rd Edtion
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Assignment: IA Critique paper
Due: What does it do? , Blog Post 3, Ch. 3 Review Questions
Module 5
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 5
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 7
Assignment: Project Brief
Due: IA Critique paper, Blog Post 4, Ch. 4 Review Questions
Module 6
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 6
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 8
• HTML Wireframes and Prototypes: All Gain and No Pain by Julie Stanford
• How to conduct a Heuristic Evaluation by Jakob Nielsen
Assignment: Interactive prototype
Due: Project Brief, Blog Post 5, Ch. 5 Review Questions
Module 7
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 7
• Getting your content online by Craig Grannell
Assignment: Set up a webhosting account
Due: Interactive prototype, Blog Post 6, Ch. 6 Review Questions
Module 8
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 8
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 9
• How to Choose a Website Content Management System by Theresa Regli
Assignment: Install Wordpress CMS
Due: Set up a webhosting account, Blog Post 7, Ch. 7 Review Questions
Module 9
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 9
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 10,11
• Responsive Web Design by Ethan Marcotte
• Marking up textual content in HTML by Mark Norman Francis
• Validating your HTML by Mark Norman Francis
Assignment: Valid HTML document
Due: Install Wordpress CMS, Blog Post 8, Ch. 8 Review Questions
Module 10
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Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 10
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 12,13
• Your first look at JavaScript by Christian Heilmann
Assignment: JavaScript Alert
Due: Valid HTML document, Blog Post 9, Ch. 9 Review Questions
Module 11
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 11
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 14,15,16,17
• Good vs. Great Design by Cameron Moll (Video)
• Color Schemes and Design Mockups by Linda Goin
Assignment: Identify Composition concepts
Due: JavaScript Alert, Blog Post 10, Ch. 10 Review Questions
Module 12
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 12
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 18,19,20,21
• Good vs. Great Design by Cameron Moll (Video)
• Color Schemes and Design Mockups by Linda Goin
Assignment: Final Assignment
Due: Identify Composition concepts, Blog Post 11, Ch. 11 Review Questions
Module 13
Required Reading:
• The Web for Communication Professionals Ch. 13
• Interact with Web Standards Ch. 22,23,24,25
Due: Blog Post 12, Ch. 12 Review Questions
Module 14
Due: Final Assignment, Ch. 13 Review Question
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Module Content
Module 1
Assignment: Create a course blog
Setup a blog using WordPress. Each week of the course, write one blog post that expands upon
the topics discussed in the module or readings. Each post should be at least 500 words in length,
and should contain images and links where appropriate.
1. Go to http://wordpress.com/
2. Click the big orange button labeled “Get started here”
3. Fill out the registration form, creating a Blog Address for your site. Please do not
purchase a domain name for this site, just use the default “.wordpress.com”
4. When you have registered your account by email, log in to your site and browse the
dashboard area. There are several resources at the top of the page to help you learn how
to use the interface. Read them.
5. Create your first blog post, writing about what you like and don’t like about the
wordpress system.
6. Create a page titled “About” and populate it with at least one picture of yourself and a
one-two paragraph description of yourself.
7. Install a theme other than the default
8. Send your instructor a link to your site
Review Questions: None
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Instructor Key
Create a Course Blog Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

2 points

3 points

Blog Posts

Blog post was not

Blog post was

Blog post was

Blog post is

(evaluated

published on

published on

published on

published on time, is

weekly)

time, is poorly

time, contains

time, contains no

very well written with

written, does not

some spelling

spelling and/or

no typos, grammar, or

contain content

and/or

grammatical

spelling errors,

relevant to the

grammatical

errors, meets the

expands upon course

course, or does

errors, meets the

post length

topics, and exceeds

not meet the post

post length

requirement, and

the minimum post

length

requirement, but

the content

length. Post contains

requirement.

content is not

expands upon

images where

very relevant to

course topics.

relevant to the

the course, or

content, and links to

does not expand

plenty of sources and

upon course

resources.

topics.
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Module 2
Assignment: Web Scavenger Hunt
Using a search engine find answers to the following questions. For each question list the query
string (phrase) you typed to find the answer and the rank/position of the answer with the correct
answer. If you click on links that yield no answer, note that.
•

In regard to Internet Protocols, explain what is meant by the “handshake”.

•

Who is Tim Berners-Lee and what was his role in development of the Internet?

•

In what year was the first World-Wide Web software created by Tim Berners-Lee?

•

What is a homepage?

•

What is a digital design?

•

Give three examples of web programming languages.

•

What does W3C stand for? What year was the group formed? Who formed it?

•

What year was the Web Standards Project formed? Who formed the group?

•

Project Gutenberg puts public domain literature and information on the Internet. What
was the first document posted?

•

Douglas Engelbart was a computer visionary of the 1960’s. What did he invent that you
find handy?

•

Define SaaS.

•

What is a computer virus?

•

What was ENIAC?

•

List three causes and 3 symptoms of Internet Addiction Disorder.

•

Aside from the W3C, list two entities that help govern the web.

Review Questions: How the Internet Works
1. ARPANET was the first network to successfully __________ __________
2. The first word to be sent over the Internet was _________.
3. Tim Berners-Lee created the basic components of the _______ _______ _______.
4. One of the first graphical browsers was __________.
5. One of the problems that caused the dot-com boom was startup companies that would
charge _________ or _________ for their product or service initially.
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6. In order to connect to the Internet, you must first have access to an _________
_________ ________.
7. Modems modulate an _______ signal to encode digital information
8. While not every place on the web has an associated domain, every place on the web does
have an ____________.
9. The advantage to server-side scripting is the ability to customize the response based on
the ________ ________.
10. Server-side scripts are never visible to the ____________.
11. Basic web-hosting packages usually have __________ features and can only handle
_____ traffic volumes
12. Information travels over the Internet in ___________.
13. The World Wide Web Consortium was created to ensure ___________ and agreement
among industry members in the adoption of new standards.
14. ICANN is responsible for managing the _________ _________ _________ spaces.
15. Top-level domains are the _________ level in the domain system hierarchy.
Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Switch packets
2. “LOGIN”
3. World Wide Web
4. Mosaic
5. Little, nothing
6. Internet Service Provider (ISP)
7. Analog
8. IP address
9. User's input
10. Browser
11. Limited, low
12. Packets
13. Compatibility
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14. Internet Protocol address
15. Highest
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Web Scavenger Hunt Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

2 points

3 points

4 points

Web

No

No or few

Some Query

Query strings are Multiple Query

Scavenger

answers

queries are

strings are

listed for each

strings are listed

Hunt

submitted.

shown and

listed. The

question

for each question

the answers

questions are

showing the

showing the

are

answered in

growth of the

growth of the

incomplete.

incomplete,

query. The

query. The

non-succinct

questions are

questions are

words or

answered in

answered in

phrases.

sentences

complete,
succinct
sentences
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Module 3
Assignment: What does it do?
Analyze the http://www.xango.com/ web site and answer the following questions:
•

Who is the product, service, or information for?
o

Who are the target audiences for this page?

o

Can these audiences tell from this copy that the writers are speaking to them?

o

Can other people outside our audience tell that the writers are NOT speaking to
them?

•

What is the product, service, or information, exactly?

•

Have the writers spelled out, clearly and in simple language, what the product is?

•

Are the nouns as concrete as they can possibly be?

•

What does the product do for its target user?
o

Have the writers laid out the product’s primary features and benefits in a clear,
concrete way?

•

Is it clear why the product, service, or information is better than the available
alternatives?
o

What evidence is presented for those claims?

o

Are the writers presenting that evidence clearly and without fluffy, empty
language that makes them look like they’re boasting?

Review Questions: Writing for the Web
1. Three considerations unique to writing for the web are ______________,
______________ and ______________.
2. _______________ refers to the ability of a product to be used by as many people as
possible.
3. Usability in web writing refers to the use of text to make a web page more user-friendly
by using ______________ _____________ to describe web navigation and click through
processes.
4. ________________ refers to how easily users can find the information they need on a
website, as well as how easily a user is able to find your website through a search engine.
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5. User-centered design is based on the ________________ __________________
________________.
6. A _______________ describes social context and attempts to exemplify the actual world
that a user is experiencing.
7. _________ _________ describe the interaction between an individual and his or her
interaction with a product.
8. Writing voice is comprised of writing elements such as_____________ ,
_______________, _________________, dialogue, and character development.
9. _____________ voice describes an action directly, whereas _______________ voice
describes the action indirectly.
10. One of the most important audiences on the web is the ___________ ______________
___________.
11. ______________ identify the user motivations, expectations, and goals responsible for
driving online behavior.
12. A common task of web writers is to take content from __________ __________ and
include them in a website
13. A ___________ is meaningful only when it makes sense out of its usual context.
14. ________ define HTML content
Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Accessibility, usability, and findability.
2. Accessibility
3. Meaningful text
4. Findability
5. Rhetorical situation model
6. Scenario
7. Use cases
8. Syntax, diction, punctuation
9. Active, passive
10. Search engine spider
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11. Personas
12. Print sources
13. Link
14. Tags
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What does it do? Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

What does

The student’s

The student’s work The student’s work

The student’s work

it do?

work does not

fulfills the basic

fulfills the basic

fulfills all

fulfill the basic

requirements of

requirements of the

requirements of the

requirements of

the assignment,

assignment, answers

assignment, answers

the assignment.

but it doesn’t

all the questions, and all the questions, and

answer all the

demonstrates a

demonstrates an in-

questions or

reasonable

depth understanding

demonstrate a

understanding,

of the relevant

thorough

though not mastery,

concepts. It is fluidly

understanding of

of the relevant

written, and contains

the relevant

concepts. It contains

no major mechanical

concepts. It may

few mechanical

errors.

contain

errors, but may not

mechanical errors,

be written fluidly.

and is not written
fluidly.

2 points

3 points
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Module 4
Assignment: Create a Content Inventory and Site Diagram
Conduct a content inventory on a small local restaurant or club's web site. In order to keep this
assignment to a reasonable size, it is suggested that you not use a national chain or any site that
has more than 30 pages. Use the simple content inventory spreadsheet format described in this
module to document your website. The content inventory should include at least 15 pages on the
site. Each page should have a unique page id number.
After you have completed your content inventory, use paper and a pencil to create a simple
content map diagram based on the content inventory. Use the page titles and unique page id
numbers from the content inventory to label each page on the content map. Scan this document
and send it along with your content inventory to your professor.
Review Questions: Information Architecture
1. The “heavy lifting” of the information architect takes place in the ________ three stages
of the development process.
2. While client interviews can be conducted over the phone, ________ - __ - _________ is
usually preferable.
3. The primary purpose of a client interview is to establish the _________ of a project in
order to begin requirements documentation.
4. The creative brief should record ____________ attributes such as “how do your
customers feel about your product?”
5. A content inventory is a _____________ analysis of website content.
6. Many websites were initially created without the aid of a _____________ ____________
___________.
7. It is important that a _________ ___________ perform the content inventory.
8. Card sorting is a user-centered design method for increasing a system’s
______________.
9. Site diagrams explain site hierarchy in the format of an ______________
_______________.
10. Wireframes are usually done in _______ fidelity to facilitate quick iteration.
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11. An open card sort is typically done when you want to learn how users _________
content.
12. Process flows can help identify any ____________ or awkward interactions.
Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. First
2. Face-to-face
3. Scope
4. Qualitative
5. Quantitative
6. Content management system
7. Living person
8. Findability
9. Organizational chart
10. Low
11. Group
12. Superfluous
Create a Content Inventory and Site Diagram Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

2 points

Content

Content inventory

Content inventory contains

Content inventory contains

Inventory

contains less than 15

15-20 items. Pages are

20-30+ pages. Pages are

items. Pages are not

uniquely identified with a

uniquely identified. The

uniquely identified.

page id number. The

content inventory is accurate

The content inventory

content inventory is

and complete. There are no

is inaccurate and/or

accurate and complete.

grammatical errors.

incomplete. There are

There are three or fewer

three or more

grammatical errors.

grammatical errors.
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Site

Content Map is

Content Map is complete.

Content Map is complete. The

Diagram

incomplete. The map

The map is well organized.

map is well organized. The

is not well organized.

The map includes all the

map includes all the data

The map includes data data represented on the

represented on the content

that is not represented

content inventory including inventory including the

on the content

the unique identifiers. Most unique identifiers. All data on

inventory. There are

of the data on the map is

the map is relevant. There are

three or more

relevant. There are three or

no grammatical errors.

grammatical errors.

fewer grammatical errors.

Module 5
Assignment: Project Brief
Go to ABC’s online schedule application at http://abc.go.com/schedule. Imagine that this
application hasn’t been created yet, and that you have been tasked with managing the project.
Write a description of the project including the following:
•

Project purpose: who is the client? What is the purpose of the project? What are its
business goals?

•

Project scope: what are we producing?

•

Project sponsors & stakeholders: who are the major decision-makers who have sign-off
capacity? What is their contact information?

•

Success criteria & quality definition: are these your criteria of success or the client’s
criteria?

•

Project constraints, assumptions and dependencies.

•

Resources: what human resources, technologies, applications and tools do we have?

•

Project budget (Estimate and provide reasoning)

•

Milestones

•

Project time/cost estimation: what is the proposed estimated project length? How many
hours will it take to complete the project within budget in the given amount of time?
What is the preliminary estimated timeline for the project?

•

What process will you use? (waterfall, agile or design chunking) Why?

•

What are the phases of the project?
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What will be the project deliverables?

Review Questions: The Development Process
1. It is common for ____________ ____________ to oversee online development.
2. Development processes should be under constant ____________.
3. The ___________ development model was initially used in the manufacturing and
construction industries.
4. The _______ approach breaks tasks into small increments with minimal planning in order
to provide a less rigid development process.
5. Agile development emphasizes __________ _________ as the primary measure of
progress.
6. Creative direction can be understood through the help of a __________ _________.
7. The project overview should go over _______ goals, not focusing on the details that the
client doesn’t care about.
8. An understanding of __________ ________ is key to effective experience planning.
9. The web designer will transfer necessary layout design ___________ over to formats that
can be used in HTML.
10. Websites need to be tested across multiple _________ and ________ in a multiple of
scenarios to know if they look and act the same in all.
11. _________ testing is especially important in sites that receive and store sensitive
information, such as payment or personal information.
12. ________ ___________occurs when certain code features are excluded from the library
of code currently used.
Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Communication professionals
2. Scrutiny
3. Waterfall
4. Agile
5. Working software
6. Creative brief
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7. Holistic
8. Users’ habits
9. Graphics
10. Browsers, operating systems
11. Security
12. Code deprecation
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Project Brief Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

2 points

3 points

Project

Little if any of

Some of the

The project purpose

The project purpose

Brief

the project

project purpose is

is mostly defined:

is well defined: the

purpose is

defined: the client

the client is

client is described

defined: the

is described only

described

well, the scope of the

client

partially, the scope

moderately, the

project and the

description is

of the project and

scope of the project

project goals are clear

inaccurate, the

the project goals

and the project goals

and understandable.

scope of the

are partially clear

are mostly clear and

All of the required

project and the

and

understandable.

information is

project goals

understandable.

Most, but not all of

submitted.

are unclear and

Some of the

the required

difficult to

required

information is

understand.

information is

submitted.

Required

submitted.

information is
not submitted.
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Module 6
Assignment: Interactive Prototype
Using Microsoft PowerPoint, create an interactive prototype of a simulated web page. In
PowerPoint, design a simple website layout using the drawing tools provided in PowerPoint
including a header, main navigation, body and footer. Use the hyperlink feature in PowerPoint
to create 5 different pages with different body content and make the navigation clickable. For
help with linking, see http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/powerpoint-help/create-a-hyperlinkHA010336512.aspx.
Review Questions: Prototyping
1. Prototypes are usually created once the requirements documentation and _____________
have been completed.
2. Software prototyping draws many of its methods from __________ _____________
prototyping.
3. The principle of ___________ ___________ says that simpler explanations are, other
things being equal, generally better than more complex ones.
4. __________ describes the level of detail and functionality in a prototype.
5. Throwaway prototypes fall at the ______ fidelity end of the spectrum.
6. Evolutionary prototypes are toward the ______ fidelity end of the spectrum.
7. For teams on a shoestring budget, _________ is a great low-cost alternative to many
prototyping software packages.
8. ___________ ___________ are a valuable opportunity to gather usability information.
9. ______________ _____________ is a form of usability inspection where usability
specialists judge whether each element of a user interface follows a list of established
usability heuristics.
10. Subjective assessment is more _____________ in nature and tells the evaluator how the
users feel about the software being tested.
11. If you are conducting an online focus group, you will need the appropriate ____________
that allows the participants to chat and see the chats of others and also allows the focus
group team to send questions to the moderator.
12. An experienced _____________ is important for a successful focus group.
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13. Immediately _______ a focus group session, the moderator should walk through the
results and review the trends, questions, and comments for each section of the study.
14. All data from the focus group should be ___________ and _____________.
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Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Wireframes
2. Industrial design
3. Ockham’s’ razor
4. Fidelity
5. Low
6. High
7. Paper
8. Focus groups
9. Heuristic evaluation
10. Qualitative
11. Software
12. Moderator
13. After
14. Coded, recorded
Interactive Prototype Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

2 points

3 points

Interactive

Prototype was

Prototype was

Prototype was

Prototype was

Prototype

not completed

completed on time, completed on time,

completed on time,

on time, does

shows multiple

shows multiple

shows multiple

not show

pages, but has

pages, incorporates

pages, incorporates

multiple pages,

basic interactivity

semi-functional

fully-functional

contains no

interactivity, pages

interactivity, pages

interactivity.

designed as outlined

design with extra
consideration to
detail
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Module 7
Assignment: Set up a Web Hosting Account
1. Find a free or paid web host and create an account. Popular free hosts include
www.000webhost.com and www.doteasy.com/FreeWebHosting. Be sure that the host you
choose allows FTP access.
2. Download and install Filezilla, a free FTP Client from http://filezilla-project.org/
3. Using the support information on the website of the host you chose, configure Filezilla to
connect to your host. Using Microsoft word, create a document containing the text “Hello
World” and save the document as an HTML document named “hello.html” (under “File->Save
as web page”).
4. Upload the HTML document into the root directory of your hosting server.
5. Send your instructor a link to the hello.html file.
Review Questions: Tools
1. Websites are made available to the Internet via _______ ___________.
2. Some people use their own ____________ _______________ as web servers.
3. A ___________ is a company that has a large datacenter with hundreds or thousands of
web servers.
4. The term __________________ refers to how many visitors you receive to your website
and how much they download from your site.
5. Many web hosts also offer access to different general _______________ that can be
added to your site.
6. Even though most people do not use a dedicated server, it is important that the web host
you choose has good _______________.
7. ________ is a simple, common way for non-programmers to exchange files over the
Internet.
8. While it is possible to make an FTP connection using a standard ________ ___________,
most people prefer to transfer files with the help of a dedicated FTP software program.
9. There is no standard way to organize a website’s ______ structure.
10. On your development computer, the ______ is the topmost parent folder of the website.
11. The __________ __________ is the address a user enters to access your website.
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12. A domain name needs to be registered with one of the ________ approved domain
registrars for a yearly registration fee.
13. Default _______ ___________ ship with most operating systems.
14. __________ ___________ come from three general sources: industry standards,
company standards, and personal standards
Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Web servers
2. Personal computers
3. Web host
4. Datatransfer
5. Applications
6. Scalability
7. FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
8. Web browser
9. File
10. Root
11. Domain name
12. ICANN
13. Text editors
14. Best practices
Set up a Web Hosting Account Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

2 points

3 points
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Valid

Assignment

Host account was

Host account was set Host account was set

HTML

was not

set up but file was

up, FTP connection

up, FTP connection

Document

completed.

not uploaded

was made but file

was made and file

correctly

was uploaded

was uploaded

incorrectly

correctly
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Module 8
Assignment: Install Wordpress CMS
Using the hosting account you created in the section on tools, install the Wordpress CMS on
your hosting account by following the “Five minute Install” instruction located here:
http://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress#Famous_5-Minute_Install.
When you have done this, send your instructor the URL of your wordpress site.
Review Questions: Content Management
1. Early web editors generally lacked _____________.
2. Front-end designers are more ____________ than graphic designers of the past.
3. Content Management Systems generally use some sort of ___________ system.
4. One of the underlying technologies that makes templating possible is _______
_________ _________.
5. CMS software is particularly good at creating ________ ________ that can be managed
by an administrator.
6. Content syndication is usually done through an _______ or ________ feed.
7. _________ refers to the ability to “roll back” to previous versions of the website.
8. ________ ________ software is updated and maintained largely by a collaborative
development community and the system is available for free.
9. CMS software that allows for _______-_______ ___________makes it easy to maintain
the same look and feel and basic content structure while allowing for changes to language
and images.
10. Without proper __________ a CMS is essentially useless.
11. Some open source solutions still require that some kind of ________ is given about the
CMS on your website
Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Sophistication
2. Technical
3. Templating
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4. Cascading Style Sheets
5. Task cycles
6. RSS, Atom
7. Versioning
8. Open source
9. Multi-market localization
10. Documentation
11. Recognition
Install Wordpress CMS Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

2 points

3 points

Valid

Assignment

Link to wordpress

Link to wordpress

Link to wordpress

HTML

was not

site works, but

site works but

site works and

Document

completed.

with errors and

assignment was not

assignment was

assignment was

submitted on time

submitted on time.

submitted late.
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Module 9
Assignment: Valid HTML Document
Using a simple text editor (Notepad if you are on a PC, TextEdit if you are on a mac) you will
create and validate your first HTML document. Using the W3C reference table, create an
HTML document using the correct tags for the following elements: Heading, paragraph,
Hyperlink and Unordered List. Upload the file your web hosting account, using any file name
you prefer. Then go to the W3C online validator, and submit the URL of your site. Click the
“Check” button, and take a screen capture of the results. Email the complete html file and the
screen capture to your instructor.
Review Questions: Presentation
1. HTML reads from top to bottom, _____ to ________.
2. All HTML tags use the same ________________.
3. Using old HTML standards, we used HTML tags to control _____________ elements.
4. _____________ are used to add additional information to HTML tags.
5. Many tags are assigned ___________ attributes.
6. Some HTML tags have been____________ , meaning that the HTML code base no
longer supports them.
7. ___________ _____________ _____________, or CSS, is the recommended way to
control the presentation layer in a web document.
8. One of the most powerful properties of CSS is its ____________ abilities.
9. When an element inherits a value from its parent, it inherits its __________ value.
10. ___________ style sheets are the most common and preferred method for applying CSS
to a website.
11. CSS allows websites to detect which _________ __________ is viewing the website.
12. The ability to _______ a website is useful and sometimes even necessary.
13. Media queries are meant for design presentation, not _______________
Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Left, right
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2. Formatting
3. Presentation
4. Attributes
5. Default
6. Deprecated
7. Cascading Style Sheets
8. Inheritance
9. Computed
10. Linked
11. Screen size
12. Print
13. Optimization
Valid HTML Document Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

2 points

3 points

Valid

Assignment

HTML document

HTML document

HTML document was

HTML

was not

was turned in

was completed

completed correctly

Document

completed.

incomplete, not

correctly but

and validation was

validated

validation was not

turned in.

turned in.
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Module 10
Assignment: JavaScript Alert
Using this tutorial: http://www.w3schools.com/js/js_popup.asp add a popup alert to the valid
HTML page you created in the last module. Send a link to your instructor.
Review Questions: Behavior
1. Object-oriented programming consists of ____________, ____________, and
______________.
2. Each object has inherent ______________.
3. ___________ are the commands that tell an object what to do.
4. ________ __________ technologies contain functionality that operates within the
browser on the user’s computer.
5. Languages like JavaScript and Actionscript are dialects of_____________.
6. With _______ , web applications can communicate with the server side without
interfering with the display and behavior of the existing page.
7. As demand for sites that use JavaScript has increased, time-saving _____________ began
to emerge that allowed developers to reuse chunks of code to accomplish common tasks.
8. _________ ___________ scripting takes place directly on the server, as opposed to
within the browser like client-side scripting.
9. Most websites today store their data in a___________.
10. Nearly all databases are ____________.
Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Objects, methods, properties
2. Properties
3. Methods
4. Client side
5. ECMAscript
6. Ajax
7. Frameworks
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8. Server-side
9. Database
10. Relational
JavaScript Alert Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

2 points

3 points

JavaScript

Assignment

Assignment was

Assignment was

Assignment was

Alert

was not

attempted but

completed and

completed and popup

completed.

popup does not

popup works, but

works.

work.

with errors.
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Module 11
Assignment: Identify Composition Concepts
Your assignment is to find examples of websites that clearly display each of the concepts of
composition outlined in this chapter. For each of the concepts, take a screenshot of the website
that displays the concept and paste it into a word document. Then write a paragraph for each one
describing why you think the website conforms to that concept.
Concepts
•

Balance

•

Rhythm

•

Proportion

•

Dominance

•

Unity

Review Questions: Design Concepts
1. ________________ is the distribution of elements in a design as it relates to their visual
weight within a composition.
2. Rhythm is also known as _________________.
3. Aligning a composition according to __________ ___ __________ creates more tension,
energy, and interest in the composition than simply centering the feature would.
4. ______________ will create an entry point on the page from which you can lead the
viewer to other parts of the page.
5. In general, the way to create dominance in an element is by adding visual ____________.
6. ________ gives a sense of oneness to a visual image, helping the words and the images
work together to create meaning.
7. _________________ is the process of putting your product in a specific place in an
audience’s mind.
8. _________________ elements are a good way to communicate character.
9. Prior to _____________ ______________ technology, designers were constrained to the
fonts that were available in a user’s operating system.
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Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Balance
2. Repetition
3. Rule of Thirds
4. Dominance
5. Weight
6. Unity
7. Positioning
8. Anthropomorphic
9. Font embedding
Composition Concepts Assignment
Performance Quality
Criteria

0 points

1 point

2 points

3 points

Compositio Assignment

The student found

The student found

The student found

n Concepts

was not

examples but they

related examples but

good examples

completed.

are not related to

they are poorly

related to the

the concept and

described

concepts and

poorly described

described the
relationships well
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Module 12
Final Project
For the final project you will design, develop and present a functional website of your own. The
project will consist of the following steps:
1. Create a project requirements document
2. Develop a competitive analysis
3. Create a persona for your target user
4. Draw a site diagram
5. Develop an interactive prototype of the website using PowerPoint
6. Conduct and document user testing
7. Write the textual content for your website following the guidelines in the module on
“Writing for the web”
8. Gather or create visual assets (photography, animations, video) necessary for the site
9. Create a pixel-perfect design for your site using a graphic editor
10. Create at least 10 pages using valid HTML
11. Present your website in a Skype interview.
Requirements
•

All HTML & CSS documents must pass W3C validation

•

Use at least one external stylesheet

•

The site must contain at least one working form

•

Use proper design composition techniques

•

Contain tracking code using Google analytics

•

Contain at least one multimedia element (video, audio, animation)

•

Consistent and well thought-out navigation

Review Questions: Graphics and Multimedia
1. While the code for your website can be created in a simple text editor, the graphics must
be created using _________ ___________ software.
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2. Graphic design software canvases usually allow_________ , letting designers stack
different images and shapes on top of each other to keep things organized and create
different effects.
3. RGB is __________ while CMYK is____________.
4. Vector images can be resized to large proportions without compromising
_____________.
5. ______________ refers to the number of pixels per inch (PPI) or dots per inch (DPI) in
the image.
6. Computer screens and printers are ___________ devices.
7. It is ________ to convert from a vector file to a raster file format.
8. GIF files can be saved with a maximum of _____ colors.
9. GIFs can also be____________ , which is a way of saving a graphic so that it loads
progressively as it is downloaded.
10. The 16-bit JPEG format was designed with _____________ in mind.
11. Every time the browser loads an image on the page, it has to make an _______
__________.
12. Web video plays in your browser using one of a few different ____________ protocols.
13. Video ______________ is a process by which an editor tries to get the maximum quality
from a video while maintaining the smallest possible size.
14. Web ______________ can be created using a variety of tools, including Adobe Flash
(plays in the Flash player), HTML5 canvas animation technology, JavaScript, or even the
latest version of CSS.
15. _________ embedded multimedia is still a few years from adoption.
Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Graphic design
2. Layers
3. Additive, subtractive
4. Definition
5. Resolution
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6. Raster
7. Easy
8. 256
9. Interlaced
10. Photographs
11. HTTP request
12. Streaming
13. Compression
14. Animations
15. HTML5
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Module 13
Review Questions: Analytics
1. _____________ visitors are the number of unique IP addresses that visited your site.
2. _________ __________ can help you understand what is working in your advertising
efforts and offer suggestions as to how people search for your products.
3. Knowing what __________ people used to find your site in a typical search can help you
decide what keywords to use in search engine pay-per-click campaigns like Google
Adwords.
4. Most analytics offer ways to see the top contributing __________ sites.
5. A ______ _____________ _______________ is a metric that helps you understand your
current performance in relationship to your objectives.
6. A/B testing is a simple application of the ________ ___________to web design
7. In A/B/ testing, it is very important that the two versions be tested in as _______ an
environment as possible.
8. A _______ _________ is a visual representation of where your users click and show what
they are doing on your site.
Instructor Key
Review Answers
1. Unique
2. Traffic sources
3. Searches
4. Referring
5. Key performance indicator
6. Scientific method
7. Similar
8. Heat map
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

T

he web is taking a more prominent role in the lives of communication
professionals every day. Whether you are a marketing professional,
graphic designer, writer, or public relations expert, chances are you
are becoming more involved in web projects. The Obama Administration’s
launch of an online digital literacy portal, digitalliteracy.gov, demonstrates the
importance of digital literacy in today’s economy. According to research:
s .INETY SIX PERCENT OF WORKING !MERICANS USE NEW COMMUNICATIONS TECH
nologies as part of their daily lives, while 62% of working Americans use
the Internet as an integral part of their jobs (Jones & Madden, 2008).
s "ETWEEN  AND  THE NUMBER OF DOMESTIC )4 JOBS GREW BY 
four times faster than U.S. employment as a whole. By 2018, IT employ
ment is expected to grow by anoth
er 22% (U.S. Department of Com
merce Internet Policy Task Force,
2010).
s !CCORDING TO ONE ESTIMATE AS OF
 ADVERTISING SUPPORTED )NTER
net services directly or indirectly
employed three million Americans,
1.2 million of whom hold jobs that
did not exist two decades ago
(Interactive Advertising Bu
reau, 2009).
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If you are a communication professional, this book will give you the exper
tise you need to contribute meaningfully to web projects that accomplish your
organization’s goals. From research to planning to production and assess
ment, you will get a broad view of how to implement effective web design. It
will also introduce you to tools and skills required to create a website yourself,
using current web standards.
Despite being immersed in the Internet and new communication technolo
gies, many communication professionals I have worked with feel alienated in
projects that deal with Internet technology. I’ve realized that this feeling is due
in part to a simple lack of understanding of the terminology. This book should
help you become a more effective Internet communicator by stripping away
some of the unknown and giving you confidence to create effective web me
dia. After reading this book, you should be able to have an intelligent conver
sation with your IT professionals in order to accomplish your goals. I want to
take web design out of the fog of technical understanding and help you see it
as it applies to you, the communication professional.
We live in an age when many people know basic web design principles.
Unfortunately, very few take a scientific approach to web designs. One of
the things I hope you take away from this book is that the scientific method
can and should be applied to web design. If you haven’t thought about the
scientific method since high school biology, it basically requires us to answer
QUESTIONS BY TESTING &ROM DATA MINING AND ANALYTICS TO LAB BASED USABILITY
STUDIES AND ONE ON ONE INTERVIEWS THIS BOOK SHOULD HELP YOU DISCOVER THE ART
and science of qualifying and quantifying design decisions.
Ultimately, it’s one thing to read about something in a book and quite an
other to go out and try it yourself. While this book does not cover extensive
code (programming language) or programming techniques, the nature of the
medium necessitates learning some code. In order for you to use the web as a
communication medium effectively, I believe it is important to understand how
code works. Understanding the code that makes up the web is no different
than the paper and ink that makes up a printing press. This book will give you
the technical foundation you need to get started developing and deploying
your own web projects.

Introduction
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Learning Outcomes
1.
2.

Understand the terminology required to drive web projects
Learn best practices for creating your own web projects

3.

Apply the scientific approach to usability in web projects

About Me
In the world of web design I have worked as a digital strategy manager, web
designer, ActionScript programmer, creative director, and marketing manager.
Through each of these roles I have gained a clearer understanding of the things
that are important for communication professionals to understand about the
web. I sincerely hope that after reading this book you are more confident and
successful in your web projects.

Sources
Interactive Advertising Bureau (2009). %CONOMIC VALUE OF THE ADVERTISING SUPPORTED INTERNET ECOSYSTEM.
2ETRIEVED FROM HTTPWWWIABNETMEDIAlLE%CONOMIC 6ALUE 2EPORTPDF
Jones, S. & Madden, M. (2008). Most working Americans now use the Internet or email at their jobs, 2008.
7ASHINGTON $# 2ETRIEVED FROM HTTPWWWPEWINTERNETORG2EPORTS .ETWORKED 7ORKERS
3UMMARY OF &INDINGSASPX
U.S. Department of Commerce Internet Policy Task Force (2010). Commercial data privacy and innovation
in the Internet economy: A dynamic policy framework, green paper Retrieved from http://www.ntia.
doc.gov/reports/2010/IPTF_Privacy_GreenPaper_12162010.pdf.
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Chapter II

HOW THE
INTERNET
WORKS
If you’re reading this book, it’s ikely that you know what the Internet is and why it’s important. For communication professionals
working with the web, a solid understanding of how the Internet
works is requisite in successful web planning and production.

How the Internet Works
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The Internet: A
Brief History

D

espite being a relatively new technology, the Internet has become a

cornerstone of digital media and a standard global method of com
munication. As of 2010, one in four people worldwide have access
to the Internet (Internet World Stats, 2011). Communication via the Internet
has evolved over the years from basic electronic mail and static web page
publishing to interactive social media and dynamic “one click” syndication.
ARPANET
)N THE BEGINNING THERE WAS !20!.%4 OR THE !DVANCED 2ESEARCH 0ROJECTS
!GENCY .ETWORK 4HE $EFENSE !DVANCED 2ESEARCH 0ROJECTS !GENCY $!20!
CREATED !20!.%4 IN  !20!.%4 WAS THE lRST NETWORK TO SUCCESSFULLY
switch blocks of data known as packets, enabling multiple computers to com
municate over a network at once. This technology was the foundation of to
day’s Internet.
!20!.%4 WAS CREATED TO HELP CONNECT A NUMBER OF LARGE RESEARCH COMPUT
ers that were separated by wide distances, which was making it difficult for
researchers to access them. Another popular theory suggests it was created
because the United States was seeking a network that was impervious to
nuclear attack (this was at the height of the Cold War); although, the research
ers on the team, namely Charles Herzfeld (ARPA Director 1965–1967), have
REPEATEDLY DEBUNKED THIS NOTION .ONETHELESS !20!.%4 PROVED SUCCESSFUL
in solving both of these dilemmas. The network provided security because if
part of the system went down, the system as a whole could still maintain infor
mation and be recovered. It also made transferring data faster than ever.
The first four computers to connect to the network were at the Stanford
Research Institute, UC Santa Barbara, UCLA, and the University of Utah. The
first data exchange took place between computers at UCLA and the Stanford
Research Institute. A UCLA student programmer named Charley attempted
to send the letters of the word “login” one by one over the connection A re
searcher on the telephone at the Stanford Research Institute confirmed when
each letter was received. Much to the chagrin of the researchers, the network
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crashed when sending the letter “g.” An hour later, however, the system was
restored and the full “login” was received.
ARPANET becomes The World Wide Web
!S NON MILITARY USES FOR THE NETWORK BECAME MORE EVIDENT CIVILIAN RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT GREW AND TECHNOLOGY ADVANCED )N  4IM "ERNERS ,EE
was working as an independent contractor for the European Organization for
.UCLEAR 2ESEARCH NETWORKING THEIR RESEARCH DATABASES (E CAME UP WITH
the idea of using a text system to communicate over the network and real
ized that his model could be applied to the Internet. He created the major
components that form the basic structure of the World Wide Web: a protocol
for hypertext (Hypertext Transfer Protocol, or HTTP, that begins every web ad
dress), a markup language (HTML, which comprises the basic language web
pages are built on), and the first
web browser for all of this to
be viewed in. This first brows
er was called “worldwideweb”
and also functioned as an html
editor. These basic tools made
the worldwide use of the Inter
net possible.
One of the major advance
ments of the World Wide Web
was the creation of the Mo
Mosaic Web Browser
saic browser, which was one
of the first graphical browsers
that made web surfing more in
tuitive for typical users. Mosaic
was also one of the first browsers to display images in the text of the web
page rather than opening images in a new window. Current popular browsers
such as Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer still retain interface features that
were found in Mosaic, such as the back, forward, refresh, and print buttons.
By the early 1990’s, many Americans were online. They were able to ac
cess the network through Internet Service Providers such as CompuServ or
America Online, and the majority of online traffic was available through com
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mercial network providers rather than government networks. Other countries,
SUCH AS #ANADA AND .EW :EALAND WERE COMING ONLINE AND SEARCH ENGINES
which search for information on the web, were gaining popularity. The Internet
was ripening for commercialization.
The dot-com bubble
As more people gained access to the Internet, commercial demand for web
presence also grew. When marketers saw the potential for selling goods di
rectly to consumers online instead of at a physical location, the web went
crazy. In the late 1990’s, hundreds of new startups were being created every
day, most of which operated at a loss in order to gain market share. The pre
vailing idea amongst these startup companies was that they could charge
little or nothing for their product or service initially, but would be able to charge
later as their customer base grew. Obviously, such a business structure was
unsustainable. One example of this was Boo.com, which spent $188 million
in just six months in an attempt to start an online fashion store. The company
went bankrupt.
Eventually the rapid growth was unsustainable, and in 1999–2000 the bub
BLE BURST 4HE .!3$!1 COMPOSITE WHICH TENDED TO BE TECHNOLOGY HEAVY
peaked at over 5,000 points at the top of the boom in 2000 and fell to just over
  POINTS TWO YEARS LATER .!3$!1  
The Mobile Web
Between 2008 and 2010 the web experienced a huge surge in mobile de
vices accessing the Internet. This was due, in part, to the rapid increase in the
availability of smartphones that use mobile browsers, enabling users to ac
cess the Internet from anywhere, anytime. Wireless Internet access had also
become prevalent, becoming a basic part of many carrier networks’ phone
plans.
4HE RAPID GROWTH OF LOCATION BASED SERVICES SUCH AS FOURSQUARE AND &ACE
book, have also increased the popularity of accessing the Internet from mo
bile phones. Users are able to tell their friends via social networks where they
are and what they are doing. Online shopping from mobile phones has also
increased greatly, with over 3.4 billion dollars in purchases being made from
mobile devices in the U.S. alone in 2010 (ABI Research, 2010).
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Because the screens of most mobile devices are so small, mobile browsers
usually require a specially formatted web page in order to be viewed easily.
While mobile browsers still have limitations, many web designers have begun
to use a programming language called JavaScript that automatically reformats
pages based on which device is viewing the page.
Many mobile browsers have trouble playing various video file types. Large
video sharing sites like YouTube and Vimeo have made advances in video
technology, creating new mobile formats that play well on mobile browsers.
More recently, tablet computers have also contributed to the rise in mobile
web access. The popularity of Apple’s iPad tablet launched in 2010 spawned
a sea of new tablet computers and operating systems. These devices usually
have browsers that are slightly more capable than a phone browser, but they
still usually lack all of the features of a desktop browser. Many web technolo
gists believe that the mobile web and mobile computing will continue to grow
in popularity.

How the Internet Works
Imagine that you have just opened up your laptop and launched a browser.
You browser opens to a search engine, which you have set as your Home
Page. You just recorded a television program about the blobfish, but your
roommate turned off the record
ing before it got to the mating ritu
als. You are fascinated by the idea
of such an ugly creature mating, so
you type, “What are the mating ritu
als of the blobfish?” into the search
field. When you hit “Enter,” this is
what happens:

Blobfish

How the Internet Works
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Internet Service Providers
In order to connect to the Internet, you must first have access to an Internet
Service Provider (ISP). As we learned, in the early days of the Internet, ac
cess was limited to government research laboratories and universities. While
government ISPs still exist, thousands of commercial ISPs have cropped up
in the private sector, making the Internet accessible via telecommunications
networks. Your ISP grants you access to its network through a modem.
One important term to understand in the world of ISPs is “bandwidth.” The
term has become somewhat ambiguous among electronic devices in recent
years because of the distinction between network bandwidth and analog
NON DIGITAL SIGNAL BANDWIDTH .ETWORK BANDWIDTH REFERS TO THE NET BIT RATE OR
average rate of successful transfer through a network path at any given time.
In wireless communication, bandwidth can refer to analog signal strength that
IS MEASURED IN HERTZ 4O FURTHER CONFUSE THE ISSUE MANY WEB HOSTING PROVID
ers use bandwidth to describe the amount of data transferred to and from their
WEB HOSTING SERVER OVER THE PERIOD OF A BILLING CYCLE /THER PROVIDERS REFER TO
this measurement as “data transfer”.
Modems
When your request leaves your computer, the modem is the next link in the
DATA PATH ON THE )NTERNET 4HE WORD hMODEMv STANDS FOR hMODULATOR DEMODU
lator.” The basic function of a modem is to produce a signal that can be trans
mitted and decoded easily. Modems modulate an analog signal to encode
digital information, and then demodulate the signal to decode the transmitted
information. While most people are familiar with modems as a means for con
necting to the Internet, modems can be used over any means of transmitting
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analog signals, from light emitting diodes (LED) to radio. Internet modems
convert the digital data of a personal computer into modulated electrical sig
nals in the voice frequency range of a telephone channel. These signals are
transmitted over telephone lines and demodulated by another modem at the
receiver side to receive the digital data.
Routers
Routers are the next step in the Internet data transmission path, and their
main purpose is to forward data packets between telecommunications net
works. Think of a router as an electronic railroad switch, routing information
based on where the conductor says it needs to travel. A router is connected
to several data lines from different networks. When data comes in on one of
the lines, the router reads the address information in the packet to determine
its ultimate destination. Then, using information in its routing table or routing
policy, it directs the packet to the next network on its journey. The data packet
is then forwarded from one router to another until it gets to its destination
node (in the case of our search, the search engine’s web server).
The most familiar type of routers are home and small office routers that sim
PLY PASS DATA SUCH AS WEB PAGES AND E MAIL BETWEEN THE HOME COMPUTERS
and the owner’s cable or Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) modem, which con
nects to the Internet. However, more sophisticated routers include enterprise
routers, which connect large business or ISP networks to core routers that
FORWARD MASSIVE AMOUNTS OF DATA THROUGH lBER OPTIC LINES

Domain Name Server
.EXT OUR SEARCH WOULD COME TO A DOMAIN NAME SERVER 4HE MOST IMPORTANT
FUNCTION OF THE $OMAIN .AME 3ERVER $.3 IS TO TRANSLATE THE DOMAIN NAME
(for instance, cnn.com) into the domain name’s corresponding Internet Proto
col (IP) address (for instance 10.2.111.189). While not every place on the web
has an associated domain name (with letters, which humans can remember
more easily), every place on the web does have an IP address (with numbers,
which we have a harder time remembering). Domain names mainly exist so
THAT THE HUMAN MIND CAN REMEMBER WHERE TO GO ON THE )NTERNET .OW OUR
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search knows which IP address to find in order to get to the correct web host.
We’re one step closer to our information about the blobfish mating rituals!
Web Servers
Once the domain name server has located which IP address to go to, our
request can travel to the web server of the search site. The request will usually
BE PASSED TO A SERVER SIDE SCRIPT ON THE WEB SERVER LOCATED AT THE )0 ADDRESS
4HESE SCRIPTS ARE USED TO CREATE (4-, DOCUMENTS hON THE mYv AS OPPOSED TO
RETURNING lXED DOCUMENTS 4HIS IS DIFFERENT FROM CLIENT SIDE SCRIPTING IN WHICH
scripts are run by the web browser using technologies such as JavaScript.
4HE ADVANTAGE TO SERVER SIDE SCRIPTING IS THE ABILITY TO CUSTOMIZE THE RESPONSE
BASED ON THE USERS INPUT )N OUR CASE THE SERVER SIDE SCRIPT WILL DISPLAY A WEB
PAGE BASED ON WHAT WE ENTERED IN THE SEARCH lELD WE WILL DISCUSS SERVER SIDE
scripts and coding languages in greater detail later.)
3ERVER SIDE SCRIPTING GENERALLY RELATES TO DYNAMIC CONTENT OR CONTENT THAT
changes based on interactions from the user that retrieves and/or modifys in
FORMATION FROM DATABASES 3ERVER SIDE SCRIPTS ARE NEVER VISIBLE TO THE BROWSER
as these scripts are executed on the user’s computer’s server and emit HTML
corresponding to user’s input to the page. Static content, on the other hand,
has no interaction with other data sources.
Large companies such as Google usually own and operate their own web
servers. However, most small, light traffic websites rent server space from
A WEB HOSTING PROVIDER 7EB HOSTS ARE COMPANIES THAT PROVIDE SPACE ON A
server that they own or lease for use by their clients, and they provide Internet
connectivity, typically in a data center.
4HERE IS A WIDE SPECTRUM OF WEB HOSTING SERVICES 4HE MOST BASIC IS WEB
PAGE AND SMALL SCALE lLE HOSTING WHERE lLES CAN BE UPLOADED VIA &ILE 4RANSFER
Protocol (FTP) or web interface. These basic packages usually have limited
features and can only handle low traffic volumes. Many ISPs offer this service
free to their subscribers. Personal website hosting is typically free, advertise
MENT SPONSORED OR INEXPENSIVE "USINESS WEBSITE HOSTING USUALLY HAS MORE
features and can handle high traffic volume, but comes at a higher expense.
At this point, the Google web server receives your request for information about
the mating rituals of blobfish and runs code that queries its databases for the re
sults of your search. When it finds your search results, it sends them back to you in
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packets.
Packets
Information you request from search engines travel in packets. A packet
is essentially a formatted unit of data carried by a packet mode computer
network. The advantage of transmitting data in packets is that the bit rate of
the communication medium can be better shared among users than if the
network were circuit switched, in other words, you’ll get your blobfish mating
ritual search results faster.

Important Internet
Organizations
W3C
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) was created to ensure compatibil
ity and agreement among industry members in the adoption of new standards.
Prior to its creation, incompatible versions of HTML were offered by different
vendors, increasing the potential for inconsistency between web pages. The
consortium was created to get all those vendors to agree on a set of core
principles and components that would be supported by everyone.
4IM "ERNERS ,EE FOUNDED THE 7ORLD 7IDE 7EB #ONSORTIUM 7# AT THE
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Laboratory for Computer Science (MIT/
,#3  4ODAY THE GROUP IS COMPRISED OF MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS A FULL TIME
staff, and participants from the public who work together to develop web
standards.
Starting in 1997, W3C created regional offices around the world; as of Sep
tember 2009, it has 18 world offices covering Australia, the Benelux countries
.ETHERLANDS ,UXEMBOURG AND "ELGIUM "RAZIL #HINA &INLAND 'ERMANY
Austria, Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Israel, Italy, South Korea, Moroc
co, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom and Ireland (World
Wide Web Consortium).
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ICANN
4HE )NTERNET #ORPORATION FOR !SSIGNED .AMES AND .UMBERS )#!.. IS A
NON PROlT CORPORATION HEADQUARTERED IN -ARINA DEL 2EY #ALIFORNIA THAT WAS
CREATED IN  TO OVERSEE A NUMBER OF )NTERNET RELATED TASKS PREVIOUSLY PER
FORMED BY OTHER ORGANIZATIONS ON BEHALF OF THE 53 GOVERNMENT )#!.. IS
responsible for managing the Internet Protocol (IP) address spaces (IPv4 and
IPv6) and the assignment of address blocks to regional Internet registries, for
MAINTAINING REGISTRIES OF )NTERNET PROTOCOL IDENTIlERS AND FOR MANAGING TOP LEV
EL DOMAIN NAME SPACE $.3 ROOT ZONE WHICH INCLUDES THE OPERATION OF ROOT
nameservers. Most visibly, much of its work has concerned the introduction
OF NEW GENERIC TOP LEVEL DOMAINS 4,$S  4OP LEVEL DOMAINS ARE THE HIGHEST
level in the domain system hierarchy. For example, in the domain www.suu.
EDU THE TOP LEVEL DOMAIN WOULD BE hEDUv

Sources
ABI Research. (2010). Global mobile online shopping sales. Oyster Bay: ABI Research.
Internet World Stats. (2011). Internet usage statistics. Retrieved from internetworldstats.com:
http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
.!3$!1   .!3$!1 (ISTORICAL 0RICES. Retrieved from nasdaq.com:
HTTPWWWNASDAQCOMQUOTESHISTORICAL QUOTESASPX
World Wide Web Consortium. (2011). About the W3C. Retrieved from w3.org: http://www.w3.org/Consortium
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Chapter III

WRITING FOR
THE WEB
Writing has distinct differences and challenges in every medium. Writing for the web can be challenging because it requires
specialized and somewhat technical knowledge. The way web
copy is structured impacts not only the way it appears to the
user but to other computer systems, like search engines and
web indexes, as well.
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Guidelines
Accessibility, usability, and findability

T

hree fundamental considerations unique to writing for the web

are accessibility, usability, and findability. Accessibility refers to the
ability of a product to be used by as many people as possible, in
CLUDING USERS WHO ARE VISUALLY IMPAIRED OR BLIND ILLITERATE OR LEARNING DISABLED
"LIND OR VISUALLY IMPAIRED USERS ARE ABLE TO USE THE WEB THROUGH SCREEN READ
ing software. Screen readers attempt to identify and interpret what is being
displayed on the screen. This interpretation can then be sent to a braille output
DEVICE OR HEARD THROUGH TEXT TO SPEECH ICONS 3CREEN READERS RELY ON VISIBLE
text and other text associated with the images and videos that appear on the
page to describe what the page looks like and how a user should interact with
it. A web writer must be able to identify these key points of description and
create copy that gives impaired users adequate information to navigate.
Accessibility is becoming a more common requirement and many organiza
tions have created disability policies that require their websites to be compliant
with the American Disabilities Act. In the United States, government websites
are required to meet these standards (American Disabilities Act, 2003).
An important part of a web writer’s job is contributing to the usability of the
WEBSITE 5SABILITY REFERS TO MAKING A WEB PAGE MORE USER FRIENDLY BY USING
MEANINGFUL TEXT TO DESCRIBE WEB NAVIGATION AND CLICK THROUGH PROCESSES )N
some cases, reducing the overall amount of text on a page can make it more
meaningful. For instance, the Google.com home page uses minimal text.
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The page consists of a logo, a search bar, and a short message. The pur
pose of the page is obvious, whereas the purpose might be more obscure if it
WERE A TEXT HEAVY PAGE
The text on a page must quickly and intuitively guide users to the informa
tion they need. In some ways, navigating a website can be like going into a
maze. Users may have a general idea of the direction they want to go, but it
CAN BE EASY TO GET OFF TRACK AND WASTE TIME TRYING TO REACH THEIR ULTIMATE GOAL
A web writer’s responsibility is to provide hints and signals to guide people
through the maze so they can easily find the content they seek.
Users tend to have little patience for not being able to find the information
they need, and if it’s difficult, they will leave your website because they can
usually find it somewhere else. One of the best ways to guide them is with
hyperlinks. Think of hyperlinks as shortcuts through the maze. Hyperlinked
text takes users to other pages and documents within the same website or
on another website. Hyperlinks called “anchor tags” can also take the user
somewhere on the same page by jumping to a particular vertical point on the
page. In addition to the general navigation, the use of hyperlinked text within
body copy can increase findability on your website.
Findability refers to how easily users can find the information they need on
a website, as well as how easily a search engine is able to find your website.
Search engines use hyperlinks as one way to find content on the web. When a
search engine analyzes the data on a page using programs sometimes referred
to as “spiders” or “bots,” it identifies the hyperlinks it encounters and records
the pages that the hyperlinks are linked to. It then stores those hyperlinks and
uses the list to determine which sites to crawl next. Search engine results are
ranked based on a number of factors, including site age, the amount of con
tent, the number and ranking of inbound hyperlinks, trends, and metadata like
domain names and keywords.
User-centered approach
5SER CENTERED DESIGN PHILOSOPHY IS FOCUSED ON THE NEEDS AND WANTS OF A
USER 5SER CENTERED DESIGNERS ATTEMPT TO FORESEE HOW A USER WILL INTERACT WITH
a product. In web design, this philosophy is particularly applicable to writing,
because the language of the site should fit the user’s profile to make interac
tion easy and familiar. For instance, an educational website for underprivileged
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youth may want to avoid verbose, academic words and use more contempo
rary, conversational language.
5SER CENTERED DESIGN IS BASED ON THE RHETORICAL SITUATION MODEL WHICH IS
comprised of three main elements: audience, purpose, and context. The au
dience is the person using the website. The purpose is whatever action the
website is attempting to persuade the user to take. Context describes the
circumstances surrounding the process. Context can be established by ask
ing questions, such as, “Why is someone visiting this website? What situation
prompted the need for the visit? What are the social circumstances surround
ing this person?”
In order to answer some of the previous questions, a writer can employ
SOME OF THE TOOLS OF USER CENTERED DESIGN SUCH AS PERSONAS SCENARIOS AND
use cases. A persona is a fictional character that exhibits the applicable char
acteristics and attributes of the user. Personas are useful because they help
create a consistent image of the target market that can be identified by each
member of the design team. Personas can be developed after gathering data
THROUGH RESEARCH INCLUDING OBSERVATION QUALITATIVE INQUIRY ONE ON ONE INTER
views, questionnaires, and focus groups. Depending on the level of research
that is required, a secondary persona can be created. Secondary personas
exhibit the attributes of a user that may be second in priority to the primary
user.
A scenario is an attempt to add context to the persona by creating a fiction
al “life story” or daily routine for the persona. The story might be a sequence
of events that would occur in the average, everyday life of the user. A scenario
describes social context and attempts to exemplify the actual world that a
user is experiencing. As with personas, it is important to base scenarios on
data gathered from viable research, not just what a handful of people think a
user’s environment might be like.
Use cases are a tool that help identify how a user will actually use the text
on a website by describing the interaction between individuals and a product.
The interactions may occur for a short period of time but can still consist of in
tricate details and actions. It is represented as a series of simple steps the user
WILL TAKE TO ACHIEVE HIS OR HER GOAL IN THE FORM OF A CAUSE AND EFFECT SCHEME
Kenworthy (1997) outlines eight steps to developing use cases:
1.
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2.
3.

Pick one of those actors.
Define what that actor wants to do on the site. Each thing the actor

does on the site becomes a use case.
4. For each use case, decide on the normal course of events when that
actor is using the site.
5. Describe the normal course in the description for the use case. De
scribe it in terms of what the actor does and what the system does in re
sponse that the actor should be aware of.
6. When the basic course is described, consider alternate courses of
events and add those to “extend” the use case.
7. Look for commonalities among the use cases. Extract these and note
them as common course use cases.
8. Repeat the steps 2 through 7 for all other actors.

Planning
'HÀQLQJSULPDU\DQGVHFRQGDU\SXUSRVHVRIZHEFRQWHQW
A website may have general goals, but each page will have its own set of
independent goals. Defining these goals can be easy, such as in the case of
a contact page. This page usually has a clear primary goal: to get someone
in contact with you. The text on the page should be focused around helping
the user contact you in whatever method you have provided (contact form,
telephone number, etc.). A page can also have a secondary focus. In the case
of the contact page, a secondary focus might be to let the user know where
you are located. Embedding a simple map on the page could do this. The
easiest way to define primary and secondary content goals is to make a list of
possible goals for a page and then prioritize the list, paying most attention to
the top two items.
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,GHQWLI\LQJDWDUJHWDXGLHQFHDQGUHDGLQJOHYHO
You can go into great detail identifying a target audience, but in order to
communicate effectively you should collect some basic demographic and
psychographic information. Typical demographic information includes age,
gender, occupation, household income, marital status, and geographic loca
tion. Psychographic information can include more intangible attributes, such
AS THE NEED FOR ELEVATED STATUS ETHICS RISK TAKERS VS CONSERVATIVE OR SPEND
thrift vs. money hoarder. Identifying some of these attributes should allow you
to estimate the target audience’s average reading level and reading habits. For
instance, a site for children would obviously require a low reading level. Con
versely, a site geared towards users with higher education might require more
literary sophistication.
'HYHORSLQJXVHUSHUVRQDV
As we mentioned earlier, personas are imaginary users of a website that rep
resent the needs of larger groups of users in terms of their goals and personal
CHARACTERISTICS 4HEY ACT AS STAND INS FOR REAL USERS AND HELP GUIDE DECISIONS
about functionality and design. Personas can help identify the users’ motiva
tions, expectations, and goals that are responsible for driving online behavior.
Although personas are fictitious, they are based on knowledge of real users.
Some form of user research is conducted before they are created to ensure
they are a true representation of the end users rather than the opinion of the
person developing the personas. Personas brings users to life by giving them
AN IDENTITYNAMES PERSONALITIES AND OFTEN PHOTOS
Consider the following persona created for an outdoor supplier website
based in Colorado:
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Doug is a 32-year-old family man living near Denver, Colorado. He, his
wife and their three young children live in a modest home in the suburbs. The
way he spends his time and his purchasing decisions mostly revolve around
his family. Doug is socially and fiscally conservative and tends to save more
than he buys.
Doug is very Internet savvy and works for an Internet company. He
spends many hours per day online and stays connected to friends and associates mainly through social media. He does all of his shopping and banking
online and loves feeling like he’s getting a bargain. He likes speed and efficiency, but will wait for an item he wants to go on sale before purchasing it.
There are only two things he can justify spending money on that are outside of
his familial obligations: new tech and camping supplies for his summer hiking
forays into the mountains. In these two categories he doesn’t mind spending
a little more if he knows he’s getting a quality product.

By analyzing what we know about Doug, we can make some assumptions
about his web use and online buying habits related to outdoor equipment. Giv
en his Internet savvy he will probably not have any trouble navigating your site,
but will be keenly focused on content.
He’ll take the time to read through
product descriptions and wants the
details. He wants information to be
easily accessible, so links should be
named appropriately and keywords
should be used repetitively to let him
know he’s in the right place. Doug
is not an impulsive buyer and is not
likely to be converted with gimmicky
text. It’s more important that product

Doug and his family

descriptions make him feel like he’s getting a quality product than a bargain.
Keep in mind that he’ll read reviews online and compare products. The better
you can make him feel about the quality of the camping equipment he’s buy
ing, the more likely he is to buy.
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Writing
9RLFHWRQHDQGVW\OHLQZHEZULWLQJ
When creating a writing strategy for a web site, it is important to consider
the attributes of the target user. These attributes will almost certainly affect the
voice, tone, and style of the writing.
An author’s voice is his or her personality. It is comprised of writing elements
such as syntax, diction, punctuation, dialogue, and character development.
)T MAY ALSO BE REmECTED IN THE CHOICE OF SUBJECT MATTER 5SING A CONSISTENT
unique voice can be a great way to make your web writing easily identifiable
and attract readers. Blog writers such as Perez Hilton have successfully at
tracted large groups of readers online with a distinct, identifiable writing voice.
Voice is also active or passive. Active voice describes an action directly;
whereas, passive voice describes the action indirectly. For instance, “The user
clicks the Home link” is active, whereas “The Home link is clicked by the user”
is passive. Passive voice tends to be somewhat verbose and requires more
effort for the reader to understand. Active voice should be used whenever
possible for a number of reasons:
s
s
s
s
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6OICE AND TONE DIFFER IN THAT VOICE REmECTS THE PERSONALITY OF THE AUTHOR AND
tone expresses a distinct feeling about the subject matter. Tone can be estab
lished by answering a few basic questions:
s
s
s

7HAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS
7HO IS THE TARGET AUDIENCE
7HAT DO THE READERS NEED TO UNDERSTAND AS A RESULT OF READING THIS

Tone conveys the author’s attitude toward the audience and subject mat
ter. Tone might be described as frivolous or serious, casual or formal, sweet
or stuffy.
Style is the way an author chooses to address the audience considering
what is appropriate for the circumstances. It reveals how the author perceives
the audience and how the author wishes to be perceived. The main factors
that contribute to style are situation and purpose. For example, a person writ
ing a letter would use a different style depending on whether it is a letter of
complaint to a local business, a letter of condolence to a friend, or a business
letter to a colleague. Or, a news website would have a much different style of
writing than a website devoted to fashion trends or comedy. The author must
decide what the goal of his or her writing is and how best to accomplish it.
&KDOOHQJHVLQZHEZULWLQJ
Ultimately, most of the challenging aspects of writing for the web are writ
ing for multiple audiences, getting the reader’s attention, and helping users
navigate. You may be thinking, “I’ve written for multiple audiences before. The
corporate brochure I created for my uncle’s business targeted prospects, cus
tomers, partners, and investors.” However, the web is different. One of the
most important audiences on the web is the search engine spider, roaming
THE WEB LOOKING FOR KEYWORD RELEVANT PAGES TO INDEX IN ITS DATABASE +EYWORD
density, word count on a page, metatags, and the words you use in links
are all meaningful to search engines. You don’t face these challenges when
writing for print media.
Sometimes, the most challenging audience might
be within the walls of your own company. The CEO, Vice President of Sales,
and Marketing Director all have their own idea of what the website needs to
communicate and how it should. Because your website is much more than a
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corporate brochure and can expand almost indefinitely, you will have a number
of internal constituents clamoring to get their message on the website. Add
to this mix your main audience of customers and prospects, and you can see
CONmICTS ARISING )DEAL WRITING FOR SEARCH ENGINES MAY NOT BE GOOD FOR CUSTOM
ers and prospects. What’s important to the executives may not be relevant to
your reader. As the writer, it will fall to you to sort all of these competing needs
into one cohesive and functional website.
5PON LANDING ON A WEB PAGE OR OPENING AN E MAIL THE MAJORITY OF USERS
quickly scan the page to determine if it contains information relevant to their
needs. They will look only for a few seconds before making a decision whether
TO STAY AND READ ON OR TO ABANDON THE SITE OR DELETE THE E MAIL 7EB WRITERS
must learn to capture their audience’s attention quickly, with a compelling and
relevant headline. The copy should also be easily scannable. It is recommend
ED TO USE THE INVERTED PYRAMID STYLE BEGINNING WITH THE CONCLUSION OR MOST
important point, then following with supporting information, background, and
details. Secondary headlines (sometimes called subheads), bullets, captions
AND ACTION ORIENTED COMMANDS CAN ALSO HELP USERS SCAN EFlCIENTLY 7ITHOUT
such scanning language to anchor users to your page, they will leave quick
LYAND NEVER lND YOUR BEAUTIFULLY WRITTEN PROSE HIDDEN BEHIND THE hREAD MOREv
button.
Books and magazine articles are written and designed to read front to back,
beginning to end. Brochures allow jumping around, but it is impossible for
readers to get lost because the pages are still in sequential order. On the web,
users will scan and click, jumping from page to page, following what interests
them. This can cause a user to get lost on your site, especially given the fact
that no two websites are alike. Visual highlighting of navigation elements can
help orient the user, but the writer is responsible for coming up with clear lan
guage on navigation and other links, along with page headlines, to make sure
users understand where they are on the website and where to go next.
5HZRUNLQJH[LVWLQJFRS\IURPSULQWVRXUFHVIRUZHEXVH
A common task of web writers is to take content from print sources and
INCLUDE IT IN A WEBSITE 3MALL BUSINESSES TEND TO BEGIN WITH HAND DISTRIBUTED
PRINTED MATERIALS SUCH AS mYERS AND BROCHURES AND THEN TRANSITION TO THE WEB
as business expands. When transitioning content from print to web, as with
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writing original content, it is important to keep a few familiar things in mind:
s
s

#ONVERT PASSIVE VOICE TO ACTIVE VOICE WHENEVER POSSIBLE
5SE THE INVERTED PYRAMID )N PRINT THE READER IS INTERACTING DIFFERENTLY

and you have more time to communicate. A person picking up a brochure or
pamphlet is more likely to read the text than on a website. The user is needs to
BE ABLE TO GET MORE INFORMATION IN LESS TIME %YE CATCHING INTERESTING hHOOKSv
are vital to getting people to read your content. One advantage of the web is
that the inverted pyramid can descend infinitely, unlike a print document with a
finite number of pages. If something needs more explanation on the web, you
can create a page or many pages that go into as much depth as you would
like.
s
3%/ ! BROCHURE ISNT WORRIED ABOUT BEING FOUND ON A SEARCH ENGINE
Figure out a way to include important keywords and phrases.
s
0RINT DOCUMENTS TEND TO BE LINEAR AS IN PEOPLE READ FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
start to finish. You can take time to build a story. On the web, each section
needs to make sense independent of any of the other sections, because you
don’t know where a user will enter the site or what page they were on previ
ously.
:ULWLQJPHDQLQJIXOOLQNWH[W
In order to make hyperlink text accessible to impaired readers, it must be
meaningful. Without being able to see it, readers need to understand what
the link points to, and the text in the link itself needs to make sense. A typical
method for adding a link to a file is to copy a URL from the location bar of a
BROWSER AND SIMPLY PASTE IT WHERE YOU WANT IT IN YOUR DOCUMENTAND MANY
programs, such as Microsoft Word, recognize certain text as a URL and au
tomatically convert it to a link with the URL as the link text. The URLs, though
important in and of themselves, become an afterthought in how they are pre
sented to readers.
In its Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, the World Wide Web Consor
TIUM HAS A SIMPLE RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING LINK TEXT hDONT USE @CLICK HEREv
(World Wide Web Consortium, 1999). The main reason for this guideline is be
cause the phrase says nothing about what the link points to; it is not meaning
ful to the user without additional text. A link is most meaningful when it makes
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sense out of its usual context.
As we mentioned in the accessibility overview, many people who have vi
sion problems use screen readers to navigate web pages. Instead of having
an entire web page read to them, these users can click the Tab key to jump
from link to link. In turn, the text of each link is voiced to the user as “link, [link
text].” Sequential links with the text of “click here” and “read more,” for ex
ample, would thus come back to the screen reader user as “link, click here”
and “link, read more.” This information provides little value to the user out of
context, as it provides no clues regarding where the link goes.
Some screen readers provide a list of links for the user as an additional way
to navigate a web page. The links list might list all the links on a page, all the
links on a page that the user has visited (or not visited), or even a list of links
that contain certain information requested by the user, such as all links on a
page that point to the www.suu.edu domain. With vague link text, a link list
could very well end up reading like this:
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

2EAD MORE
#LICK HERE
 COMMENTS
-ORE INFORMATION
6ISIT
$OWNLOAD
7ATCH NOW
4RANSCRIPT

There is one good attribute about all the link text examples mentioned so far:
They all clearly meet the requirement of being short. These examples, however,
are probably too short. With just a little more information, the links would likely
have been able to stand alone.
#ONSIDER A RESUME LIKE WEB PAGE THAT LISTS THE VARIOUS MAJOR RESUME CATE
gories (education, experience, etc.) on separate pages, accessible via links on
the main page. A link worded as “Work Experience” is much shorter and more
succinct than a link worded as “Page that explains more about my work ex
perience”; the former link text is also more useful in part because it mentions
the important information first. Likewise, “Work Experience” is more informa
tive than just “Experience” because it specifies what kind of experience will be
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described; the reader will not confuse it with possibly being about teaching,
educational, volunteer, or computer experience.
So, what can you use instead of “click here”? Clear, specific, and informa
tive text like “SUU home page” or “JCMC Fall Conference Schedule” or even
“research procedures” are much better alternatives. Such examples mean that
you may have to change the way you write your text when you add links. The
following table lists some examples of ways link text could be improved (Pol
lack, 2008):

Instead of this link text:

Use link text like this:

A transcript is available.

Read the Lesson 1 video transcript.

I have prepared a number of writ
ing tips for you to review when you
compose your paper. Read them
now.

Take advantage of these writing tips as
you compose your paper.

Guidelines are available for the term
papers that are due next week.
More information…

Be sure to review these important term
paper guidelines before you turn in your
paper next week.

I have posted answers to the quiz

I have posted answers to the quiz on a

here.

separate page.

Stephen D. has some interesting

Stephen D. has some interesting videos

video about distance learning on his

about distance learning on his website.

website. Watch videos here.
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Terminology Review
s
-ARKUP! SYSTEM FOR ANNOTATING TEXT
s
!CCESSIBILITY4HE DEGREE TO WHICH A PRODUCT DEVICE SERVICE OR ENVI
ronment is available to as many people as possible.
s
5SABILITY4HE EASE OF USE AND LEARNABILITY OF A HUMAN MADE OBJECT
s
&INDABILITY4HE EASE WITH WHICH INFORMATION CONTAINED ON A WEBSITE
can be found, both from outside the website (using search engines and web
indexes) and by users already on the website.
s
3CREEN READER! SOFTWARE APPLICATION THAT ATTEMPTS TO IDENTIFY AND
interpret what is being displayed on the screen for visually impaired users.
s
-ETATAG %LEMENT USED TO PROVIDE STRUCTURED METADATA ABOUT A 7EB
page.
s
!CTIVE VOICE!CTIVE VOICE IS USED IN A CLAUSE WHOSE SUBJECT EXPRESSES
the agent of the main verb.
s
0ASSIVE VOICE0ASSIVE VOICE IS USED IN A CLAUSE WHOSE SUBJECT EX
presses the theme or patient of the main verb.
s
(YPERLINK! REFERENCE TO DATA THAT THE READER CAN DIRECTLY FOLLOW OR
that is followed automatically.
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Chapter IV

INFORMATION
ARCHITECTURE
Information architecture is the structural design of information.
It is used for a broad spectrum of disciplines, including library
systems, database development, and technical writing. In web
design, information architecture is a step in the planning proJLZZ [OH[ PKLU[PÄLZ OV^ \ZLYZ ^PSS HJJLZZ PUMVYTH[PVU .VVK
information architecture is built on thorough research and understanding of how users will want to interact with a website.
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Information Architecture
,QIRUPDWLRQDUFKLWHFWXUHLQZHEGHVLJQDQGGHYHORSPHQW

I

nformation or content architecture is the process of structuring how users
will retrieve the information they are looking for. To understand the impor
tance of information architecture, consider the information on a website
in contrast to the Internet as a whole. The Internet contains vast amounts of
information, which is generally found through search engines. Search engine
results identify information and organize it in such a way that a user can eas
ily target the desired content. But what if search engines didn’t exist? Much
of the valuable content available on the Internet might never be found. In the
same way, content on a website does no good unless there is a way to find
it.
A good example of the value of information architecture is the case study
of the Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh website. Like many institutional orga
nizations, their site had mountains of valuable content but had grown to the
point where it was no longer easy to navigate and lacked the personal feel that
board members felt a hospital website should convey.
before
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The hospital hired a digital strategy firm to help them improve content archi
TECTURE ON THEIR WEBSITE !FTER CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS WITH STAKEHOLDERSTHE
SITE USERS SUCH AS PHYSICIANS AND PATIENTSAND DOING A COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
THE lRM IDENTIlED WAYS TO RE PRIORITIZE CONTENT AND NAVIGATION TO MAKE THE EX
perience more efficient. They presented user personas, wireframes, and a site
architecture diagram to the stakeholders to illustrate the intended changes.
7HEN THE CHANGES WERE APPROVED THE lRM THEN CREATED A CONTENT CONVERSION
document outlining the scope and requirements for the team of web design
ers, copywriters, and developers who would be working on the project. The
result of this information architecture redesign was a more visually engaging
site with a warmer, more personal feel than the previous interface. The new
layout makes it easy for the user to easily identify the commonly accessed
SECTIONS OF THE WEBSITE AND USES KEYWORD HEAVY HYPERLINKS TO IMPROVE 3%/
(Musuraca, 2010).
,QIRUPDWLRQDUFKLWHFWXUHLQWKHZHEGHVLJQSURFHVV
Web design projects are generally made up of seven steps. The process
may differ slightly depending on the approach (iterative, agile, etc., which we
will discuss in greater detail in the next module), but it should always be com
prised of these components:
1.
2.

Define project requirements
Conduct research and analysis

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Develop design
Build
Test
Deploy
Maintain

The “heavy lifting” of the information architect takes place in the first three
stages of the development process. He or she will be heavily involved in the
research and analysis, and therefore should provide input throughout the pro
cess. The information gathered is integral to the project because it will guide
the structural design of the website.
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Research
Research is a vital part of any web design project. Methods differ but tools
commonly used by information architects include client interviews, creative
briefs, and competitive analyses.
&OLHQWLQWHUYLHZV
Client interviews are great not only for establishing relationships but also
for getting inside the head of a client. While interviews can be done over the
PHONE FACE TO FACE IS USUALLY PREFERABLE 4HE INTERVIEW DOESNT NEED TO BE
formal, but it should be a direct, open conversation about the vital aspects of
the website.
The primary purpose of a client interview is to establish the scope of a proj
ect in order to begin requirements documentation. It should not cover the
detailed information that will be covered in the creative brief, but instead give
a broad picture of project budget, timeline, general goals, etc.
Getting a realistic idea of the scope of a specific project is vital, and it can be
very difficult. You may use a project request form that the client fills out about
elements of the project, or you may collect project specifications informally
VIA TELEPHONE OR E MAIL 2EGARDLESS OF THE FORMAT THE CLIENT INTERVIEW SHOULD
provide answers to some general questions:
1.
2.
3.

What is the budget?
What is the timeline for completion?
Who is the audience?

4.
5.

What are the goals/objectives of the project?
What are the deliverables that are expected?

6. What are the expectations in terms of responsiveness and meeting
milestones?
7.
8.
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What are the expected results?
What is the background of the project (is it brand new, was it started
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previously)?
9. Does the client have preferences or guidelines for the project?
 7ILL THE CLIENT WANT REGULAR STATUS CHECK INS (OW FREQUENTLY
 7ILL THERE BE ANY TRAINING FOLLOW UP OR SUPPORT NECESSARY AFTER THE
completion of the project?
12. Who is the contact person?
 7HO IS THE DECISION MAKER
14. Who else needs to be involved in the project?
For those working in an agency with client discretion (i.e., the ability to
choose whom to work with), this interview is a good opportunity to consider
whether the agency’s offerings are a good fit for the client’s needs. “Weed
ing out” potentially troublesome clients early on in the process can save a lot
of time, money, and grief. When possible, selecting clients that are a good
match for the agency will increase the likelihood of success and help bring
in more business because the clients are happy. Being a little bit picky in the
client acceptance process is not a bad thing; it puts both the agency and the
CLIENT IN A POSITION FOR LONG TERM SUCCESS AND WILL LIKELY LEAD TO A MORE POSITIVE
working relationship. Some questions to ask to determine if clients are a good
fit for the agency include (Gregory, 2009) the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Who is the client and what do they do?
Do the services they need mesh with what the agency offers?
Do they understand the type of services the agency offers?
Do they understand agency rates (and not question them)?
What are they looking for in a provider?
Do they understand the agency’s work process?
What is their communication preference?

8. Are there any hurdles that will be difficult to overcome (i.e., separated
by several time zones)?
9. Do they seem to respect the agency?
10. What type of reputation do they have?
11. What is their general availability?
12. Do they have a sense of humor or are they all business?
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The creative brief is an opportunity to dive into the project a little deeper fol
lowing the client interview. Creative briefs are used all across the spectrum of
marketing and creative services, but the questions in a creative brief will be
different depending on what the project is. A creative brief for a website will
HAVE DIFFERENT ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS THAN A  SECOND TELEVISION COMMER
cial. The primary focus of the creative brief is establishing qualitative data that
will contribute to the overall aesthetic value of the site.
4HE BRIEF WILL INCLUDE MUCH MORE THAN JUST DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATIONCON
sider the profile of “rich men over the age of 35.” That group could include Clint
Eastwood, Richard Branson, or President Obama, each very different people.
The creative brief should record qualitative attributes of the client’s service or
business, which can be identified by asking questions such as “How do your
customers feel about your product? What kind of emotions are involved in
the buying process? What kind of car do they drive? What are their dreams
and fears?”
The following is an example of a common outline for a creative brief (go
tomedia, 2011).

The Creative Brief Worksheet
Project Summary: State general project information, goals, and relevant
background information for site redesign. This paragraph should be a state
ment overview of the project as a whole.
s 7HAT IS THE BASIC OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT "RIEmY INCLUDE BACKGROUND
information if relevant.
s 7HAT IS THE SINGLE PURPOSE OF THE NEW SITE
s 7HAT ARE THE SECONDARY GOALS OF THE NEW SITE
s 7HAT ARE THE LONG TERM GOALS
Audience Profile: Profile the target audience. Provide enough detail to en
hance everyone’s understanding of who the audience is. Include some user
demographic information. The goal of this section is to answer the following:
Who is the target? What do they care about? And what do they do online on
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a daily basis?
s 7HO IS THE TARGET AUDIENCE #HOOSE A TYPICAL USER AND PROlLE IN DETAIL
Include occupation, age range, gender, online frequency, online activities,
and any other relevant information. Profile more than one if applicable.
s 7HAT IS A TYPICAL TASK THE USER MIGHT PERFORM ON THE NEW SITE &OR EX
AMPLE REGISTER LOG ON SEARCH FOR INFORMATION BUY A SPECIlC PRODUCT
SEND THEIR E MAIL ADDRESS CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION ETC
Perception/Tone/Guidelines: How should the target audience to respond to
the new online presence?
s 7HAT DOES THE TARGET AUDIENCE CURRENTLY THINK AND FEEL ABOUT THE COM
pany and the current website?
s 7HAT DOES THE CLIENT WANT THEM TO THINK AND FEEL
s (OW WILL THIS NEW WEBSITE HELP TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL
s 7HAT ADJECTIVES CAN BE USED TO DESCRIBE THE WAY THE WEB SITE AND COM
pany should be perceived?
s 7HAT ARE SOME SPECIlC VISUAL GOALS THE SITE SHOULD CONVEY
Communication Strategy: How will the website persuade the user?
s 7HAT IS THE OVERALL MESSAGE THAT NEEDS TO BE CONVEYED TO THE TARGET
AUDIENCE &OR EXAMPLE COST EFFECTIVENESS SECURITY RELIABILITY EFlCIENCY
etc.
s (OW WILL THE OVERALL MESSAGE BE CONVEYED &OR EXAMPLE EFFECTIVE
messaging through copy, directed path towards goal, specific offer on
homepage, etc.
s )DENTIFY STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT IF APPROPRIATE USED TO EXECUTE GOALS
s (OW WILL SUCCESS OF THE REDESIGNED SITE BE MEASURED
Competitive Positioning: How is your client different from his or her competi
tion? What are the factors that will make the project a success?
s (OW IS THE COMPANY OR ITS WEB PRESENCE DIFFERENT FROM THE COMPETI
tion?
s 7HAT SPECIlCALLY SETS THE CLIENT APART FROM THE COMPETITION
s 7HAT AREAS OF THE CURRENT SITE ARE SUCCESSFUL AND WHY
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Understanding an existing website’s position in the competitive landscape
is essential to making decisions throughout the redesign process. Competitive
analysis is an exploration of the companies in a given industry sector or mar
ket niche that are competing with the client’s products or services for market
SHARE 4HE ANALYSIS MAY BE AN IN DEPTH EXPLORATION OF THE TOP lVE COMPETITORS
or a larger number of competitors could be examined in less depth. In most
cases, the client will have identified important competitors already. In web de
SIGN THIS ANALYSIS IS GENERALLY A SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISON OF COMPETITORS CON
tent and functionality. A complete competitive analysis will help identify core
content/functionality that competitors have in common, as well as features
that may be unique to the strongest competitor(s).
A simple way to conduct competitive analysis is to identify features com
mon to competitor’s websites and chart their features using a spreadsheet as
SHOWN BELOW 4HIS IS A SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF THE h/NLINE 'IVINGv PORTION OF A NON
profit website. In a full analysis, the information architect would create a simi
lar chart for each applicable section or feature of a website (Withrow, 2006):

Competitor 1

Competitor 2

Competitor 3

Competitor 4

Online giving

Y

Y

Y

Y

General support

Y

Y

Y

Y

0ROGRAM SPECIlC
support

Y

Y

Y

Y

In memory of
another

Y

Y

Y

Y

For a special event

Y

Y

Y

Y

Gift Club

Y

/FmINE GIVING

Y

Y

Y

Y

General support

Y

Y

Y

Y

0ROGRAM SPECIlC

Y

Y

Y

support
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Competitor 1

Competitor 2

Competitor 3

Competitor 4

Y

Y

Y

Y

In honor of another

Y

Y

Y

Y

For a special event

Y

Y

Y

Y

Corporate
sponsorship

Y

Y

Y

Y

Planned giving

Y

Y

Y

Y

Major gifts

Y

Y

Y

Y

Employer Matching

Y

Y

Y

Y

Stock

Y

Y

Y

Endowment

Y

Y

Y

Gift Club

Y

In memory of an
other

Content: Organization
and Structure
Content inventories and audits
A content inventory is a quantitative analysis of website content, while the
content audit is a qualitative analysis of the information found in the inventory.
The inventory identifies the information that is there; the audit asks whether it
is any good.
You might be wondering: Shouldn’t a client already know what is on his or
her own website? Unfortunately, the answer is no surprisingly often. Many
websites were initially created without the aid of a Content Management Sys
tem (CMS, which we will discuss in a later chapter) and have grown over the
years by multiple contributors using different web design methods. Long for
gotten programmers might have used outdated techniques to allow content
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to appear on remote pages, making it difficult to locate and retrieve the actual
content on the page. The client knows that their website is a mess and wants
to consolidate it into a CMS to make it easier to maintain. The question is how
to begin? The answer: a content inventory.
A simple content inventory can be created in a spreadsheet or database.
List all of the pages in the website directory in the first column on the sheet.
Then in the corresponding columns, list different attributes of the content on
that page. This approach accomplishes two things: it creates a list of each
content section on the website, and it provides a snapshot of the content that
exists and how it is organized.
As the spreadsheet progresses, patterns will emerge in the content. For
example, elements that comprise specific types of content such as newslet
ters can be identified by their issue date, or press releases containing media
contact information. Inventorying content in this manner can be a mundane,
overwhelming task. It is not uncommon for even a relatively small website to
have 500+ pages. However, it is important that a living person perform the
content inventory. Having a programmer index each of the files in a directory
can be helpful, but a human eye is best to evaluate content. To complete a
more detailed content inventory, web user experience pioneer Jeffery Veen
offers additional attributes to identify (Veen, 2002):
s
,INK )$ 7HEN DOING A CONTENT INVENTORY WE CREATE A NUMBERING SYS
tem as we move through the site. It helps us refer back to particular sections
and pages as we fill in the spreadsheet. In the sample Excel file, you’ll see that
“Products” is the second section of the site we’ve been analyzing, and the
pages under the Product page are numbered accordingly. A system like this
can prove invaluable later in the process when writing functional or interface
specifications.
s
,INK .AME 4HE CONTENT YOU ARE EVALUATING NEEDS TO BE CALLED SOME
thing. We usually just use the title of the HTML doc, or if that’s not specific
enough, the headline from the content. It should be unique and descriptive.
s
,INK )T CAN BE VERY USEFUL TO RECORD THE 52, OF THE PIECE OF CONTENT
YOURE LOOKING ATNOT ONLY CAN YOU CLICK AND NAVIGATE FROM THE SPREADSHEET
but you’ve also captured the canonical location of the document on the web
server. Remember, the URL should point to the location of the actual HTML
file, not a symbolic link or redirect.
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s
$OCUMENT 4YPE 7HAT TEMPLATE DOES THE PAGE USE OR WHICH SHOULD
it? Is it a product page, or a legal brief, or a press release? Every site will have
different types of documents, but most have fewer than a couple dozen.
s
4OPICS +EYWORDS 7HAT IS THE CONTENT ABOUT 6IEW THE SOURCE OF THE
page and see what, if anything, is in the “keywords” metatag. Ideally, you
WOULD DEVELOP A CONTROLLED VOCABULARYA COLLECTION OF APPROVED KEYWORDS
used to describe your content. This not only helps you choose the appropriate
descriptive words, but also keeps your metadata in check. With a controlled
vocabulary, you can avoid having half of your content creators labeling trans
portation stories with “trains” and the other with “locomotives.”
s
/WNER -AINTAINER 7HO CREATED THIS CONTENT 7HO MAINTAINS IT )F YOU
run a smaller site, this may be you, so you might ignore this. With our corpo
rate clients, we assign responsibility for every piece of content.
s
2/4 4HIS ACRONYM STANDS FOR 2EDUNDANT /UTDATED OR 4RIVIAL )TS A
tag we use to identify content that should possibly be removed from the site.
Is there another copy of this content somewhere else? Is it no longer timely?
Maybe it should never have been posted in the first place? If it doesn’t belong
on the site any more, make a note here. This is stuff that shouldn’t make the
jump to your new database.
s
.OTES !NYTHING ELSE YOU MAY NOTICE 4HINGS TO INCLUDE HERE ARE ISSUES
like broken images, or other HTML problems. Really just try to record anything
you want to remember for later.
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#ARD SORTING IS A USER CENTERED DESIGN METHOD FOR INCREASING A SYSTEMS
findability. The process involves sorting a series of cards, each labeled with
a piece of content or functionality, into groups that make sense to users or
participants. According to Information Architecture for the World Wide Web,
card sorting “can provide insight into users’ mental models, illuminating the
way that they often tacitly group, sort and label tasks and content within
their own heads.” The process identifies patterns in how users would ex
pect to find content or functionality. Those patterns are often referred to as
the users’ mental model. By understanding the users’ mental model, web
designers can increase findability, which in turn makes the product easier
to use.
There are two types of card sorts: an open card sort and a closed card sort.
In an open card sort, participants are asked to organize the cards into groups
that make sense to them and then name each group. In a closed card sort,
PARTICIPANTS ARE ASKED TO SORT ITEMS INTO PRE DElNED CATEGORIES !N OPEN CARD
sort is typically done to discover how users group content and understand
the terms or labels they would give each category. A closed card sort typically
WORKS BEST WHEN WORKING WITH A PRE DElNED SET OF CATEGORIES IT WILL REVEAL
how users sort content items into each category. Conducting an open card
sort first will identify categories of content, then a closed card sort will show
how well the category labels work.
&RQGXFWLQJD&DUG6RUW

Getting the Cards Ready
1.

List the content topics or types of information that are likely to appear

on the site, if it’s a new site, or list the most important/popular types of content
on the current site. To create this list, begin by reviewing the content listed in
THE CONTENT INVENTORY .EXT IDENTIFY THE MOST IMPORTANT OR MOST FREQUENTLY
used content.
 7RITE EACH TOPIC ON A SEPARATE INDEX CARD (INT 5SE SELF ADHESIVE
labels and a word processor. The cards will be neat, legible, and consistent.
Also, the list of topics in the computer will be available for later analysis.)
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3.
4.

Limit the sort to 100 cards or less. (About 50 is a good number.)
Have blank cards available for participants to add topics and to name

the groups they make when they sort the cards. (Hint: Consider using a differ
ent colored card for having participants name the groups.)
 .UMBER THE CARDS IN THE BOTTOM CORNER OR ON THE BACK 4HIS HELPS
when analyzing the cards.)

Arranging Cards for Sorting Sessions
 0LAN ABOUT ONE HOUR FOR EACH SESSIONLONGER IF THERE ARE SEVERAL
cards.
2. Arrange for a space where the participant has enough room to spread
the cards out on a table. A conference room works well.
3. Plan to have someone take notes as the participant works and thinks
aloud.
4. As with other techniques, arrange for payment or other incentives to
thank the participant for their time and effort.

Sorting Session
1. Show the participants the set of cards and explain that they are helping
to identify what categories of information should be on the site’s home page
and what those categories should be called. Explain that they should group
the cards in a way that makes the most sense to them and when they are fin
ished grouping the cards, they will be asked to provide a name for each group
of cards.
2. Ask the participants to talk out loud while working. (This is the same
technique used in usability testing.) Take notes of what participants say to bet
ter understand their thoughts and rationale if needed later during the analy
sis.


,ET THE PARTICIPANTS WORK !LSO LET THEM ADD CARDSFOR EXAMPLE TO

indicate lateral hyperlinks or additional topics. Let the participants put cards
aside to indicate topics they would not want on the site. Minimize interruptions
but encourage the participant to think aloud.
4. At the end, if the participants have too many groups for the home page,
ask if some of the groups could be combined for the home page.
5.

Give the participants a stack of different colored cards and ask them to
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use the colored card to name each group. What words would the participants
EXPECT TO SEE ON THE HOME PAGE OR SECOND LEVEL PAGE THAT WOULD LEAD THEM
to that particular group of content items?
6. At the end, thank the participant and give the payment or other gift (if
promised).

Analyzing Data
s
5SE THE NUMBERS ON THE CARDS TO QUICKLY RECORD WHAT EACH PARTICIPANT
has done. Write down the names that participant gave to each grouping and
the numbers of the cards the participant included under that name. Then you
CAN RESHUFmE THE CARDS FOR THE NEXT SESSION
s
&OR A COMPLETE PICTURE OF THE DETAILED SITE DIAGRAM EACH USER HAS CRE
ated, create a computer file for each session. Working from the original list of
topics, move topics around to recreate each participant’s groupings and enter
that participant’s name for the groupings.
s
&OR A LESS DETAILED ANALYSIS USE THE NOTES AND RECORDINGS OF THE PAR
ticipants’ names and card numbers under each person’s name to find com
monalities from different sessions.
s
&OR A MORE DETAILED ANALYSIS CONSIDER USING AN %XCEL SPREADSHEET TO
show the relationship between the cards or use one of the available software
programs to analyze the data (Usability.gov, 2011).
As with any other method, card sorting has both advantages and disadvan
tages. Keeping these in mind will help to determine whether the technique is
appropriate for a given situation and provide guidance about how to run the
activity. Some of the advantages of card sorting are:
s
Simple#ARD SORTS ARE EASY FOR THE ORGANIZER AND THE PARTICIPANTS
s
Cheap4YPICALLY THE COST IS A STACK OF  INDEX CARDS STICKY NOTES
a pen or printing labels, and time.
s
1UICK TO EXECUTE3EVERAL SORTS CAN BE PERFORMED IN A SHORT PERIOD OF
time, which provides a significant amount of data.
s
Established4HE TECHNIQUE HAS BEEN USED FOR OVER  YEARS BY MANY
designers.
s
Involves users"ECAUSE THE INFORMATION STRUCTURE SUGGESTED BY A
card sort is based on real user input, not the gut feeling or strong opinions of
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a designer, information architect, or key stakeholder, it should be easier to use
and a fairly accurate representation of how users would interact with a site’s
content.
s
Provides a good foundation )TS NOT A SILVER BULLET BUT IT DOES PROVIDE
a good foundation for the structure of a site or product.

Disadvantages include:
s
Does not consider users’ tasks#ARD SORTING IS AN INHERENTLY CONTENT
centric technique. If used without considering users’ tasks, it may lead to an
information structure that is not usable when users are attempting real tasks.
An information needs analysis or task analysis is necessary to ensure that
the content being sorted meets user needs and that the resulting information
structure allows users to achieve tasks.
s
Results may vary4HE CARD SORT MAY PROVIDE FAIRLY CONSISTENT RESULTS
between participants, or may vary widely.
s
Analysis can be time consuming4HE SORTING IS QUICK BUT THE ANALY
sis of the data can be difficult and time consuming, particularly if there is little
consistency between participants’ sort results.
s
May capture “surface” characteristics only0ARTICIPANTS MAY NOT CON
sider what the content is about or how they would use it to complete a task
and may just sort it by surface characteristics such as document types (Spen
cer & Warfel, 2004).

Experience Planning
Once proper research has been conducted, experience planning can take
place. In this section we will discuss four effective planning tools: site dia
GRAMS WIREFRAMES PROTOTYPES AND STORYBOARDSPROCESS mOWS
6LWHGLDJUDPV
Site diagrams explain site hierarchy in the format of an organizational chart,
similar to the kind used to show job hierarchy for employees in large corpora
tions. Major elements of a mature site diagram include the following:
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s
#ONTENT STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION MAJOR SITE CONTENT DIVISIONS AND
subdivisions
s
s

,OGICAL FUNCTIONAL GROUPINGS OR STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS
4HE hCLICK DEPTHv OF EACH LEVEL OF THE SITE THAT SHOWS THE NUMBER OF

clicks required to reach any given page
s
0AGE TYPE OR TEMPLATE MENU PAGE INTERNAL PAGE MAJOR SECTION ENTRY
point, etc.)
s
3ITE DIRECTORY AND lLE STRUCTURE
s
$YNAMIC DATA ELEMENTS LIKE DATABASES RSS OR APPLICATIONS
s
-AJOR NAVIGATION TERMS AND CONTROLLED VOCABULARIES
s
,INK RELATIONSHIPS INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL TO THE SITE
s
,EVELS OF USER ACCESS LOG INS REQUIRED OR OTHER RESTRICTED AREAS
Site diagrams start simply and may evolve into two distinct variations: con
ceptual site diagrams that communicate at a general level the evolving site
structure to clients and stakeholders, and more complex blueprint diagrams
that are used by the technical, editorial, and graphic design teams as a guide
to the structure of both the user interface and the directories and files. These
site diagrams can be developed with drawing software such as Adobe Illustra
tor but are usually developed with specialized diagrammatic software such as
-ICROSOFT 6ISIO #ONCEPT$RAW OR /MNI'RAFmE ,YNCH  (ORTON  

SUU Home Page
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Wireframes are a visual guide that represents the framework of a website or
application. Wireframes are usually created in low fidelity to facilitate the quick
formation of different versions (also called iterations). Wireframes are a great
way to quickly put an idea on paper. Some of the biggest ideas in the history of
the web have started out as simple interface sketches on a restaurant napkin
'OOGLE STARTED THIS WAY  7IREFRAMES CAN FALL ANYWHERE ON A SPECTRUM OF HI
lDELITY TO LO lDELITY 4HE ADVANTAGE OF WIREFRAMES IS THE ABILITY TO QUICKLY MOCK
up interfaces and more complicated interactions that would take a long time
to create in code or in a graphic design program. They lack typographic style,
color, and images in order to draw attention to the underlying functionality and
content structure. Wireframes serve as the link between the information archi
tecture and the visual design of the site. They are generally used by designers
to create the final designs and will also help identify potential interaction issues.
An effective wireframe should illustrate:
s
s
s
s
s

4HE KINDS OF INFORMATION DISPLAYED
4HE RANGE OF FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE
4HE RELATIVE PRIORITIES OF THE INFORMATION AND FUNCTIONS
4HE RULES FOR DISPLAYING CERTAIN KINDS OF INFORMATION
4HE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT SCENARIOS ON THE DISPLAY

The following shows the process of an initial wireframe concept on a white
board, then transferred to a digital copy, then to the final application design.

drawing

wireframe

design
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Protoypes are sometimes used instead of or in conjunction with wireframes,
but their purposes differ. Both offer the ability to quickly mock up interfaces;
however, prototypes are best at modeling and refining actual user interac
tions. Prototypes usually offer “clickability” or the ability for users to actually go
through processes like sending a form or adding a product to a shopping cart.
They also may be high or low fidelity, but they offer the ability to spot problems
or inefficiencies in the processes. Prototypes are often used for A/B testing,
which is also referred to as split testing, multivariate testing, or bucket testing.
In A/B testing, the experience planner will distribute multiple versions of an
interface or process to various test users. The users will be monitored to see
which version accomplishes the desired task most efficiently.
It is important to note that to have meaningful results in an A/B test, there
needs to be a large enough test group to identify true statistical significance.
Just having a few users try out software will not do it. In recent years, the abil
ity for small companies to accomplish this has risen due to a sharp growth in
available tools, and the result has been a great improvement in online user in
teractions. Software such as Silverback and Google Website Optimizer makes
it easy for a researcher to send prototypes to many people and record their
time and even record screencasts of their session, making it easy to spot ar
eas where the user might be confused or frustrated.
The process of content collection can also begin at this point. Once you
have an idea of what the box looks like, it is easier to know what can fit in it.
Content collection should really start as soon as possible, especially if content
needs to be translated and localized for different languages and geographical
audiences.
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6WRU\ERDUGVDQGSURFHVVÁRZV
3TORYBOARDS AND PROCESS mOWS HELP VISUALIZE USER INTERACTIONS 4HESE TOOLS
offer the powerful ability to sum up hours of research in a few simple images.
A client can quickly understand how the product will work and how it will be
used.
! PROCESS mOW IS A SERIES OF WIREFRAME SCREENS SHOWING WHAT A WEBSITE OR
application will look like to the user as they accomplish a task. For instance,
you may be planning a multipage form and want to show how the screens will
CHANGE AS USERS GO THROUGH THE PROCESS IN ORDER TO IDENTIFY ANY SUPERmUOUS OR
AWKWARD INTERACTIONS 9OU MIGHT DRAW A PROCESS mOW USING SCREENS LIKE THIS
TO ILLUSTRATE .EIL  
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Storyboards can also be used to illustrate the holistic view, showing how a
user (shown as the persona) will interact with the application in context. Is the
person using the website from a computer or mobile device? Do they live in
the city or in a rural area? What kind of a computer or device are they most
likely viewing it on? Understanding the larger picture can help in making deci
sions in the user experience.
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Terminology Review
s
)NFORMATION ARCHITECTURE4HE STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF INFORMATION
s
#LIENT INTERVIEWS !N INITIAL MEETING WITH A CLIENT WITH THE PURPOSE OF
establishing project scope in order to begin requirements documentation.
s
#REATIVE BRIEF! QUESTIONNAIRE DOCUMENT USED TO ESTABLISH QUALITATIVE
data that will contribute to the overall aesthetic value of the site.
s
#OMPETITIVE ANALYSIS!N EXPLORATION OF THE COMPANIES IN A GIVEN IN
dustry sector or market niche that are competing with your client’s products
or services for market share.
s
#ONTENT INVENTORY! QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF WEBSITE CONTENT
s
#ONTENT AUDIT! QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE INFORMATION FOUND IN A CON
tent inventory.
s
/PEN CARD SORT)N AN OPEN CARD SORT PARTICIPANTS ARE ASKED TO OR
ganize the cards into groups that make sense to them and then name each
group.
s
#LOSED CARD SORT)N A CLOSED CARD SORT PARTICIPANTS ARE ASKED TO SORT
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ITEMS INTO PRE DElNED CATEGORIES
s
3ITE DIAGRAM! VISUAL SITE HIERARCHY IN THE FORMAT OF AN ORGANIZATIONAL
chart.
s
3TORYBOARD! SERIES OF VISUALIZATIONS SHOWING THE CONTEXT OF USE FOR A
website.
s
0ROCESS mOW! SERIES OF WIREFRAME SCREENS SHOWING WHAT A WEBSITE
or application will look like to the user as they accomplish a task.
s
7IREFRAME! VISUAL GUIDE THAT REPRESENTS THE FRAMEWORK OF A WEBSITE
or application.
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Chapter V

THE
DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS
Nearly every organization maintains some sort of web presence. Even if they do not work for a web design company, it
is common for communication professionals to oversee online
development. Basic familiarity with the development process
is important for anyone involved in communications, as inefÄJPLUJPLZPU[OL^LIWYVK\J[PVUWYVJLZZJHUJVZ[HJVTWHU`
time, money, and clients. Web design agency’s development
processes should be under constant scrutiny, changing and
adapting to individual products, teams, and environments.
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As a young creative director, I was tasked with creating a web development
process for a small web software startup company. Small businesses would
hire us to design their website, and then they would subscribe to our online
content management system to maintain the site themselves. The initial re
quirements and design phases went smoothly, but many of our clients were
just getting off the ground and had little or no content to put on the site. As
busy small business owners, they lacked the time and resources to create the
content themselves. Our clients would pay for the site, we would provide a
design, but no progress would be made on the site after that for months be
cause there was nothing to put in it. The clients knew this delay was their fault,
but they were still unhappy that they didn’t have a finished site. The problem
was magnified when our marketing team decided to charge payment for half
of the site up front and half at the launch of the site. We desperately needed
to figure out a way to complete the websites quickly in order to collect the full
invoice.
The solution to this problem was to add another step in our process: con
tent collection and creation. After the requirements had been documented
and the design had been approved, we would have a project manager work
with the client to complete their content. If the client did not have all of the
content they needed, we had content specialists (copywriters and graphic art
ists) create content for them. This solution had two effects: it made our clients
happy because they got their websites done faster, and it made our company
happy because we had another product to sell.

Waterfall, Agile, and
$ESIGN #HUNKING
Approaches

W

hile no two organizations’ systems for developing websites are
exactly the same, most organizations follow one of a few com
mon processes. The most frequently used are the waterfall ap

PROACH THE AGILE APPROACH AND A NEWER AGILE RELATED CONCEPT CALLED hDESIGN
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An iteration may not add enough functionality to warrant a market release, but
the goal is to have an available release at the end of each iteration. Multiple
iterations may be required to release a product or new set of features.
Team composition in an agile
PROJECT IS USUALLY CROSS FUNCTIONAL
AND SELF ORGANIZING WITHOUT CON
sideration for any existing corpo
rate hierarchy or the corporate
roles of team members. The idea
is to have team members with the
best skills for the project. Team
members normally take responsibility for tasks that deliver the functionality the
iteration requires. They decide individually how to meet an iteration’s require
ments.
!GILE METHODS EMPHASIZE FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION OVER WRITTEN DOCU
ments when the team is all in the same location. Most agile teams work in a
“bullpen” (a single open office), which facilitates such communication. In order
to simplify team communication and team collaboration, team size is typically
small (5–9 people). When a team works in different locations, they maintain
DAILY CONTACT THROUGH VIDEOCONFERENCING VOICE E MAIL ETC -OST AGILE TEAMS
HAVE A FORMAL DAILY FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION ROUTINE AMONG TEAM MEM
bers. In a brief session, team members report to each other what they did the
previous day, what they intend to do today, and what their roadblocks are.
4HIS FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION EXPOSES PROBLEMS AS THEY ARISE
Agile development emphasizes working software as the primary measure
OF PROGRESS 4HIS COMBINED WITH THE PREFERENCE FOR FACE TO FACE COMMUNI
cation, produces less written documentation than other methods. The agile
method encourages stakeholders to prioritize wants with other iteration out
comes based exclusively on business value perceived at the beginning of the
iteration.
Each agile team typically contains a customer representative. This person is
appointed by stakeholders to act on their behalf and makes a personal com
MITMENT TO BEING AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPERS TO ANSWER MID ITERATION QUESTIONS
At the end of each iteration, stakeholders and the customer representative
REVIEW PROGRESS AND RE EVALUATE PRIORITIES IN ORDER TO ENSURE RETURN ON INVEST
ment and alignment with customer needs and company goals (agilemanifesto.
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org, 2001).
The “Manifesto for Agile Software Development” was written in February
2001. A group of software developers met at a resort in Snowbird, UT, to
discuss lightweight development methods. They published the manifesto to
define the approach now known as agile software development:

12 Principles Underlying the Agile Manifesto
s
/UR HIGHEST PRIORITY IS TO SATISFY THE CUSTOMER THROUGH EARLY AND CON
tinuous delivery of valuable software.
s
7ELCOME CHANGING REQUIREMENTS EVEN LATE IN DEVELOPMENT !GILE PRO
cesses harness change for the customer’s competitive advantage.
s
$ELIVER WORKING SOFTWARE FREQUENTLY FROM A COUPLE OF WEEKS TO A COUPLE
of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.
s
"USINESS PEOPLE AND DEVELOPERS MUST WORK TOGETHER DAILY THROUGHOUT
the project.
s
"UILD PROJECTS AROUND MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS 'IVE THEM THE ENVIRONMENT
and support they need, and trust them to get the job done.
s
4HE MOST EFlCIENT AND EFFECTIVE METHOD OF CONVEYING INFORMATION TO
AND WITHIN A DEVELOPMENT TEAM IS FACE TO FACE CONVERSATION
s
7ORKING SOFTWARE IS THE PRIMARY MEASURE OF PROGRESS
s
!GILE PROCESSES PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 4HE SPONSORS DE
velopers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.
s
#ONTINUOUS ATTENTION TO TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE AND GOOD DESIGN ENHANC
es agility.
s
3IMPLICITYTHE ART OF MAXIMIZING THE AMOUNT OF WORK NOT DONEIS ES
sential.
s
4HE BEST ARCHITECTURES REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGNS EMERGE FROM SELF
organizing teams.
s
!T REGULAR INTERVALS THE TEAM REmECTS ON HOW TO BECOME MORE EFFECTIVE
then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.
One approach to agile development is called “scrum.” The term comes from
rugby and describes a strategy in which a team circles in order to get the ball
back in play. Scrum is an iterative, incremental framework for project manage
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'HVLJQ&KXQNLQJ
$ESIGN CHUNKING IS A NEWER APPROACH THAT COMBINES AGILE PRINCIPLES WHILE
maintaining consistent user experience and information architecture. This may
seem like a contradiction, as information architecture is largely driven by a
holistic approach, whereas agile development is more focused on small itera
tions and incremental development. In design chunking, the initial concepts
are defined up front and then information architecture and user experience are
broken apart into smaller pieces so that they can be delivered incrementally,
IN A SCRUM TYPE WAY )N THIS PROCESS THERE IS AN INITIAL SPRINT THAT TAKES PLACE
before development begins. Then, information architecture is removed from
the development process (Mamoli, 2008).

Steps in the Web Design
Process
Whether using the waterfall, agile, or design chunking approach, the stan
dard web development process consists of seven major steps: define project
requirements, conduct research and analysis, develop design, build, test, de
ploy, and maintain.
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Defining project requirements is a critical step in the web development pro
cess. The ability to correctly decipher the true scope and requirements of a
website will make the process easy and successful or difficult and poorly de
livered. Generally, when seeking to understand a client’s vision for websites or
applications there are three things that need to be understood: creative direc
tion, scope, and feasibility.
Creative direction can be understood through the help of a creative brief.
Creative briefs are standard in the creative industry and help paint a picture of
the end product that the client has in mind. Many clients know just what they
want, but lack the terminology to communicate their vision to the creative
staff. The creative brief remedies this by asking the right questions to reduce
ambiguity. Some questions can be direct, such as “What color(s) would you
like the site to be”? Some might be less direct, such as “If the site were a
vehicle, what make or model of vehicle would it be?” Others could provide
background information for the designers such as “What do you like or dislike
about some of your competitor’s websites?” The more questions a designer
asks at this phase, the better he or she will understand her objectives. A good
UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLIENTS DESIRES FROM THE OUTSET WILL ALSO SAVE TIME CON
suming revisions. Creative briefs can be used to gather more technical data as
well, such as site architecture and special scripting requirements. Otherwise,
that information can be collected during the scope phase.
Scope is also quite important to understand at this phase in the process.
Scope can be best understood by discovering how many pages need to be
built and what particular interactions need to take place on each page. At this
phase it helps to gather input from someone who understands the develop
ment process. It is important to keep in mind that the client usually does not
have any idea what the difference is between a small requirement and a large
requirement. A web developer can bridge that gap and offer technical advice.
The timeline should also be considered. A web marketer I once knew was
fond of telling clients that our company could create anything they wanted as
long as they had the time (and of course, money). The deliverable from this
step should be some sort of “requirements” document outlining what needs
to take place. This document should include things like rough project time
lines, human and technological resources that will be needed to work on the
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project, overall purpose, and a set of features that the website or application
will possess.
The same marketer I previously mentioned used to say that a web project
could be fast, cheap, or big. It could be two of the three, but never all three.
Feasibility is discovering which of these is going to give. Every organization
has to generate revenue in order to survive, and feasibility planning will help
weigh where the priorities fall. I personally experienced this when a web de
sign company I worked for discovered that it was losing money. Management
WAS BAFmED BECAUSE WE WERE BUILDING MORE WEBSITES AND ADDING MORE CLIENTS
than ever before. It turned out that we were attempting to give our clients all of
the three things: large, complicated websites done fast and cheap. We were
doing a ton of business but were actually losing money on each of the projects
that were completed. Our process was not economically feasible because we
were paying massive amounts of money on overtime for employees (not to
mention the amount we spend training new ones because many got burnt out
and quit) and not charging enough from our clients to cover it.
At some point when determining feasibility, a project overview should be
presented to the client and stakeholders. While an entire chapter, if not book,
could be dedicated to the art of
presenting the project to the cli
ent, it is particularly important to
clearly communicate the project
overview, timeline, and scope pri
or to project launch. The project
overview should go over holistic
goals, not the details that the cli
ent doesn’t care about. It should
include a timeline that identifies
key deadlines, preferably present
ed in the format of Gantt chart
that shows what different teams
will be doing and when. Scope
should also be included and sim
ply define what the project includes and what it does not, especially if you are
taking a phased approach.
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Once requirements have been established, the website should start to take
form. At most interactive agencies, the task of translating the static require
ments document into visual form is usually the task of a dedicated expe
rience planner. At organizations with smaller staff, this job might fall to the
project manager or the web designer. Experience planning is closely related
to information architecture. The experience planner takes all of the information
gathered by the information architect and uses it to design a vision of what
the experience will look and feel like so that the production team and client
can understand. It is the job of the experience planner to know what a user is
going to do in order to accomplish the company’s goals, such as creating an
account or purchasing an item. The experience planner will identify key inter
actions, such as what kind of alert messages pop up when forms are filled out
incorrectly and how images are enlarged when clicked on.
An understanding of users’ habits is key to effective experience planning.
These habits can be cultural. When I started work for my first international
company, I prepared designs for a new video site. The design was sleek and
modern, and in order to add contrast to the page and make the videos stand
out, the background had been designed as very dark grey. As I showed the
design to marketing managers from the different markets, all of them were
very impressed. My ego was put in check when I presented the design to the
representative from one of our southeastern Asian markets. She said bluntly,”
Our market will never use it.” I was aghast, and asked why. She replied that
the culture in her part of the world looked on dark web pages as ominous and
preferred light, colorful pages, even for playing videos. I then went back to my
office and spent some time previewing sites from that market. Sure enough, I
found that pages typically had light backgrounds and colorful, animated text. I
also found that the pages tended to have large amounts of content, a contrast
to the clean, minimalist design preferred by some of our other locales. A new,
different design was created for users in that market, and I learned important
lesson about localization.
Experience planners spend as much time as possible learning as much as
they can about their audience. As we discussed in chapter 3, it is typical for
planners to create personas, or educated profiles of their typical users. Plan
ners will identify user traits that correlate with results of demographic and
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physiographic inquiry. For instance, say you were designing a website for a
direct selling nutritional supplement company. After some research, you find
that 70% of the company is made up of women over the age of 50 who are
generally socially active and healthy. Other research has shown that users of
this age and gender may not be as technologically savvy or spend a much
TIME ONLINE AS A GROUP OF 'EN 9ERS AND THEY MIGHT REQUIRE A SIMPLE AND FEA
TURE LIGHT INTERFACE TO BE SUCCESSFUL
Once all information has been gathered and the initial mockups have been
approved, the final web design can begin. Web design is the process of taking
the information that has been gathered and presented by the experience plan
ner and creating the final designs. These designs are mocked up in a graphic
editor, such as Adobe Photoshop or Fireworks, and then implemented using
programming code. The web designer will transfer necessary layout design
graphics over to formats that can be used in HTML such as .jpg, .gif or .png.
The web designer is usually responsible for creating the Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS) that will achieve the visual effects that have been proposed in the graph
IC MOCK UP IT IS THEREFORE IMPORTANT FOR THE WEB DESIGNER TO UNDERSTAND HOW
style sheets work and be familiar with their advantages and constraints. The
WEB DESIGNER NEEDS TO HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING OF FRONT END TECHNOLOGIES SUCH
as JavaScript, to implement the user interactions that are required. The devel
opment team may handle some of the more complex interactions; however, it
is typical for the web designer to implement moderately advanced JavaScript
functions such as buttons that change when the user rolls over them or popup
alerts when a problem has occurred. Complex JavaScript actions based on
multiple variables may require the help of a programmatically advanced web
developer.

Development
Web development is a somewhat broad term, but in the process I have illus
TRATED IT MEANS ANY OF THE NON DESIGN ASPECTS OF A WEBSITE 4HIS CAN INCLUDE
SERVER SIDE CODING NETWORKING SECURITY CONlGURATION E COMMERCE DEVELOP
ment, and database configuration, anything that is written in code.
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Test
Once the website is functioning, testing may begin. Platform testing is par
ticularly important in the web development process. Different operating sys
tems, such as Apple’s OSX and Microsoft® Windows, will react differently to
website content because they interpret the HTML code differently. To further
complicate the issue, different browsers also can interpret web pages differ
ently. Websites need to be tested across multiple browsers and operating
systems in multiple scenarios to know if they look and act the same in all. The
rapid expansion of the mobile browser market has added a new step to this,
because mobile browsers and operating systems also act differently. Some
BROWSER MIMICKING TOOLS SUCH AS !DOBES "ROWSER,AB ALLOW TESTERS TO VIEW
the web page as it would look in multiple browsers in order to see differ
ences.
Security testing is especially important in sites that receive and store sensi
tive information like payment or personal information. Open source developers
have created some tools to help in the testing process, such as the Firebug
AND 7EB !PPLICATION 3ECURITY 4ESTING PLUG INS FOR THE -OZILLA &IREFOX BROWSER
'HSOR\
Delivery of the website usually consists of making the website “live” on the
Internet and delivering the assets of the site (depending on the contract) to the
client. Websites are usually developed on a secure server so that only those
with permission can access the site in progress. When it is ready to go live,
the domain name is pointed to the server holding the site and the security is
disabled. This process can take up to 48 hours, depending on the capacity of
the domain name server.
Maintain
Maintenance is not always the responsibility of the web development team,
but it is important to keep it in mind. The web is a constantly changing environ
ment and it is impossible for a website to exist statically. When new versions
of HTML and other web languages are rolled out, code deprecation occurs,
rendering code obsolete. Code deprecation occurs when certain code fea
tures are excluded from the library of code currently used. For instance, one
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feature of HTML in the early days of the Internet was the “blink” tag, which al
lowed any given text to blink on the page. Use of this feature ran rampant, and
the blink tag became so annoying to web surfers that the tag was disabled in
most major browsers. It is important to make sure that your website is always
compatible with the current version.

Sources
Mamoli, S. (2008). Design chunking with scrum. Retrieved from nomad8.com: http://www.nomad8.com/files/
design_chunking_with_scrum.php

Terminology Review
s
7ATERFALL DEVELOPMENT! RIGID NON ITERATIVE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
process.
s
!GILE DEVELOPMENTAN ITERATIVE APPROACH TO SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
s
3PRINT! SHORT DEVELOPMENT ITERATION THAT CONTRIBUTES TO THE lNAL PROD
uct.
s
&EASIBILITY!N UNDERSTANDING OF WHETHER A PROJECT CAN REALISTICALLY BE
completed given scope, timeline, and budget constraints.
s
"ROWSER COMPATIBILITY4HE EXTENT TO WHICH A WEBSITE LOOKS AND FUNC
tions the same in different browsers.
s
#ODE DEPRECATION7HEN CODE IS NO LONGER INCLUDED IN THE MASTER
code base and becomes unusable.
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Chapter VI

PROTOTYPING
Prototypes are an effective way to test ideas, communicate
concepts to clients, and assess usability. Prototypes are usually
created once the requirements documentation and wireframes
have been completed. A user experience designer will use
these documents to create a functional prototype that can be
interacted with. Unlike static wireframes, prototypes offer a way
to interact with the concept in a real-life sequence of events.
Doing so allows designers to spot potential issues before they
become costly mistakes. In this way, prototyping reduces risk.
By developing a prototype based on the requirements docuTLU[ [LHTZ JHU HSZV YLÄUL L_PZ[PUN YLX\PYLTLU[Z JSHYPM` [OL
WYVJLZZHUKLSPTPUH[LWYVISLTZILMVYL[OL`HYLKPMÄJ\S[[VÄ_
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S

oftware prototyping draws many of its methods from industrial de
sign prototyping. Johnny Ive, a renowned industrial designer and the

mind behind the design of many Apple computer products, said, “I
love making prototypes. We go right from idea to prototypes. Prototypes cre
ATE THIS DRAMATIC SHIFT IN THE CONVERSATIONSUDDENLY IT BECOMES TANGIBLE AND
the silence goes away” (Jary, 2009). Prototype design has the same effect
when designing a website. Even in very detailed discussions, individual mem
bers of a team will have very different ideas of how something will work. When
a product doesn’t tangibly exist yet, it is natural for people to conform the
idea to something they are familiar with. Creating a prototype puts a product
IN REAL WORLD CONTEXT 0ROTOTYPES DEMONSTRATE THE FUNDAMENTAL EXPERIENCE OF
using a product and eliminating the unknown.
The principal of Ockham’s’ razor says that simpler explanations are gener
ally better than more complex ones. When creating a prototype and determin
ing how a website or application will function, keep this as your mantra. As a
general rule, the easiest user interactions are best. Beginning user experience
designers are often tempted to design unnecessarily complicated interactions
in misguided attempts to make a website fun and engaging. In the early days
OF THE )NTERNET IT WAS POPULAR FOR WEBSITES TO HAVE A mASH ANIMATION ON THE
landing page that users had to click through to view the site. While these ani
mations added personality, they eventually died off because they obstructed
one of the user’s primary goals, which was to get to the content on the web
site. Applied to web design, the Ockham’s razor principle suggests that the
path of least resistance is usually the best. If content can be displayed on a
PAGE WITHOUT MAKING IT TOO CONTENT HEAVY DONT PUT THE CONTENT IN A POPUP
window that requires the user to click again.

Prototype Fidelity
The first step to developing a prototype is determining fidelity. Fidelity de
scribes the level of detail and functionality in a prototype. As a result of their
PLACEMENT IN THE DESIGN mOW PROTOTYPES WILL HAVE A lDELITY THAT FALLS SOME
where between wireframe and final design. Within this range, there is a wide
spectrum. On one hand, prototypes can be hand drawn on sticky notes and
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shown interchangeably to illustrate a process. On the other hand, a proto
type can be a designed, functional application that contains many of the final
features. Each level of fidelity carries inherent benefits and risks. For instance,
ONE COMMON PROBLEM WITH PRESENTING HI lDELITY PROTOTYPES IS THE TENDENCY
of clients to get hung up on minor design and functionality details and miss
the opportunity to identify broader issues. Low fidelity prototypes, especially
those not viewed in a browser or on a computer, make it easy to focus on
interactions and not design. However, a low fidelity prototype may not be able
to communicate advanced interactions like drag and drop or swipe.
Adobe has attempted to make creating prototypes in a wide range of fideli
ties easy with their Creative Suite software. Designers can design basic wire
frames in Illustrator® or InDesign®, which can then be imported into Catalyst®
and given some added design and functionality. The Catalyst® file becomes
the working prototype and is eventually imported into Flex® where it is given
THE ENTIRE BACK END PROGRAMMING REQUIREMENTS

7KURZDZD\SURWRW\SHV
4HROWAWAY PROTOTYPES FALL AT THE LOW lDELITY END OF THE SPECTRUM AND ARE
models that show only basic user interactions and are not used as part of
the final product. These prototypes are simple, working simulations that can
be created rapidly in computer
programs like PowerPoint or
drawn on paper then be dis
carded after testing. Throw
away prototypes can be very
useful in the early stages of
the development process
because when changes are
required, no reprogramming
needs to occur. The proto
type can be discarded and
another one easily implement
ed. Throwaway prototyping is
especially helpful in determin
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ing final requirements. It is common to initiate a web project with preliminary
requirements in mind and use a prototype to think through the process and
refine the requirements.

(YROXWLRQDU\SURWRW\SHV
%VOLUTIONARY PROTOTYPES ARE TOWARD THE HIGH lDELITY END OF THE SPECTRUM
and are used as the foundation of the final product. They form the heart of
the new product and can be used as features are being built and requirements
are added.
One type of evolutionary prototype that is common to the web is Extreme
prototyping, sometimes called HTML prototyping. It consists of three phases
that build on the preceding phase. The prototype is initially constructed in
basic HTML, but without any functioning web services (for instance, a form
submission button would exist on the page but nothing would happen when
clicked). In the second phase, dummy web services are implemented to show
added functionality. In this case, when a form button is clicked the use might
see a popup confirming the sent form, but no information is actually sent. In
the third phase, the actual web services are implemented and the website or
application becomes fully functional.

Prototyping Tools
Paper
0APER PROTOTYPING IS BECOMING COMMON FOR PROTOTYPING IN USER EXPERIENCE
DESIGN MOSTLY DUE TO THE mEXIBILITY AND DISPOSABILITY OF PAPER AND ITS ABILITY TO
encourage experimentation and speedy iteration. It is the most basic form of
throwaway prototyping, allowing designers to avoid wasting hours worth of
layout code on ideas that don’t work.
&OR TEAMS ON A SHOESTRING BUDGET PAPER IS A GREAT LOW COST ALTERNATIVE
to many prototyping software packages. Even with a larger budget, some
may still prefer paper prototyping because of its speed and ease of creation
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USING TOOLS LIKE 0OST IT .OTES OR TABBED INDEX CARD DIVIDERS )F IT HELPS YOUR
TEAM YOU CAN PRINT FULL COLOR OBJECTS TO USE IN YOUR PROTOTYPE BRAINSTORMING
SESSIONS )T CAN BE HELPFUL TO HAVE A LOW QUALITY PRINTER IN THE MEETING ROOM
connected to someone’s laptop for printing out new ideas. If you see a feature
on a website that is close to one you would like to create, simply print out the
web page and post it on the wall for everyone to see and make notes on. One
of the biggest benefits of using paper is that you can write notes right on the
prototype or on the back of each sheet or index card. This is a great way to
capture ideas that might not make it into meeting notes.
Below is an example of illustrating a web interaction with a paper prototype.
It shows a basic login form and what happens when someone logs in or fails
to provide the correct information:

(Medero, 2007)
HTML
Another common way to design prototypes is by creating simple HTML
documents. These evolutionary prototypes are created with code that can
BE USED FOR THE FRONT END OF THE lNAL PRODUCT 4HIS METHOD IS MOST USEFUL FOR
FRONT END DESIGNERS WHO ARE VERY COMFORTABLE WITH (4-, AND #33 AND CAN
create new iterations quickly. Advantages include being able to use the code
in the final project and the ability to show the client how the website will func
tion in the browser.
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There are a wide variety of software solutions for web prototyping, all with
varying levels of fidelity, ease of use, and price. Many user experience experts
use presentation tools like Microsoft PowerPoint or Apple’s Keynote. These
programs can be configured to jump to different screens when a user clicks
and allow some basic screen design as well. In recent years, more advanced
prototyping tools like Axure have arrived on the scene. These programs allow
for advanced custom interactions that mimic actual web programming. They
also come with stock components that look and work like web components,
SUCH AS DROP DOWN MENUS FORMS AND DRAG AND DROP FUNCTIONS !DVANCED
programs like Axure are very feature heavy, can be somewhat complicated to
learn, and can be relatively expensive. Somewhere between the complexity of
!XURE AND THE SIMPLICITY OF 0OWER0OINT THERE ARE ALSO MANY NEW WEB BASED
prototyping services that reside completely on the web and require a minimal
LEARNING CURVE 7EB BASED PROTOTYPES ARE EASY TO SEND TO CLIENTS FOR REVIEW
however, there is a slight drawback because they cannot be worked on of
mINE

Analysis
Once your prototype has been created, your team will want to spend time
interacting with it and critiquing it. You may invite potential users to use it and
gather feedback in a focus group. A focus group is a form of qualitative re
search in which a group of people are observed and asked about their percep
tions, opinions, and attitudes towards a product. Focus groups are a valuable
opportunity to gather usability information. The data you extract will help you
refine your approach.
7\SHVRIDQDO\VLV
Heuristic: Heuristic evaluation is a form of usability inspection in which us
ability specialists judge whether each element of a user interface follows a list
of established usability heuristics, or procedures. Usually two to three expert
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analysts evaluate the system with reference to established guidelines, noting
their observations and often ranking them in order of severity. This type of
analysis does not typically take place in the form of a focus group.
Subjective: Subjective assessment is more qualitative in nature and tells the
evaluator how the users feel about the software being tested. This is distinct
from how efficiently or effectively they perform with the software. For instance,
while the time it takes to complete tasks on iOS and Android devices is com
parable, iOS users are more likely to express affinity for their device. The usual
method of assessment is to use a standardized opinion questionnaire to avoid
criticisms of subjectivity.
Diagnostic Studies: General diagnostic studies help the evaluator identify
significant usability problems. These studies are done with typical users, usu
ally in the setting of a traditional focus group.

&RQGXFWLQJIRFXVJURXSV
When conducting a focus group, you will want to include the following:
s
4HE PRODUCT TEAM WHO DElNES THE GOALS AND BASIC QUESTIONSTOPICS FOR
the focus group.
s
4HE MODERATOR WHO PLANS AND CONDUCTS THE FOCUS GROUP
s
4HE OBSERVERS /BSERVERS CAN BE NOTE TAKERS OR MEMBERS OF THE PROD
uct team who want to see the focus group firsthand.
s
4HE TECHNICIAN WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SETTING UP THE RECORDING AND DATA
collection equipment.
s

4HE PARTICIPANTS IN THE FOCUS GROUP

Materials Needed
s

&OCUS GROUP SESSIONS ARE GENERALLY VIDEOTAPED SO YOU NEED A FACILITY

with video and audio equipment.
s
4HE SEATING FOR A FOCUS GROUP SHOULD ALLOW PARTICIPANTS TO SEE EACH
other (a round table is useful) and also allow the easy recording of the entire
group.
s
&LIP CHARTS ADHESIVE NOTES COLORED MARKING PENS AND OTHER MATERIALS
for capturing the comments of participants and making those comments vis
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ible to the entire group.
s
!UDIO RECORDING CAN BE A PROBLEM WHEN YOU HAVE PEOPLE WHO ARE QUIET
or have heavy accents, so it is useful to have multiple microphones that can
be adjusted to pick up voices from different locations in the room.
s
)F YOU ARE CONDUCTING AN ONLINE FOCUS GROUP YOU WILL NEED THE APPROPRI
ate software that allows the participants to chat and see the chats of others
and also allows the focus group team to send questions to the moderator.

Steps for Conducting the Focus Group
1. Stakeholders work with the moderator on a discussion plan and de
cide on the criteria for recruiting participants.
2. The client and moderator prepare a screening questionnaire and draft
a discussion guide for the focus group.
3. Develop a data analysis plan.
4. Recruit participants. If possible, provide incentives. Some participants
may not be able to accept incentives (government officials and participants
from regulated industries, such as insurance and banking, may not be allowed
to accept any incentives).
5. Conduct a pilot test of the moderator’s guide with a small group. Modify
the guide based on the results of the pilot test.
6. Check out the facility where the focus group will be held to ensure that
the audio and video is set up properly (some of us have been embarrassed
BY BLANK VIDEOS BECAUSE WE WERE WORKING IN A REMOTE SITE AND FORGOT TO mIP A
switch!).
7. Describe the topic and rules for the focus group. Be clear on the rules,
as this may help if the discussion strays or someone tries to dominate the
group.
8. Begin the focus group with a good general question that everyone can
answer and that the group will find involving. The first question must be one
that gets everyone to talk.
9. Follow the discussion guide and try to cover all the topics/questions
that are important to the client.
10. At the end of the session, summarize the key points that emerged, ask
if there are any final comments, and thank the participants.
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11. After the focus group, collect any forms, make sure the forms are cod
ed properly, and spend some time debriefing the focus group team.

Common Focus Group Issues
s
&OCUS GROUP MODERATION IS DIFlCULT BECAUSE REMAINING NEUTRAL AND NOT
INmUENCING ANSWERS IS HARDER THAN ONE MIGHT THINK !N EXPERIENCED MODERATOR
is important for a successful focus group.
s
4HE RESULTS OF A FOCUS GROUP DEPEND ON THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE
participants and the moderator, and poor moderating can lead to distorted
data and misleading conclusions.
s
! SINGLE DOMINANT PARTICIPANT CAN CRIPPLE THE FOCUS GROUP BY INTIMIDAT
ing the other participants into agreement. The moderator must work hard to
prevent dominant personalities from monopolizing the discussion.
s
4HE PARTICIPANTS FOR A FOCUS GROUP SHOULD BE REASONABLY HOMOGENOUS
because the discussion of opinions and attitudes is facilitated when the par
ticipants share some type of common bond. If the people are too diverse, you
may end up with few common threads.
s
)T IS OFTEN USEFUL TO OVERBOOK A FOCUS GROUP BY ABOUT  AS SOME
people may just decide not to show up, get caught with late meetings, or end
up stuck in traffic.
s
7HILE REFRESHMENTS ARE OFTEN A MINOR INCENTIVE AND ARE IMPORTANT FOR
making the participants feel comfortable, consider keeping the food outside
the focus group room so the focus stays on the topic rather than the food.
(usabilitynet.org, 2006)
3RVWDQDO\VLV
Immediately after a focus group session, the moderator should walk through
the results and review the trends, questions, and comments for each section
of the study. The moderator should also conduct a quick review of the notes
and any participant response forms soon after a session to identify any mod
erator or participant errors. Videotapes can be consulted if the notes are un
clear, and questionnaires can be reviewed for obvious inconsistencies.
All data from the focus group should be coded and recorded. Data from
a usability focus group will generally fall into either qualitative or quantitative
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CATEGORIES 1UANTITATIVE CODES FROM CLOSED QUESTIONS OR EXERCISE DATA FOR IN
stance, the amount of time it takes each user to complete a process) can be
tabulated into summary tables showing frequencies, percentages, and other
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 1UALITATIVE DATA COME FROM OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS AND
the dialogue between moderator and participants. Setting up codes and cat
EGORIES FOR OPEN ENDED AND VERBAL DATA BEGINS WITH THE TRANSCRIPTION OF ALL THE
OPEN ENDED AND VERBAL DATA 5SABILITY "ODY OF +NOWLEGE   !S DATA ARE
transcribed, the analysis team (often the moderator) will categorize responses
into trends, issues, and topics. Some common categories in Human Com
puter Interaction include (Kuniavsky, 2003)
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

-ENTAL MODELS
-ETAPHORS
,IKES AND DISLIKES
3TORIES AND QUOTATIONS
0ROBLEMS AND ISSUES
$IFFERENCES BETWEEN COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS
$IFFERENCES BETWEEN DIFFERENT GROUPS OR SUBGROUPS

Sources
Jary, S. (2009). Jonathan Ive reveals Apple design secrets. Retrieved from macworld.com: http://www.macworld.
COUKMAC CREATIVENEWS233.EWS)$
Kuniavsky, M. (2003). Observing the user experience. San Francisco, CA: Morgan Kaufmann.
Medero, S. (2007). Paper Prototyping. Retrieved from alistapart.com: http://www.alistapart.com/articles/paper
prototyping/
Usability Body of Knowledge. (2011). Focus group. Retrieved from usabilitybok.org: http://www.usabilitybok.
ORGMETHODSPSECTIONHOW TO
usabilitynet.org. (2006). Heuristic evaluation. Retrieved from usabilitynet.org: http://www.usability
net.org/tools/expertheuristic.htm

Terminology Review
s
7ATERFALL DEVELOPMENT! RIGID NON ITERATIVE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
process.
s
s

!GILE DEVELOPMENTAN ITERATIVE APPROACH TO SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
3PRINT! SHORT DEVELOPMENT ITERATION THAT CONTRIBUTES TO THE lNAL PROD

uct.
s
&EASIBILITY!N UNDERSTANDING OF WHETHER A PROJECT CAN REALISTICALLY BE
completed given scope, timeline, and budget constraints.
s
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tions the same in different browsers.
s
#ODE DEPRECATION7HEN CODE IS NO LONGER INCLUDED IN THE MASTER
code base and becomes unusable.
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Chapter VII

TOOLS
There are a few tools and resources necessary for producing a
^LIZP[L!H^LIOVZ[H^H`[V[YHUZMLYÄSLZHUKHJVKLLKP[VY
to edit the documents. Free versions of these items are available for beginners, and more advanced, feature-rich software
packages are available for nearly any price.
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Website Hosting

A

s we discussed in our chapter on Internet Fundamentals, websites
are made available to the Internet via web servers. A web server

technically can be any computer with an Internet connection and
the proper configuration. Some people use their own personal computers as
web servers; although, this method can be difficult because of the time and
effort involved in technical maintenance. A more common and practical solu
tion is to rent server space from a web host. A web host is a company that
HAS A LARGE DATACENTER WITH HUNDREDS OR THOUSANDS OF WEB SERVERS AN ULTRA
fast Internet connection, and a professional staff to maintain the servers. Web
hosting is a huge market and there are thousands of companies and resellers
of hosting services worldwide.
Web hosts
For small, personal websites that probably won’t get a lot of traffic, free web
hosting services may be available and can be a good choice. Most free web
hosts will provide between 10 to 100 MB storage and a monthly data transfer
(also known as bandwidth) of about 1 GB, which would accommodate a small
site of around 15 pages with images. Some free web hosts recoup money by
placing advertisements on the websites; although, a growing number allow
limited space and traffic free of advertisements in the hope that the site will
expand and require one of their paid packages.
For a normal site with average traffic and storage needs, the price is reason
ABLE &ULL FEATURED PROFESSIONAL HOSTING SERVICES CAN BE FOUND FOR BETWEEN 
and $15 per month. The price differences depend not only on the amount
of disk space and monthly data transfer (bandwidth) offered by the web host,
but also on certain additional hosting features and the availability of technical
support.
6SDFHDQGEDQGZLGWK
Storage space on a web server refers to how many web pages, images,
media files, and other data (access logs, contact lists, product databases,
backups) will be stored on the hosting account. Web pages alone will prob
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ably take up the least amount of space. With an average file size of about 15
KB, well over 3,000 web pages could be stored at a 50 MB server space.
Much more space is taken up by images, databases, and downloadable files
such as audio, video. or large PDF files.
The term “data transfer” refers to how many visitors visit a website and how
much they download. Every time someone visits a web page, the web page it
self and everything contained in it are downloaded to the visitor´s browser. As
suming the average web page has a file size of 15 KB and all the images (logo,
buttons, banners) have a total size of 25 KB, each new visit would equate to
a total of 40 KB of bandwidth usage. So with as little as 1 GB bandwidth, a
website could get more than 250,000 visitors every month. Most web hosts
provide at least 1 GB of server space and 30 GB of bandwidth for a monthly
price of $10–15 a month.
:HEKRVWLQJIHDWXUHV
It is important to know which features to look for in a web host, even if they
are unfamiliar. For instance, to install the WordPress Content Management
System (CMS), a server that can run the latest version of PHP is necessary.
The following list is a basic list of features needed to host a medium sized site
with an average amount of traffic:
,INUX !PACHE WEB SERVERS
!T LEAST  -" DISK STORAGE
!T LEAST  '" BANDWIDTH
3EVERAL 0/0 E MAIL ACCOUNTS
-ULTIPLE E MAIL ALIASES
% MAIL FORWARDING
% MAIL AUTORESPONDERS
7EBMAIL
!T LEAST  3UBDOMAINS
!T LEAST  -Y31, DATABASE
&40 ACCESS FOR lLE UPLOADS
33) 3ERVER 3IDE )NCLUDES
HTACCESS SUPPORT TO OVERRIDE BASIC SERVER CONlGURATION
0(0 SUPPORT
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3ECURE 3HELL ACCESS 33(
7EBSITE STATISTICS
3HOPPING CART
33, 3ECURE 3ERVER
Many web hosts also offer access to different general applications that can
be added to websites, such as bulletin boards, chats, web auctions, polls and
surveys, help desks, and blogging software.
6KDUHGKRVWLQJYVGHGLFDWHGVHUYHUV
-OST MEDIUM PRICED HOSTING PLANS OPERATE ON A SHARED SERVER MEANING A
website will share the space and data transfer rate of one server with dozens
or hundreds of other websites. This means that the responsiveness of the site
can be affected by changes to the traffic to the server as a whole. For instance,
if a site were hosted on the same server as other sites that get a lot of Black
Friday traffic, the speed on that site will be affected. A dedicated host, on the
other hand, is a single box dedicated to one site and handles its own load.
Even though most people do not use a dedicated server, it is important that
any web hosting service has good scalability. Scalability means that in the
event of a sudden increase in traffic they would be able to quickly move the
affected website to a server with more available bandwidth to accommodate
THE TRAFlC 4HIS mEXIBILITY IS WHAT KEEPS A SITE FROM CRASHING IF IT UNEXPECTEDLY
experiences a dramatic increase in traffic.

Working with Files on
a Server via FTP
After selecting a web host, the next step is to find a way to transfer files from
a personal computer to the site’s shiny new server space. Even if a website
has been created with the help of a CMS, there will be occasions when files
on the server will need to be accessed directly. FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is a
SIMPLE COMMON WAY FOR NON PROGRAMMERS TO EXCHANGE lLES OVER THE )NTERNET
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In fact, most people are unaware that they use FTP every time they download
a file from the Internet. Accessing a server through FTP is similar to HTTP be
cause it is accessed at an address.
FTP uses the prefix ftp:// instead of http://. Everything after that remains
the same.
Standard website address: http://www.suu.edu
Corresponding FTP site address: ftp://ftp.suu.edu
Most often, a computer or server with an FTP address is dedicated to re
ceive an FTP connection. Just as a server that is setup to host web pages is
referred to as a “web server” or “website,” a server dedicated to receiving an
FTP connection is referred to as an “FTP server” or “FTP site.”
)73VHFXULW\
Obviously, it is important that connections made over FTP are secure. Con
sider the possibilities: By gaining access to the files kept on a web server,
hackers can change HTML files to show damaging or embarrassing content
or make users vulnerable to cyber attacks. Hackers can gain access to user
information stored in databases and many other kinds of secure information
and use it maliciously. For this reason, there are several methods of transfer
ring files securely over FTP. They include FTPS, SFTP, and FTP over SSH.
Each offers slightly different ways of transferring files with different benefits.
Generally, they all require some kind of username and password to get access.
Some files are made available anonymously and do not require login, such as
software updates that are downloaded from a support site.
FTP clients
While it is possible to make an FTP connection using a standard web brows
er (Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, etc.), most people prefer
to transfer files with the help of a dedicated FTP software program, referred
to as an “FTP client.” When using a web browser for an FTP connection, FTP
uploads are difficult and downloads are not protected (one of the reasons it is
not recommended for uploading or downloading large files). FTP clients are
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generally simple to use, can use secure transfer methods, and have additional
features like upload queues and drag and drop functionality. Most FTP client
INTERFACES INCORPORATE A SIMPLE TWO PANE DESIGN 4HE PANE ON THE LEFT DISPLAYS
the files on your comput
er and the pane on the
right displays the files on
the remote computer. File
transfers are as easy as
dragging and dropping
files from one pane to the
other or by highlighting a
file and clicking one of the
direction arrows located
between the panes.

Directory Structure
Think of the web server space in a hosting account like a large filing cabinet.
/NE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF WEB DEVELOPMENT IS CREATING A WELL
organized file directory structure to contain the various files needed. There is
no standard way to organize a website’s file structure. In fact, it doesn’t have
to be organized or have any folders at all (though not recommended).. There’s
no explicit rule in HTML, CSS, or JavaScript that requires files to be organized.
The problem with that should be obvious. If files are unorganized, it will be
come harder and harder to update and maintain a website.
Most websites will contain files that will fall into at least three categories that
should each have distinct files:
s
s
s

)MAGES
3TYLES
3CRIPTS

When naming the folder, choose something that easily communicates its
contents. Some web designers name their styles folder “CSS” and their scripts
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folder “JS.” There are likely other names, but usually these are the most com
MON -ORE ADVANCED WEBSITES THAT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SERVER SIDED SCRIPTS
will usually have other folders such as a folder for data, a folder for code, as
well as unique folders that handle specific functions, such as web services or
classes.
The initial structure would look something like this:
/ Root (the parent folder where all files are placed)
/ Images
Logo.png
Banner.png
/ Styles
Main.css
/ Scripts
Script.js
Index.html
3OME TECH COMPANIES HAVE A PRE SET lLE STRUCTURE IN PLACE OR A SPECIlC
template structure that will need to be used when creating a website from
scratch. Having a consistent structure is very helpful for updating and main
taining more than one website, as well as turning over a website to another
team. For sites that require users to have different levels of permissions for ac
cess, it is helpful to create folders that address needs. Organizing a website
in this manner helps with what is often called “membership and roles.” With
membership and roles, account holders can have rights assigned to them to
allow or disallow them to see certain content.
Having a clearly defined folder structure will be very helpful developers be
cause they can keep things much more organized and find things much more
quickly. It will make development easier, because the files users access can be
defined by the content of a folder rather than a list of paths to different files that
could reside anywhere. Thinking early on about the file structure will help to
avoid costly mistakes later, like needing to change referenced paths through
out a website because a folder should have been added to the structure.
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The root
One of the most important concepts in setting up a website is to under
stand a website’s root. When publishing a website (sometimes called “going
live” or “deploying”) the root becomes the base domain, for example http://
www.suu.edu. On the development computer (referred to as “local”) this root
is the topmost parent folder of the website.
If, for example, the developer put all of the files for a website in the direc
tory C:\Users\Administrator\Projects\mysite\, that directory’s path is the root
of the website. When the site goes live, the directory path will be replaced
by the base domain (http://www.mysite.com). “Index.html” is the file opened
at the root. In other words, if a user typed in “www.myfirstwebsite.com,” the
browser would look for index.html and open it first. If there isn’t such a file, the
browser will attempt to open up the directory file tree. For basic sites, there
must always be a file called index.html located in the root.

Setting Up a Domain
.AME
'RPDLQQDPHFRQÀJXUDWLRQ
The domain name is the address a user enters to access a website. Before
we review how to configure a domain name, it is important to be aware of how
a domain name works. There are three parts to setting up a domain name for
a website: (i) registering the domain name with a domain registrar, (ii) setting
UP THE DOMAIN NAME ENTRY IN A $OMAIN .AME 3YSTEM $.3 SERVER AND III
configuring the web server to “listen” to the requests for the domain name. A
request for the domain (e.g., http://chrishallmedia.com) starts at one of the
REGISTRARS SERVERS WHICH THEN ROUTES IT TO A $.3 SERVER CONTAINING THE $.3
INFORMATION FOR THE DOMAIN /NCE THE $.3 RECORD FOR THE DOMAIN RESOLVES THE
domain name to a particular IP address, the request is sent to the web server
listening to that IP address.
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5HJLVWHULQJ$'RPDLQ1DPHW
Most web hosting companies will offer domain name registration as part
of their package. While it is convenient to use the same company to host a
website and register the domain name, it is not necessary and merely requires
some additional legwork to redirect the domain. A domain name needs to be
REGISTERED WITH ONE OF THE )NTERNET #ORPORATION FOR !SSIGNED .AMES AND .UM
BERS )#!.. APPROVED DOMAIN REGISTRARS FOR A YEARLY REGISTRATION FEE /NE
of the cheapest and most popular registrars is GoDaddy.com (http://www.
GODADDYCOM  4HERE ARE ALSO REGISTRARS FOR COUNTRY SPECIlC DOMAIN NAMES
SUCH AS COUK FOR 5NITED +INGDOM NL FOR .ETHERLANDS 
)#!.. WILL ASK FOR THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
1. Domain name owner credentials (name, company name, address, phone,
E MAIL ADDRESS ETC
2. Administrative contact credentials
3. Technical contact credentials
 $OMAIN .AME 3YSTEM $.3 SERVER DETAILS
4HE $.3 SERVER ALSO KNOWN AS NAME SERVER IS USUALLY PROVIDED BY THE WEB
HOSTING COMPANY 4HE $.3 SERVER SHOULD HAVE ENTRIES OF THE DOMAIN NAME
as explained in the next section. At least a primary (e.g., ns1.chrishallmedia.
com) and a secondary (e.g., ns2. chrishallmedia.com) name server address
are required.
Domain setup
4HE DOMAIN SETUP ON THE $.3 SERVER CAN BE DONE AFTER THE DOMAIN IS REGIS
TERED HOWEVER THE DOMAIN NAME WILL NOT WORK UNTIL THE $.3 SETUP IS COMPLET
ED 4HE SETUP IS COMPLETE WHEN A $.3 SERVER MAPS THE DOMAIN NAME TO THE
IP address(es) of the web server and mail server so that a user can connect to
the webserver or mail server using the domain name and not the IP address.
At this point a “forward lookup zone” is created for the domain name on the
$.3 SERVER 3TART OF !UTHORITY 3/! .AME 3ERVER .3 (OSTNAME ! !LIAS
OR #ANONICAL .AMES #.!-% AND -AIL %XCHANGER -8 ENTRIES ARE ADDED TO
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the forward lookup zone as shown below for a domain “foodomain.com” with
name servers “ns1.dnsserver.com” and “ns1.dnsserver.com”.

6WDUW2I$XWKRULW\ 62$ UHFRUG
4HE 3/! RECORD IS VERY IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT DENOTES THE OFlCIAL $.3 RECORD
for the domain name. There can be only one SOA record for each domain in
a zone file.
$GGUHVV $ UHFRUGHQWU\
The address (A) record is added to the forward lookup zone of the domain
and it is associated with the IP addresses of the web server, which will handle
the requests for the domain. There can be multiple A records, in which case,
IT WILL USE THE ROUND ROBIN $.3 LOAD BALANCING MECHANISM TO ASSIGN THE RE
quests.
$OLDV &1$0( HQWU\
! CANONICAL NAME #.!-% RECORD MAPS AN ALIAS TO THE REAL NAME .OTE
THAT AN ALIAS FOR WWW IS SETUP AS A #.!-% SO THAT REQUESTS TO WWWDOMAIN
com is sent to the same website that handles the requests for domain.com.
1DPH6HUYHU 16 UHFRUG
4HE .3 RECORD IS USED TO DElNE THE NAME SERVERS FOR THE DOMAIN )T MAY
SEEM REDUNDANT TO KEEP A RECORD OF THE NAME SERVER IN THE $.3 ENTRY SINCE
the name server lookup is already present in the registrar records, where the
lookup for the domain starts. However, since it is possible to use more than
one set of name servers for domains and subdomains, this record can help
lND THE NAME SERVERS FOR EACH ONE 4HE .3 RECORDS ARE THEN MAPPED TO
#.!-% ENTRIES
0DLO([FKDQJHU 0; VHWXS
4HE MAIL EXCHANGER DOMAIN CONlGURATION IS REQUIRED IF AN E MAIL SERVER IS SET
UP TO HANDLE THE DOMAIN MAIL ACCOUNTS &OR EXAMPLE AN E MAIL ADDRESS LIKE
chris@chrishallmedia.com will require a domain setup for handling emails sent
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TO CHRISHALLMEDIACOM 4HE SETUP IS SIMILAR TO THE #.!-% SETUP BUT WITH -8
records. There can be multiple MX records (e.g., for backup mail servers).
&RQÀJXULQJZHEVHUYHUIRUGRPDLQ
/NCE THE $.3 SERVER IS SET UP TO SEND THE REQUEST FOR THE DOMAIN TO THE
corresponding IP address, the work of the web server begins. The web server
needs to be configured appropriately to handle the request for the domain
based on either the IP address or the host header entry. Host headers are
commonly used by web servers to host multiple domains on one IP address.
For instance, the domains chrishallmedia.com and chrishall.com could both
point to the same IP address, taking visitors to the same site.

Editing Files
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript files don’t require any specific software to edit.
These files can all be edited with a simple text editor. Default text editors ship
with most operating systems, and on a Windows computer you can use Rich
Text Editor and on a Mac you can use textedit. Professional web designers
generally prefer more advanced software packages that contain more features,
such as the current industry standard web development package, Adobe
Dreamweaver. Dreamweaver’s
main appeal is that it is designed
around a designer’s perspective
rather than a programmer’s, yet
it still has powerful tools for pro
gramming. It also works seam
lessly with Photoshop, Illustrator,
and Flash. There are alternatives
to Dreamweaver, however, that
do a fairly good job. Expres
sion Web is Microsoft’s direct
answer to Dreamweaver. It too
integrates with Photoshop and
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Illustrator. But, instead of Adobe Flash. it uses Microsoft’s Silverlight for ani
mations.
Website editing tools with advanced features offer several benefits. One
is color coding. Many code editors will color different tags differently in order
to more easily locate the block of code later. Advanced editing tools also
can number lines and have marking mechanisms for locating or bookmarking
important lines of code. This can become very important with large files, as
some code documents can run into the tens of thousands of lines. Another
feature common to coding software is the ability to autocomplete certain code
phrases. This is extremely helpful for beginning coders who may not be fa
miliar with every available syntax available in a code language. When part of
a word is entered into the editor, a list of close suggestions appears. Some
advanced editors also have FTP technology built in, so files can be uploaded
straight from the editor, and some include testing services, making it possible
to see how code renders in the browser before it is uploaded to the server.

Best practices
Often used in software design, the term “best practice” denotes a devel
oper’s desire to create clean, readable, and maintainable code that complies
with generally held standards. The idea of using best practices basically means
that a developer is adhering to the generally expected way of doing things. A
best practice is a method or technique that has consistently shown results su
perior to those achieved with other means and that is used as a benchmark.
Best practices come from three general sources: industry standards, com
pany standards, and personal standards. Sometimes all three agree com
pletely. Other times they don’t. Some standards are recommendations from
standards committees such as W3C, which is a trusted source for sound
ADVICE ON INDUSTRY BASED BEST PRACTICES

Terminology Review
s

&40&ILE 4RANSFER 0ROTOCOL THE PROTOCOL USED FOR TRANSFERRING lLES OVER

the Internet.
s
3&403ECURE &40 USES 33( TO TRANSFER ENCRYPTED lLES
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s
&40 CLIENT3OFTWARE USED TO TRANSFER lLES BETWEEN A PERSONAL DEVEL
opment computer and a web server.
s
#ODE EDITOR3OFTWARE USED TO EDIT CODE DOCUMENTS SUCH AS (4-,
CSS, and JavaScript.
s
"EST PRACTICES! BEST PRACTICE IS A METHOD OR TECHNIQUE THAT HAS CON
sistently shown results superior to those achieved with other means and that
is used as a benchmark.
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Chapter VIII

CONTENT
MANAGEMENT
From a technical perspective, the components that make up
H^LIWHNLJHUILZLWHYH[LKPU[V[OYLLSH`LYZ[OH[KLÄUL[V
the way it appears and how we interact with it: content, presentation, and behavior. We’ve already covered some content
strategies in our chapters on Writing for the Web and Information Architecture; this chapter will focus on working with content
though web content management software.

Content Management
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Layers of Web Design
&RQWHQWOD\HU
Content is the basic information contained
within the page. It is embedded within HTML or
XHTML markup that defines its structure and se
mantics. Text makes up the vast majority of web
content, but images, animations, sound, and
video are all considered content. Consider the
whitehouse.gov website. Content on this page
includes the body text, headlines and words
used for navigation. We could also consider the photo in the banner content.
Web design layers also overlap in some areas. For instance, the hyperlinks
would be considered content, but since they also exhibit the functionality of
taking the user to another page they can be included in the behavior layer. In
the example below, the content is the text shown in the popup.
3UHVHQWDWLRQOD\HU
The presentation layer defines how the content will appear to a user. The
presentation layer is growing more complex all the time due to the myriad ways
people access the Internet. The presentation layer can be different based on
device size, shape, and operating sys
tem, and even browser. Presentation
ALSO APPLIES TO NON VISUAL ELEMENTS
such as accessibility for the visually
impaired. There is some overlap be
tween the presentation layer and con
tent layer, because some tags in HTML
can be used to affect the appearance
of text. For instance, it is possible to
create red title text by specifying font
color and size in the HTML of the con
tent layer. The best way to control the
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presentation layer is through Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). In the example to
the left, the presentation layer is comprised of the visual elements such as the
shape and color of the popup box and the size and color of the font.

%HKDYLRUOD\HU
4HE BEHAVIOR LAYER DENOTES REAL TIME USER INTERACTION WITH THE DOCUMENT
Behavior is produced by everything from basic HTML interactions, such as
CLICKING ON HYPERLINKS TO COMPLEX BACK END DATABASE SCHEMAS AND WEB SER
vices. The behavior layer encompasses how the web page responds to and
interacts with the user. The popup example above shows a simple JavaScript
alert that displays information and requires user acceptance in order to pro
CEED 4HE PROGRAMMING THAT ENABLES THE POPUP REQUIRES CLIENT SIDE SCRIPTING
technology like JavaScript or ActionScript.

The Evolution of Web
Content Management
Web Content Management System (CMS) software makes it easy for web
designers and editors to contribute to a website without having extensive
knowledge of code. In the early days of the Internet, web developers usually
CODED WEBSITES LINE BY LINE FROM SCRATCH !S TECHNOLOGY ADVANCED 793)
79' 7HAT 9OU 3EE )S 7HAT 9OU 'ET WEB EDITORS EMERGED ALLOWING NON
coders to use simple graphical interfaces to drag and drop elements, such as
images and text, to design their layouts. These early editors generally lacked
sophistication and still relied heavily on coding for their web pages to function
properly. One such popular site was Yahoo’s Geocities.com, a service that
allowed users to create and host their own web pages for free and to edit
the HTML in a code editor. MySpace.com offered page owners the ability to
modify the look of their “space” with an HTML editor, which spawned a host
of 3rd party applications that would create MySpace code with the help of
more graphical interfaces. While these early editors offered little in the way of
real website administration, they were the foundation of the robust systems
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we use today.
When blogging and online syndicated content began gaining traction in the
early 2000’s, CMSs graduated from being perceived as novelties to journal
ism tools. There was a growing need for people to be able to easily write and
manage blog posts, while still being able to customize the look of their site.
Websites like BlogSpot.com offered minimal aesthetic modification tools but
made syndicated content publishing a breeze. Blogging increased in popular
ity and a generation of new CMSs sprang up to accommodate the demand.
One of the more popular was WordPress, a still widely used platform that we
will discuss later. As the blogosphere reached maturity, users grew accus
tomed to having blogs on their websites and began to demand more aesthetic
mEXIBILITY
It is important to note that during this time a new breed of web design
ers with different skills than previous generations were beginning to emerge.
3OMETIMES CALLED h&RONT END DESIGNERS v THESE INDIVIDUALS HAD MORE TECHNI
cal knowledge than graphic designers of the past and, thus, were able to use
code to achieve more intuitive and aesthetically pleasing interfaces. Histori
cally, the web design process had generally consisted of graphic designers,
MOST OF WHOM WERE MORE FAMILIAR WITH PRINT DESIGN AND BACK END CODE WEB
programmers who did not have any experience with designing the front end
WHAT THE USER SEES ON THE PAGE  4HESE NEW FRONT END DESIGNERS HAD THE
CODING KNOWLEDGE TO INTEGRATE THEIR DESIGNS WITH THE BACK END AND THEY ALSO
had the design experience to make it look good. They demanded better de
sign tools from their platforms, and as a result, many CMSs evolved into more
sophisticated platforms capable of advanced interface manipulation.
Content Management Systems have become nearly ubiquitous in web de
sign, even for small business websites with only one or two editors. They allow
developers a consistent framework to build on. They provide designers the
tools they need to modify the interface. And they allow webmasters the ability
to manage content with whatever level of scrutiny is needed.
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Advantages of Content
Management Systems
Templates
Content Management Systems generally use some sort of templating sys
tem that allows designers to make layout changes in one place that will af
fect all pages using the same template. For example, if a designer needs to
change a link in a website’s navigation, by using a navigation template, he or
she could change the link in the template once, rather than having to reiterate
the change on each individual page that contained the navigation. One of the
underlying technologies that make this possible is Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS), which can be imported into a group of HTML documents but modified
from one central document. One style sheet can control the look of countless
pages, making layout changes easy.

Roles and permissions
Often there will be different groups of contributors and editors making
changes to a website who will need different levels of access. Good CMSs
will support this. For instance, if you were the webmaster of a local newspaper
website, you would likely have a team of writers who need to add content to
the website daily but who do not have much technical knowledge. You obvi
ously don’t want them inadvertently changing the web pages as they add con
tent. As the administrator of your CMS, you can assign them to a permission
group that has minimal access to the website interface code, but unlimited
access to adding new content. The “administrator” level of permission would
be allow the webmaster to add new content and make changes to the layout
of the site; however, the writers with less permissions will not able to see any
of the functionality that controls layout, only the functionality that allows them
to write and edit news stories. To add further control, many systems allow the
administrator to see which writer or editor made which changes to the site.
This is also a function of versioning, which we’ll talk about later in the chapter.
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,QWXLWLYHIRUWKHQRQWHFKVDYY\
"ECAUSE NON WEB DESIGNERS ARE COMMON USERS OF #-3S THE INTERFACES
are usually fairly easy to understand and navigate, most using some type
of WYSIWYG editor. All of the major functions of the CMS can be accessed
through the graphical interface; however, most still provide a code editor for
making direct changes to the code of a website and editing templates for
those who have more technical knowledge.
:RUNÁRZ
When working on a website that has multiple editors and content creators,
#-3S MAKE IT EASY TO MANAGE THE mOW OF CHANGES THAT APPEAR TO THE PUBLIC
CMS software is particularly good at creating task cycles that can be man
aged by an administrator. For instance, an online news website CMS could
be configured to allow many reporters to create and submit stories for the
website, but they would not be published to the live site until they had been
approved by the editor.
6\QGLFDWLRQ
Most CMSs offer some way for readers to subscribe to updates in the web
site content. Content syndication is usually done through an RSS (Really Sim
ple Syndication) or Atom feed. These feeds are simple XML (Extensible Mark
up Language) documents that contain basic information about the website
content being subscribed to, such as an article’s title, description, and URL.
The CMS handles the task of automatically updating the XML document every
TIME NEW CONTENT IS PUBLISHED -ANY #-3S ALSO HAVE BUILT IN E MAIL DATABASE
features that allow site visitors to get automatic updates when changes are
made to the site.
9HUVLRQLQJ
Versioning capabilities are common in web development, and many CMS
SOLUTIONS COME WITH SOME SORT OF BUILT IN VERSIONING FEATURE TO MAKE THE PRO
CESS EASY FOR NON PROGRAMMERS 6ERSIONING REFERS TO THE ABILITY TO hROLL BACKv
changes made to the website. In a versioning system, changes to the code
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of a website are “committed” when they are ready to be made live. The ver
sioning system keeps track of each commit, and users are able to go back
AND REVERT TO PREVIOUS VERSIONS IF NEEDED &OR INSTANCE IF COMPANY 89: HAD
a disgruntled employee who decided, before leaving, to place an embarrass
ing photo of the company’s CEO on the main page of the company website,
the administrator could simply roll the website back to the version before the
embarrassing photo was uploaded.

Open source collaboration and communities
7HILE SOME SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE FOR A ONE TIME FEE OR THROUGH A SUBSCRIP
tion, many CMS solutions are open source. Open source software is updated
and maintained largely by a collaborative development community, and the
system is available for free. One of the advantages to open source software
is that the direction of an application (the features and upgrades) is decided
largely by the community of developers who use it. For instance, consider a
CMS that allows the use of plugins for functionality. Developers who identify a
PARTICULAR NEED FOR A SPECIlC TYPE OF PLUGIN SUCH AS AN IMAGE ROTATOR OR E MAIL
form will write the code for the feature themselves and then make the plugin
available to the public. As the developer community grows, more plugins be
come available options for functionality expand.

6XSSRUWIRUPXOWLSOHZHEVLWHV
Many companies have multiple websites to support their online marketing
STRATEGIES &OR INSTANCE SOME MAY HAVE A "" BUSINESS TO BUSINESS SITE IN
ADDITION TO A "# BUSINESS TO CONSUMER SITE WITH EACH SITE HAVING DIFFERENT
goals and content. CMS software that allows administrators to manage mul
tiple websites in one place makes the process of managing content for both
sites much easier. For instance, an electronics store may sell the same prod
ucts to businesses as well as consumers and have different sites for both. In a
CMS that allows for multiple sites, the website administrator might only have
to upload the image of a new product once and be able to use the product
information on both sites, rather than having to upload multiple times.
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Localization
3IMILAR TO MANAGING MULTIPLE WEBSITES MANY COMPANIES HAVE MULTI NATIONAL
audiences and need to have different versions of the same site that appear de
pending on the user’s geographical location. The ability to manage this is quite
important, given that different countries may have different legal requirements
for selling items online, what type of language can be used to sell products,
etc. Translations for the website copy will also need to be uploaded easily into
the various languages that the markets require. CMS software that allows for
MULTI MARKET LOCALIZATION MAKES IT EASY TO MAINTAIN THE SAME LOOK AND FEEL AND
basic content structure while allowing for changes to language and images.

Choosing a CMS
As previously mentioned, there is a good chance that, at some point, a
communications professional will be in a position to help select or create a
web CMS. This is not a task to be taken lightly; the strength of a company’s
web presence can rest on how effectively their CMS functions. Whether as a
writer, a graphic artist, a web designer or an Internet marketer, any communi
cations professional who works with online content will probably be spending
quite a bit of time in the system. It is important to consider the following factors
when choosing a CMS:

&RPPXQLW\
While it is not a good idea to choose a CMS based solely on the size of the
user base, it is important to consider what the size implies. Generally, CMS
solutions with large user groups are popular because they have most of the
features that a broad range of companies are looking for. Small, specialized
shops or large companies with a multitude of web technology needs might re
QUIRE MORE SPECIALIZED SOLUTIONS (OWEVER IF THE PRE EXISTING SOFTWARE SEEMS
to be working for most people, it is probably a good choice. If the software is
OPEN SOURCE A LARGE USER BASE MIGHT MEAN THAT THERE IS ALSO A LARGE DEVEL
oper community actively working on enhancements to the software. This is
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an important consideration if it’s necessary that a website be able to offer the
functionality of new technologies as they emerge.
Documentation
A CMS without proper documentation is essentially useless. Select a CMS
that offers documentation beyond a simple reference document and includes
community discussion boards with active moderators contributing to the dis
cussion and some kind of searchable database or online wiki.
License
Be aware of the CMS’ license restrictions and that make sure the software
is being used legally. Some open source solutions still require that some kind
of recognition is given about the CMS when used on a website. Also, some
CMSs have restrictions on the number of websites or markets that the CMS
can be used for. Being aware of the CMS licensing restrictions can save a
company time and money down the road by avoiding legal issues and the
cost of changing CMS software.
%ULGJLQJWKHJDS
Content Management Systems can sometimes cause friction between de
partments in a company. Most companies have separate IT and marketing /
creative departments. The IT department will have very different needs than
the creative and content managers. Generally, the IT department will want soft
ware that plays nicely with its backend and development team (for instance, a
team of Java developers might not want a solution built in a coding language
that their servers do not support). The content manager, who is usually part of
the marketing or creative team, is going to want intuitive software that makes
whatever he or she does easy.
Page creation can be difficult. Usually, pages that can be used in the CMS
as templates have to be written in code by developers. So, if a designer is not
sure how the template code works, the process can be frustrating for both
sides. When considering template creation it is important to have someone
working on the project who understands both design and development and
who has an intimate knowledge of how the CMS templating system works.
Such a person might be hard to find, but it is worth the search because it will
save you many headaches in the future.
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Purpose
The goals of a project can dictate what kind of CMS is needed. CMS soft
ware tends to be focused in one of two areas: content syndication or website
design. Online systems such as Blogger and Tumblr make it very easy to add
blog posts, but offer little in the way of website customization. Systems like
WordPress and Moveable Type have evolved from basic blogging software
INTO FEATURE RICH WEBSITE BUILDERS THAT HAVE MANY OF THE FULL #-3 FUNCTIONALITY
we’ve been talking about.

Resources
CMSmatrix.org is a free online tool that allows users to compare hundreds
of CMSs side by side by selecting feature requirements. Use this for doing
a quick filter of which systems have the desired features to begin narrowing
down the options.

Terminology Review
s
7EB #ONTENT -ANAGEMENT 3YSTEM #-3 OR 7#-3 ! SOFTWARE SYS
TEM THAT MAKES IT RELATIVELY EASY FOR NON PROGRAMMERS TO CONTRIBUTE COLLABO
rate, and administrate a website.
s
h7HAT 9OU 3EE )S 7HAT 9OU 'ETv 793)79' %DITOR! SOFTWARE INTER
face that lets users design a website using visual elements rather than code
so it’s possible to see what a document will look like as a finished product.
s
&RONT END DESIGNER! WEB DESIGNER WHO FOCUSES HIS OR HER EFFORTS ON
the visual, user facing interface of a website or application. This person gener
ally uses HTML, JavaScript, and CSS extensively, as well as desktop graphic
design programs.
s
,OCALIZATION#USTOMIZING OR ADAPTING A WEBSITE OR APPLICATION TO A
specific country or region.
s
/PEN SOURCE SOFTWARE3OFTWARE THATS SOURCE CODE IS AVAILABLE TO THE
public.
s
6ERSIONING4HE PROCESS OF DIFFERENTIATING VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE GENER
ally with a name or unique version number.
s
233 2EALLY 3IMPLE 3YNDICATION  ! WEB FEED FORMAT THAT IS USED TO
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publish web content such as blog posts or news stories.
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Chapter IV

PRESENTATION
Content is presented visually on a web page with the help of
HTML and CSS. Content such as text and images are presented on the page through HTML tags. Once content has
been tagged in HTML, designers are able to style the content
contained within the tag by using Cascading Style Sheets, or
CSS. These components represent the presentation layer and
OLSWKLÄULOV^[OLJVU[LU[^PSSHWWLHY]PZ\HSS`[V[OL\ZLY
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HTML
+70/WDJV

F

or some people, the thought of writing code makes them want to hide

in a cave. Don’t go buying spelunking gear just yet. HTML is really
nothing but a way of organizing content into a simple, logical format.
HTML reads from top to bottom, left to right. Content elements and sections
of the site such as headings, paragraphs, and footers are defined in a series
of what we call “tags.” This is the basic structure of any HTML page:

!"#$%&''
'
!"()*&''
'
!+"()*&'''
'
!,-*.&''
'
!+,-*.&''
!+"#$%&

!LL (4-, TAGS USE THE SAME FORMATTING BEGINNING WITH A LESS THAN SIGN 
AND ENDING WITH A GREATER THAN SIGN  4HE INFORMATION BETWEEN THE  AND 
is used to identify the tag. Most tags have a bookend format, like this example
of a list item:

!%/&0"/1'/1')'%/2('/2'#"('%/1#!+%/&3'

The information that appears on the page is contained between the book
ENDS (OWEVER SOME TAGS SUCH AS THE LINE BREAK TAG BR CAN BE USED
without an ending because nothing is contained between. These tags are the
building blocks of HTML, and learning them is the key to creating websites.
The most important thing to learn about tags is that they are the web’s way of
defining content. For instance, the tag for a paragraph is “p”:
!4&5)67')2*'5/%%'8(2#'94')'"/%%3!+4&
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Using old HTML standards, we used HTML tags to control presentation
ELEMENTS SUCH AS " FOR BOLD ) FOR ITALICS ETC #URRENT WEB STANDARDS
suggest that it is better to separate content from presentation as much as
POSSIBLEIN OTHER WORDS DElNE THE STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT IN (4-, AND
control how it displays using CSS (we’ll get to that later). This is an important
concept that will be reiterated throughout this chapter. Separating content
FROM PRESENTATION MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO MARK KEYWORDS USING STRONG AND
EM TAGS WHICH HAVE THE SAME EFFECT BUT COMPLY WITH THE LATEST STANDARDS
So instead of writing:

!"#$%&'(!)"#*+,-*!'#.+//!)'#

which directly affect presentation and can only be manipulated directly in
HTML, we write:

!(0&1,2#$%&'(!)(0&1,2#*+,-*!34#.+//!)34#

which are standardized tags that can be manipulated in CSS.
Attributes
Attributes are used to add additional information to HTML tags. When a
web browser interprets a tag, it will also search for set attributes and then
display the element (tags+attributes) in its entirety. Attributes are placed within
the opening tag and they follow a precise syntax. Many tags can accept style
information as attributes, such as adding a background color to the body ele
ment. That would look something like this:

!"1-5*"+672&18,-961/1&:“&3-;#!)"1-5#<*

Remember, we would never want to do something like this because we
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want all of our styles to be contained in the CSS. However, there are many at
tributes that affect interactivity, like the “target” attribute of a hyperlink. The tar
get attribute affects whether a link is opened in the existing browser window or
IN A NEW WINDOW "Y SETTING THE ATTRIBUTE IN A LINK LIKE THIS A HREFhHTTPWWW
SUUCOMv TARGETh?BLANKv#LICK (EREA THE LINK WILL OPEN UP IN A NEW WIN
DOW "Y NOT SETTING THE ATTRIBUTE OR SETTING IT TO TARGETh?SELFv THE LINK WILL
open in the existing window.
Many tags are assigned default attributes. This means that unless you
specify a tag attribute, it will automatically display a set attributes. For example,
a paragraph tag will always align its text to the left unless it has an align at
tribute in it specifying otherwise. Elements placed within a table are vertically
centered and to the left unless otherwise specified. With practice using the
different HTML elements, these defaults will become more familiar.
0DUNLQJXSFRQWHQWSDJHVVHPDQWLFDOO\XVLQJ;+70/
While the list of HTML tags is extensive, there are a few tags are used re
peatedly. There are also tags that were used in the early days of the Internet
that shouldn’t’ be used anymore (mostly because they affect presentation).
Some HTML tags have been deprecated, meaning that the HTML code base
no longer supports them. It is best to know what tags should be used for each
situation. The following table contains a list of HTML tags, including some that
are no longer used, and explains what they are for and how they should be
used (Hunt, 2010):

tag

What it is

When to use it

A

Anchor (most commonly a
link)

Use to create links in content, most often to jump to another
place on the same page vertically. Use the title attribute
whenever the contents of the AxA pair do not accurately
describe what you’ll get from selecting the link. Title attribute
often displays as a tooltip in visual browsers, which may be a
helpful usability aid.

ABBR

Defines an abbreviation

Works in a similar way to DFN and ACRONYM, using a title
attribute (displays a tooltip in standard visual browsers). e.g,.
ABBR TITLEv(YPERTEXT MARKUP LANGUAGEv(4-,ABBR

!#2/.9-

Defines an acronym

Works in a similar way to ABBR and DFN, using a title at
tribute (displays a tooltip in standard visual browsers).
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!$$2%33

Used for marking up a physi
cal (e.g., mailing) address

.OT COMMONLY USED 2ECOMMEND LOOKING INTO MICROFORMATS
which allow for more detail and interoperability.

!00,%4

Inserts a Java applet

The old way to insert a Java app. Use OBJECT instead today.

"!3%&/.4

Sets default font size

$ISPLAY INFONEVER USE IT 3ET IN THE #33

")'

Larger text

$ISPLAY INFONEVER USE IT

",).+

Makes text blink

If you have a conscience, please never use this.

",/#+
15/4%

Large block of quoted text

Use for any quoted text that constitutes one or more para
GRAPHS NOTE SHOULD CONTAIN P TAGS AS WELL  5SE Q for
quotations within a paragraph. Often used in conjunction with
CITE to cite the quotation’s source.

"/$9

Document body

Essential

"2

Line break

This is arguably display information. Still commonly used, but
use with restraint.

"

Bold text

$ISPLAY INFONEVER USE IT 3ET IN #33

"544/.

Used for a standard clickable
button within a form

/FTEN BETTER THAN INPUT TYPEvBUTTONv  OR INPUT
TYPEvSUBMITv  AS IT ALLOWS YOU TO ASSIGN DIFFERENT STYLES
based on the HTML element alone; whereas, differentiating
style based on the type of input is less well supported.

#!04)/.

Caption for a table: describes
the table’s contents

The correct way to assign a title to a table.

#!04)/.

Caption for a table: describes
the table’s contents

The correct way to assign a title to a table.

#%.4%2

Centered block of content

$ISPLAY INFONEVER USE IT 5SE DIV OR SOME OTHER BLOCK LEVEL
TAG WITH THE STYLE hTEXT ALIGNCENTERv INSTEAD

#)4%

Defines a citation

Defines the source of a quotation (in conjunction with content in
Q or BLOCKQUOTE pairs).
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#/$%

Defines an extract of code

.OT COMMONLY USED 3IMILAR TO PRE tag, but collapses con
secutive white spaces and line breaks in the source.

#/,

Identifies a particular column
in a table

Can be very useful. For example, COL CLASSvNAMECOLv can
be applied to each first column in a series of tables, then the
width of each column may be set to be equal in the style sheet,
overriding the table’s natural tendency to adjust its own column
widths to fit its contents.

$&.

Definition of a term

Works in a similar way to ABBR and ACRONYM, using a title
attribute (displays a tooltip in standard visual browsers).

$)2

Directory list

.OW DEPRECATED 5SE A STANDARD UL or other list instead.

$)6

Division

Specifies a logical division within a document. Use it to
separate or identify chunks of content that are not otherwise
distinguished naturally using other tags.
One of the most common HTML tags.

$,

Definition list

#ONTAINS ONE OR MORE DElNITION TERM  DElNITION DESCRIPTION
pairs.

$4

Definition term

Used as part of a DTDTDDDD pair within a definition
list (DLDL).

$$

Definition description

%-

Emphasis

Commonly used in place of the old I (italics) tag to indicate
emphasis (but less than STRONG).

&/.4

Font settings

$ISPLAY INFO NEVER USE IT 3ET IN #33

&/2-

Input form

Essential for data input.

(

Level 1 header

Aim to have one H1 on each page, containing a description of
what the page is about.

(

Level 2 header

Defines a section of the page.

(

Level 3 header

$ElNES A SUB SECTION OF THE PAGE SHOULD ALWAYS FOLLOW AN (
in the logical hierarchy).

(

Level 4 header

Etc. Less commonly used

(

Level 5 header

Less commonly used. Only complex academic documents will
break down to this level of detail.

(

Level 6 header

Less commonly used.
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(%!$

Document head

Essential. Contains information about a page that does not ap
pear on the page, such as links to JavaScript and CSS files

(2

Horizontal rule

$ISPLAY INFO WITH NO SEMANTIC VALUE NEVER USE IT h(ORIZONTAL v
by definition, is a visual attribute.

Core element of every web

Every time you create a website

(4-,

page.
)-' 

Show an image

Vital. Always use the alt or longdesc attributes when the image
has content value.

).054

Input fields within forms

Vital. (I prefer to use BUTTON for buttons and submit buttons
though).

)3).$%8

Old type of search input

.OT REALLY USED ANY MORE 5SE FORM instead.

)

Italicized text

$ISPLAY INFONEVER USE IT

+"$

Keyboard input

$ISPLAY INFONEVER USE IT

Defines a relationship to

Commonly used to reference external style sheets, but has
other minor uses.

,).+

another document
,)

List item

Specifies an item in an unordered or ordered list (UL or OL).

-!0

#LIENT SIDE IMAGEMAP

May have occasional value, but only use when absolutely nec
essary when the goal cannot be accomplished through other
means such as JavaScript.

-!215%%

Makes text scroll across the
screen

See BLINK.

-%.5

Menu item list

Deprecated. Do not use. Use other standard list types instead.

-%4!

-ETA INFORMATION

5SEFUL WAY TO INSERT RELEVANT INFORMATION INTO THE HEAD SEC
tion of the page that does not need to be displayed, such as
keywords.

/,

Useful way to insert relevant
INFORMATION INTO THE HEAD
section of the page that does
not need to be displayed,
such as keywords.

Type of list where the order of elements has some meaning.
Generally rendered with item numbers (best managed with
CSS).
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/04)/.

Selection list option

6ITAL FOR OPTIONS WITHIN A DROP DOWN CONTROL

0!2!-

Parameter for Java applet

Used in conjunction with an OBJECT or APPLET tag to pass
additional setting information at runtime.

02%

Preformatted text

2ENDERS TEXT IN A PRE FORMATTED STYLE PRESERVING LINE BREAKS
and all spaces present in the source. May be useful. (This one’s
a paradox, as it is strictly display info that applies only to visual
browsing, but it’s still so commonly used and useful that I’m
hesitant to advise against using it.)

0

Paragraph

/NLY USE TO DENOTE A PARAGRAPH OF TEXT .EVER USE FOR SPACING
alone.

1

Short quotation

Use for inline quotations (whereas BLOCKQUOTE should be
used for quotations of a paragraph or more). Often used in
conjunction with CITE to cite the quotation’s source.

3!-0

Denotes sample output text

3IMILAR TO THE CODE TAG 2ARELY USED !VOID

3#2)04

Inline script (e.g,. JavaScript)

It’s better to have all scripts as separate files than to write inline
OR IN THE HEAD SECTION HOWEVER STILL HAS ITS USES

3%,%#4

Selection list

! DROP DOWN SELECTOR FOR A FORM

3-!,,

Smaller text

$ISPLAY INFONEVER USE IT

30!.

An inline string of text

Use to apply meaning (and style) to a span of text that goes
WITH THE mOW OF CONTENT WHEREAS A DIV TAG IS BLOCK LEVEL AND
BREAKS THE mOW 

342/.'

Strong emphasis

Use this instead of the old B tag.

349,%

CSS style settings

.ORMALLY USED IN HEAD section of a page. Try to use external
style sheets to enable you to apply different styles for different
output media.

35"

Subscript text

!RGUABLY DISPLAY INFO RECOMMEND USING ALTERNATIVE TAGS EG 
CITE). May be required in some academic uses, e.g., chemi
cal formulas.

4!",%

Table

5SE FOR REPEATED DATA THAT HAS A NATURALLY TABULAR FORM .EVER
use for layout purposes.
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4$

Table data cell

A cell containing actual data. If a cell actually contains a
descriptor or identifier for a row or column, use a TH (table
header) tag, not a TD. This usually applies to column headers
(within a THEAD), column footers (within a TFOOT), as well as
row headers (usually the first cell in a row in the TBODY).

4%84!2%!

-ULTI LINE TEXT INPUT AREA

Essential for use within a form.

4(

Table column or row header
cell

May appear in a THEAD (to denote a column header cell),
TBODY (to denote a row header), and in TFOOT (to denote a
column foot cell, e.g., a total).

4"/$9

Indicates the main body of a
data table

It is always worth using this tag, as well as using THEAD and
TFOOT where appropriate.
.OTE THAT IT IS PERMISSIBLE TO HAVE MORE THAN ONE TBODY,
THEAD, and TFOOT in the same table.

4(%!$

The head section of a table

4HE PLACE TO PUT COLUMN HEADER CELLS TH 

4&//4

The foot section of a table

'OOD PLACE TO PUT SAMPLE SUMMARY DATA SUCH AS TOTALS .OTE
THAT IT GOES BEFORE THE TBODY TAG

4)4,%

Document title

Essential

42

Table row

Essential with tables

44

h4ELETYPEv SIMULATES TYPE
writer output

3IMILAR TO PRE EXCEPT THAT IT COLLAPSES WHITE SPACE LIKE NOR
MAL (4-, WHEREAS PRE LEAVES ALL CONSECUTIVE WHITE SPACE
intact). Avoid if possible.
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tag

What it is

When to use it

5,

Unordered list

Essential. Use for lists where the order or items has no particu
lar importance.

5

Underline text

$ISPLAY INFONEVER USE IT

6!2

Variable in computer code

Obscure tag. May only be useful in academic documents.
Avoid.

Cascading Style Sheets
Using Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is the recommended way to control
the presentation layer in a web document. If you think of a website as a house,
HTML might be the wood and brick that form the structure, while CSS is the
paint and décor. If you want a red house, wouldn’t it be easier to paint it red
than buy all red materials? The main advantage of CSS over presentational
HTML markup is that the styling can be kept entirely separate from the con
tent. Why is it so important to keep the content and presentation separate?
Consider working on a site that has 1,000+ pages (this is not uncommon for
A MEDIUM SIZED BUSINESS  )F THERE WERE A HEADING ELEMENT ON EACH PAGE
that was red and you needed to change it to blue, you would need to make
that change to all 1,000 pages. However, if you used CSS, you would be able
to change the color in only one document and the change would automati
cally occur on all 1,000 pages. CSS help save time and avoid the headaches
associated with the varying changes that inevitably occur during the design
process.

%HQHÀWVRIXVLQJ&66

s !LL STYLING IS KEPT IN A LIMITED NUMBER OF STYLE SHEETS 4HE POSITIVE IMPACT
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THIS HAS ON SITE MAINTENANCE CANT BE OVERESTIMATEDEDITING ONE STYLE
sheet is obviously more efficient than editing hundreds or thousands of
files.
s 4HE OVERALL SAVING IN BANDWIDTH IS MEASURABLE 3INCE THE STYLE SHEET IS
cached after the first request and can be reused for every page on the
site, it doesn’t have to be downloaded with each web page. Removing
all presentational markup from your web pages in favor of using CSS
ALSO REDUCES THEIR SIZE AND BANDWIDTH USAGEBY MORE THAN  IN
many documented cases. This benefits the site owner, through lower
bandwidth and storage costs, as well as the site’s visitors, because the
web pages load faster.
s 4HE SEPARATION OF CONTENT FROM PRESENTATION MAKES IT EASIER FOR SITE OWN
ERS TO REUSE THE CONTENT FOR OTHER PURPOSES SUCH AS 233 FEEDS OR TEXT
TO SPEECH CONVERSION
s 3EPARATE STYLING RULES CAN BE USED FOR DIFFERENT OUTPUT MEDIA 7E NO
LONGER NEED TO CREATE A SPECIAL VERSION OF EACH PAGE FOR PRINTINGWE
can simply create a single style sheet that controls how every page on
the site will be printed.
Inheritance
So why are they called Cascading Style Sheets? One of the most powerful
properties of CSS is its inheritance abilities. Unlimited numbers of CSS files
can be linked, and each one will inherit the properties of the one before it (or
its parent). When an element inherits a value from its parent, it is inheriting its
computed value. What does this mean? Every CSS property goes through a
FOUR STEP PROCESS WHEN ITS VALUE IS BEING DETERMINED (ERES AN EXCERPT FROM
the W3C specification:
The final value of a property is the result of a four-step calculation: the value
is determined through specification (the “specified value”), then resolved into
a value that is used for inheritance (the “computed value”), then converted
into an absolute value if necessary (the “used value”), and finally transformed
according to the limitations of the local environment (the “actual value”) (World
Wide Web Consortium, 2012).
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In other words:
s 3PECIlED VALUE4HE USER AGENT DETERMINES WHETHER THE VALUE OF THE
property comes from a style sheet, is inherited, or should take its initial
value.
s #OMPUTED VALUE4HE SPECIlED VALUE IS RECONCILED TO A COMPUTED VALUE
and exists even when a property doesn’t apply. The document doesn’t
have to be laid out for the computed value to be determined.
s 5SED VALUE4HE USED VALUE TAKES THE COMPUTED VALUE AND RESOLVES ANY
dependencies that can only be calculated after the document has been
laid out (like percentages).
s !CTUAL VALUE4HIS IS THE VALUE USED FOR THE lNAL RENDERING AFTER ANY AP
proximations have been applied (for example, converting a decimal to an
integer).
Any CSS property’s specification defines its initial (or default) value, the
elements it applies to, its inheritance status, and its computed value
AMONG OTHERS  &OR EXAMPLE THE BACKGROUND COLOR SPECIlCATION STATES
the following:
s .AME BACKGROUND COLOR
O 6ALUE COLOR
o Initial: transparent
o Applies to: all elements
o Inherited: no
O 0ERCENTAGES .!
o Media: visual
o Computed value: the computed color(s)
Confusing? It can be. So, what do we need to understand from all this? And
why is it relevant to inheritance? When an element inherits a value from its par
ent, it inherits its computed value. Because the computed value exists even if
it isn’t specified in the style sheet, a property can be inherited even then: the
initial value will be used. So, you can make use of inheritance even if the parent
doesn’t have a specified property. In other words, a CSS document will inherit
all of the values specified in all of its parent documents no matter how long the
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chain is. If there were 4 generations of CSS documents linked to an HTML file
and only the first parent defined the background color, the background color
would be whatever was defined in the first parent.
,QFRUSRUDWLQJ&66
4HERE ARE THREE WAYS TO APPLY #33 TO WEB PAGES INLINE STYLES IN DOCUMENT
STYLES VIA THE STYLE TAG AND LINKED STYLE SHEETS %ACH ONE IS USEFUL IN DIFFER
ent scenarios.
,QOLQHVW\OHV
Inline styles are the most basic way of applying styles to an element, mean
ing the styles are applied directly to the tag in your HTML. For example, this
is an inline style:

!"#$%&'()“ŞśɵɱɱʩŚŪʴ#
#
*+,$#%(-%#.,''#/(#%.,0(#%+(#$,1(#23#&245#2%+(5#"656756"+$8#
!9":

Inline styles are most useful when trying out new tags. In the example above,
if there were several paragraphs on the page, we could easily try out several
styles on several paragraphs to more quickly find the exact look we were
going for. It’s also useful for overriding a more global style in one specific
INSTANCE WHEN INLINE IN DOCUMENT AND LINKED #33 ARE ALL PRESENT AT THE
same time, inline styles take precedence. Another common use is avoiding
the chance that an externally linked file won’t work. For instance, many email
providers censor images and some HTML code in emails by default to protect
users from spam. However, in terms of maintainability there is no difference
between styling this way and using HTML presentation elements. Remember,
we want to keep as much of the visual styling separate so that we can edit
presentation in one place, not many.
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(PEHGGHGVW\OHV
)N DOCUMENT OR EMBEDDED STYLES MAKE USE OF THE STYLE TAG WITHIN THE
HTML document’s head, like so:

!"#$%&'(

ƇŞśɵɱɱʩŚƈ(
!)"#$%&'

This technique is best used when there is one page that needs to be styled
DIFFERENTLY FROM EVERY OTHER IN THE WEBSITE )T MAINTAINS THE mEXIBILITY TO AP
ply styles to the entire document, and those styles have the opportunity to
cascade and change broad swaths of the page with little effort. But to apply
these styles to more than one page, there are two options: copy and paste
the styles into all your documents (messy, if you ever make any changes) or
use linked style sheets.
/LQNHGVW\OHVKHHWV
Linked style sheets are the most common and preferred method for apply
ing CSS to a website. Here, the CSS resides in a separate document, outside
of the HTML entirely. It is linked to the document’s head like this:

!%*+,(-&%./"#$%&"0&&#/(0-&1./"#$%&23""/(4&5*6./"3-&&+/()'

There are three important pieces of code to explain:
s -&%7 Stands for “relationship.” Tells the browser that this is a style
sheet.
s 0-&17 Stands for “hypertext reference.” This is how the browser knows
where to find the style sheet. If it’s in a different directory, that should be
shown in the href.
s 4&5*6 (optional): Says that this style sheet should be applied to the
screen. If omitted, it will still be applied to the screen.
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Most importantly, this one line of code can be included in the top of every
PAGE TO BE STYLED BETWEEN THE HEAD AND HEAD TAGS AND THE BROWSER
TAKES CARE OF THE REST .OW IF ANY CHANGES ARE MADE TO THE #33 IT CAN BE
changed in just that one file, and the changes will take place automatically
across the entire site. Hooray!

Responsive Web Design
The expanding world of new media has presented some notable prob
lems for web designers. Many new devices use different screen sizes, and
web

mobile

unless a site is configured to adapt to different sizes, it can become unusable.
Think about going to espn.com on a tiny phone

browser. The overwhelming amount of content would make it impossible to
read or navigate. CSS allows websites to detect which screen size is viewing
the website and adapt the look and feel accordingly.
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3ULQWVW\OHV
Despite the massive headway technology has made toward moving from
PAPER BASED BUSINESS TO DIGITAL THE REALITY IS THAT WE ARE STILL FAR FROM A PAPER
less world. If you ever tried to print a web page that didn’t offer a solution for
printing, you know that the design and even content of a website does not
always go through to printers well. The ability to print a website is useful and
sometimes even necessary. Some readers might want to store web page
information locally by saving it as a PDF so they can refer to the information
later on, when they don’t have an Internet connection. The good news is that
a print style sheet is actually very easy to craft. The following simple CSS
techniques can help create a good experience for readers and deliver a better
user experience.
0HGLDTXHULHV
CSS2 (the previous version of CSS) allows style sheets for specific media
TYPES SUCH AS SCREEN OR PRINT .OW #33 THE CURRENT VERSION OF #33 MAKES
it even more efficient by adding media queries. Expressions can be added to
media type to check for certain conditions and apply different style sheets. For
example, there can be one style sheet for large displays and a different style
sheet specifically for mobile devices. It is quite powerful because it tailors to
different resolutions and devices without changing the content. See the follow
ing example (Collison, 2012):
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Keep in mind: having an optimized style sheet for mobile devices doesn’t
mean a website is optimized for mobile. To be truly optimized for mobile de
vices, the images and markups need to cut on the load size as well. Media
queries are meant for design presentation, not optimization.

Validation
In the early days of the Internet, browser compatibility wasn’t much of an
issue. There were only a couple of browsers that owned the majority of market
share, and the way they rendered HTML was similar enough that websites ap
peared pretty much the same on all of them. Times have changed, and there
ARE AN EVER INCREASING NUMBER OF BROWSERS AND MOBILE DEVICES ACCESSING THE
web, each of them interpreting websites differently.
This diversity of access and browser types can lead to problems and frustra
tions for some users whose browser won’t display HTML content in the way
it was originally intended. It falls to the web developer to try and make HTML
files universally accessible and available to anyone using any browser, at any
time, using any device. While it’s a good idea to detect devices and browsers
and serve up content specifically for those devices using media queries, the
best place to start is using standard versions of HTML and then validating the
HTML source that is produced.
Once the complete HTML file is created and deployed on a website, it can
be checked using an online validator service. The service offered by the W3C
at http://validator.w3.org is a great place to start. This validator service lets
the developer check a page for compliance with W3C standards by simply
entering the URL and hitting a button. What will be returned is a list of errors
that are on the page. Any site that uses CSS, can be checked using the CSS
validator, available through a link from this service.

Sources
Collison, S. (2012). -EDIA 1UERIES. Retrieved from www.mediaqueries.es: http://mediaqueri.es/sc/
Hunt, B. (2010). Complete List of HTML/xHTML Tags, With Guide to Proper Semantic Use 2ETRIEVED $ECEM
BER  FROM WEBDESIGNFROMSCRATCHCOM HTTPWWWWEBDESIGNFROMSCRATCHCOMHTML CSSLIST OF
HTML TAGS WITH SEMANTIC USAGE
World Wide Web Consortium. (2012). Assigning property values, Cascading, and Inheritance. Retrieved from
www.w3.org: http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS2/cascade.html
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Terminology Review
s

(4-, TAG4HE METHOD BY WHICH (4-, ELEMENTS ARE DElNED IN (4-,

documents.
s
!TTRIBUTE-ODIlERS OF (4-, ELEMENTS THAT MAY ASSIGN VALUE TO DIFFER
ent element properties.
s
#ASCADING 3TYLE 3HEETS #33 ! STYLE SHEET LANGUAGE USED TO DE
scribe the presentation of a document written in a markup language, usually
HTML or XML.
s
)NHERITANCE4HE ABILITY OF #33 TO ALLOW A DOCUMENTS STYLE TO BE INmU
enced by multiple style sheets.
s
)NLINE STYLE#33 PLACED ON A SINGLE (4-, ELEMENT SPECIlED USING
the “style” attribute.
s
%MBEDDED STYLE"LOCKS OF #33 INFORMATION INSIDE THE (4-, ITSELF
s
,INKED STYLE! SEPARATE #33 lLE REFERENCED FROM THE DOCUMENT
s
2ESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN4HE USE OF MEDIA QUERIES TO ADAPT THE LAYOUT
of a web page to the environment that it is being viewed in.
s
(4-, VALIDATION3OFTWARE THAT ALLOWS USERS TO CHECK (4-, AND 8(4
-, DOCUMENTS FOR WELL FORMED MARKUP THAT ADHERES TO 7# RULES
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Chapter X

BEHAVIOR
Website behavior is created with a combination of client-side
and server-side technologies. These technologies use scripting languages such as JavaScript and PHP that can be programmed to add functionality. These languages generally use
object-oriented programming principles and can interact with
databases to display content. In this chapter we will explore
common client- and sever-side technologies and their roles.
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Object Oriented
Programming (OOP)
OOP is a programming paradigm used to simplify complicated program
MING CONCEPTS /BJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING CONSISTS OF OBJECTS PROPERTIES
methods, and events. Think of an object as a black box that stores informa
tion. An object can really be anything; it could refer to a real world object, such
as a bank account or even a real person, or it could refer to something more
abstract like complex groups of interlinked data. It can refer to objects on a
web page or to the web page itself. Methods allow a programmer to retrieve
and/or change that information. The information contained in the object make
up its properties.
2EMHFWVDQGSURSHUWLHV
)F YOU THINK ABOUT A WEBSITE IN THE CONTEXT OF OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
not only is the web page an object, but any table, form, button, image, or
link on the page is also an object. Each object has inherent properties, such
as color or opacity. For example, in JavaScript the background color of your
document is written document.bgcolor. You would change the color of your
PAGE TO BLACK BY WRITING THE LINE DOCUMENTBGCOLORvBLACKv /R THE CONTENTS
(or value) of a textbox named “password” in a form named “entryform” would
be document.entryform.password.value.
Methods
Objects can do different things. Methods are the commands that tell an
object what to do. Think of a simple toggle switch on a light bulb. The bulb
object can turn off or turn on, and the toggle switch is the method by which
the light is operated. Some objects can do several different things that require
different methods. In JavaScript, a new document is opened with the method
document.open(). You can write “Hello World” into a document by typing doc
ument.write(“Hello World”). The words “open()” and “write()” are both methods
of the object “document.”
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Events
Think of events as the trigger that initiates methods. Events allow us to listen
to what is happening in our application and program reactions that produce
interactivity. A simple example is a button, whose definition includes the words
ON#LICKvRUN?MY?FUNCTION v 4HE ON#LICK EVENT AS ITS NAME IMPLIES WILL RUN
the function when the user clicks on the button. Other events include OnMou
seOver, OnMouseOut, OnFocus, OnBlur, OnLoad, and OnUnload.

#LIENT 3IDE 4ECHNOLOGIES
#LIENT SIDE TECHNOLOGIES CONTAIN FUNCTIONALITY THAT OPERATES WITHIN THE
browser on the user’s computer. HTML, CSS, and JavaScript code is all pro
cessed and rendered in the browser.
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JavaScript and ECMAscript
*AVA3CRIPT IS ONE CLIENT SIDE SCRIPTING LANGUAGE THAT CAN BE USED TO AFFECT
the behavior of your website. JavaScript can be embedded in the header web
pages and control the behavior of elements on the page. With JavaScript, you
can perform calculations, check forms, write interactive games, add special
effects, customize graphics selections, create security passwords, and more.
Languages like JavaScript and Actionscript (The Adobe Flash equivalent of
*AVA3CRIPT ARE DIALECTS OF %#-!SCRIPT %#-!3CRIPT IS THE FOUNDATION OF CLIENT
side scripting languages and was designed to add interactivity to web pages.
Think of the browser as a host environment in which ECMAscript can ma
NIPULATE WINDOWS MENUS POP UPS DIALOG BOXES TEXT AREAS ANCHORS FRAMES
history, cookies, and input/output. The browser also allows ECMAscript to
listen for events, such as change of focus, page and image loading, unloading,
error and abort, selection, form submission, and mouse actions. In this way,
JavaScript allows for intense interaction and response to a user’s actions.
$MD[
Ajax stands for “Asynchronous JavaScript and XML” and represents a group
of interrelated web development techniques used on the client side to create
asynchronous web applications. Ajax is not a single technology, but a group
of technologies being used together. HTML and CSS can be used in combi
NATION TO MARK UP AND STYLE INFORMATION $OCUMENTS PROVIDED BY SERVER SIDE
scripts are accessed with JavaScript to dynamically display and allow the
user to interact with the information presented. With Ajax, web applications
can communicate with the server side without interfering with the display and
behavior of the existing page. Data is usually retrieved using the XMLHttpRe
QUEST OBJECT $ESPITE THE NAME THE USE OF 8-, IS NOT NEEDED *3/. A FOR
mat similar to XML is sometimes used instead), and the requests do not need
to be asynchronous. The big benefit of Ajax is that data can be retrieved and
the information on a page can change without having to refresh the browser.
JavaScript libraries
Programmers tend to be nothing if not efficient. As demand for sites that
USE *AVA3CRIPT HAS INCREASED TIME SAVING FRAMEWORKS BEGAN TO EMERGE THAT
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s 2ESPOND TO USER QUERIES OR DATA SUBMITTED FROM (4-, FORMS
s !CCESS ANY DATA OR DATABASES AND RETURN THE RESULT TO A BROWSER
s #USTOMIZE A WEB PAGE TO MAKE IT MORE USEFUL FOR INDIVIDUAL USERS
s 0ROVIDE SECURITY AS YOUR SERVER CODE CANNOT BE VIEWED FROM A BROWSER
(w3schools, 2012)
Apache HTTP Server
It’s important to understand the difference between web server hardware
and web server software. Web server hardware is the actual physical piece
of hardware that crunches the ones and zeros, while the server software is
SIMILAR TO AN OPERATING SYSTEM THAT IS INSTALLED ON A COMPUTERIT ALLOWS A USER
to tell the system what the server should do. Apache, otherwise known as
Apache HTTP Server, has been the most popular web server software on the
)NTERNET SINCE !PRIL  )T IS AN OPEN SOURCE WEB SERVER PLATFORM THAT HAS
BEEN DEVELOPED BY AN OPEN SOURCE COMMUNITY AND IS FREE TO USE

Databases
Most websites today store their data in a database. This is especially com
mon in web content management systems, which use databases to store
content as well as presentation information. While most general users don’t
need to know how to create a database from scratch, it is helpful to have an
understanding of how they work, because it can help direct content creation
for a site.
The easiest way to think about a database is as a group of spreadsheets,
with each spreadsheet representing a table in the database. Each table con
tains rows and columns where data are stored. With that in mind, think about
what the website will need to do. For example, if the site will contain a mem
BERS ONLY SECTION START BY MAKING A LIST OF EVERYTHING THAT A USER WILL NEED TO
be able to do. For instance, will they make posts, upload files or photos, or
send messages?
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0\64/
4HE -Y31, DATABASE IS THE MOST COMMONLY USED DATABASE SOFTWARE )T IS
MAINTAINED AND DEPLOYED BY THE OPEN SOURCE COMMUNITY 3ERVER SIDE ADMIN
ISTRATION PROGRAMS SUCH AS PHP-Y!DMIN ALLOW NON PROGRAMMERS TO EDIT AND
MAINTAIN -Y31, DATABASE EASILY

'DWDPRGHOLQJWRROV
Once, the data that needs to be stored has been identified, a data modeling
tool can be used to organize it in a way that will be meaningful for the devel
oper who may be implementing the database. Many modeling tools support
VISUAL DATABASE MODELS SUCH AS -Y31, 7ORKBENCH FOR -Y31, DATABASES
ONLY OR $"$ESIGNER "OTH OF THESE TOOLS ALLOW FOR CREATING mOWCHARTS AND
database models. Organizing data is an opportunity to work through how a
user will interact with the data that is being stored. Will they need to search
for their favorite recipe or look up products? How are the recipes or products
categorized? If someone does a search for products, what information will
appear (images, descriptions, etc.)?

Relational databases
.EARLY ALL DATABASES ARE RELATIONAL 4HIS MEANS THAT THE TABLES IN THE DATA
base are related to each other in some way. For example, if a there is a member
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on an ecommerce website, that member may be related to certain products
based on what he or she ordered last, or what he or she has expressed an
interest in. For a blog database, authors would have to be somehow related to
the posts they wrote, and logged in users could be related to any comments
they’ve left. By using relational database techniques, it is possible to store
large amounts of data in an organized fashion in separate tables: one table for
members, one for posts, another for comments, and yet another for products.
Then, we can link the data between different tables together via unique keys.
In a database, every entry in every table can have a unique primary key.
Think of this as the “bar code” for each entry. The primary key is unique to
each entry, and no other entry can have the same key, or ID, in the same table.
The reason for this key is that it’s possible for multiple fields to be seen as du
plicates if they contain the same data, so this adds another layer of separation
Even with other types of unique fields, a database is still vulnerable to dupli
cate records, which can later break code within the website.
To form a relationship between two tables, we use a foreign key, which is
just a number ID that references a unique key in another table, usually our
primary key. As an example, below we can see that our first table for authors
has three authors with their own unique ID. In the separate articles table, we
link each article to an author via that ID. We can now look up the author for the
first article, and vice versa, and see that Tom has two articles, Mary has one,
and Jane has none yet.

ID

.!-%

1

Mary

2

Tom

3

Jane

ID

ARTICLE

AUTHOR_ID

1

Article One

2

2

Article Two

1

3

Article Three

2
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'DWDÀHOGV
Within fields, it’s also important to know when to group certain pieces of
data together and when to keep them separate. A good way to determine
which information should be in the same field, or otherwise, is to think about
what it would take to change that piece of information if necessary. For exam
ple, would it be necessary to place a full address in separate fields based on
1) street address, 2) city, 3) state, 4) zip code, and 5) country? Is it essential for
the functionality of the site (perhaps users or admins would need to search ad
dresses by state only), or is it just a waste of fields and database space? Just
to change an address, the database would have to update five separate fields,
but if keeping the data separate is not essential, it could just be organized in
such a way that only one field would need to be updated in string form. In
order to keep such a field organized, one could take in the address informa
tion via an HTML form with these fields separated, but then concatenate all
of it into one single string before placing it into the database. This is just one
example, but always try to keep in mind the most efficient ways to organize
table fields, and when to combine them or keep them separate for the sake of
the website’s functionality.

Sources
WSCHOOLS   3ERVER SIDE 3CRIPTING 0RIMER 2ETRIEVED FROM WWWWSCHOOLSCOM
http://www.w3schools.com/web/web_scripting.asp

Terminology Review
s

/BJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING! PROGRAMMING PARADIGM USED TO SIM

plify complicated programming concepts.
s
3ERVER SIDE TECHNOLOGIES! WEB SERVER TECHNOLOGY IN WHICH A USERS
request is verified by running a script directly on the web server to generate
dynamic web pages.
s
#LIENT SIDE TECHNOLOGIES3CRIPTS THAT ARE EXECUTED BY THE VIEWING WEB
browser.
s
/BJECTS$ATA STRUCTURES CONSISTING OF DATA lELDS AND METHODS TO
gether with their interactions.
s
0ROPERTIES6ALUES ASSOCIATED WITH AN OBJECT
s

-ETHODS4HE COMMANDS THAT TELL AN OBJECT WHAT TO DO
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allowed developers to reuse chunks of code to accomplish common tasks.
The frameworks have matured into JavaScript libraries, such as Prototype,
SCRIPTACULOUS %XT #ORE -OO4OOLS AND J1UERY *AVA3CRIPT WIDGET LIBRARIES
such as Ext JS, DHTMLX, and Dojo Toolkit were also developed, allowing
developers to concentrate on more distinctive applications of Ajax. In fact,
-ICROSOFT AND 9AHOO (AVE DEVELOPED THEIR OWN *AVA3CRIPT BASED USER IN
terface libraries in order to help them save time internally. Some JavaScript
libraries allow for easier integration of JavaScript with other web development
technologies, such as CSS, PHP, Ruby, and Java. Many libraries include code
that detects differences between runtime environments, removing the need
for applications to allow for such inconsistencies. These libraries can save
programmers a tremendous amount of time and allow them to add complex
interactions easily. In most cases, the library can simply be imported into an
HTML document with a single line of code and added interactions.
!"#$%&'("$#)*+,-.$/0+"12!3"#$%&'2

3ERVER 3IDE 4ECHNOLOGIES
3ERVER SIDE SCRIPTING TAKES PLACE DIRECTLY ON THE
SERVER AS OPPOSED TO WITHIN THE BROWSER AS IN CLIENT
SIDE SCRIPTING 3EVER SIDE SCRIPTING IS GENERALLY USED
to handle secure data transfer, generate dynamic web
pages, and interface with databases. The primary ad
VANTAGE TO SERVER SIDE SCRIPTING IS THE ABILITY TO CUS
tomize the response based on the user’s requirements,
ACCESS RIGHTS OR DATABASE QUERIES 3ERVER SIDE SCRIPT
ing allows for secure data transmission, because serv
ER SIDE SCRIPTS ARE NEVER VISIBLE TO THE BROWSER AS THESE SCRIPTS ARE EXECUTED
on the server and emit HTML corresponding to user’s input to the page.
What can server scripts do?
s $YNAMICALLY EDIT CHANGE OR ADD ANY CONTENT TO A WEB PAGE
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s
%VENTS4RIGGERS THAT ALLOW DEVELOPERS TO hLISTENv TO WHAT IS HAPPENING
in an application and program reactions that produce interactivity.
s
!JAX! GROUP OF INTERRELATED WEB DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES USED ON
the client side to create asynchronous web applications.
s
2ELATIONAL DATABASES$ATABASES THAT ARE RELATED TO EACH OTHER IN
some way.
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Chapter XI

DESIGN
CONCEPTS
While the look and feel of a website can be somewhat subjective, it’s helpful for communication professionals to understand
some basic design fundamentals in order to make useful design contributions to a web project. Understanding compositional concepts like balance and proportion will also ease communication with graphic designers, who are likely to understand
these concepts.

Design Concepts
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W

hile a good design can contribute to the usability of a website, it
is possible to have a beautiful site that is not usable, or a usable

SITE THAT IS NOT BEAUTIFUL #ONSIDER *AKOB .IELSENS ALERTBOX WEB
SITE 7HILE IT ADHERES TO NEARLY EVERY USABILITY RULE *AKOB .IELSEN IS WIDELY CON
sidered an expert on web usability), it lacks the visual eloquence that makes
other sites more engaging.
Like any piece of collater
al that a company produces
(brochures, advertisements,
business cards, etc.), it is
important that your website
is consistent in its branding.
Websites are a great way to
build a brand in ways that
can’t be achieved through
other media. In many ways,
a user’s interaction with your
website is as significant as
their interaction with em
ployees.

Composition
It’s important to remember that despite all of the technology that makes
up a website, it is a piece of art. Through their visual power, websites have the
potential to be striking, evocative, and compelling. The first step to designing
websites that accomplish their desired effect is to understand the basic ele
ments of artistic composition.
Balance
Balance is the distribution of elements in a design as they relate to visual
weight within a composition. Think of balance as an old fashioned scale with
weights on either side. When the visual weight of both sides is even, balance
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has been achieved. There are two types of balance: symmetrical and asym
metrical.
Symmetrical balance, also known as formal balance, describes de
signs that evenly distribute the weight of a composition around a central verti
cal or horizontal axis. The perfect example of symmetrical balance would be
AN IMAGE THAT IS REmECTED ON BOTH SIDES OF A PAGE 7HEN SYMMETRY OCCURS
with similar, but not identical forms, it is called approximate symmetry. When
a composition has symmetry that extends around a center focal point, it is
considered as radial symmetry.

Asymmetrical balance, also known as informal balance, describes designs
in which the weight of a composition is not evenly distributed around a central
AXIS )N ASYMMETRICAL BALANCE OBJECTS ARE NOT PERFECTLY SYMMETRICAL ON A ONE
TO ONE BASIS BUT RATHER BALANCED ON A DIFFERENT SCALE SUCH AS ONE TO MANY
Think of one large object on one side, and many small objects that have the
same visual weight as the large object on the other side. In general, asym
metrical compositions tend to have a greater sense of visual tension.
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5K\WKP
Rhythm (also known as repetition) allows designers to develop an internal
consistency that makes a design easier for the user to process. Once the brain
recognizes the pattern in the rhythm, it can relax and understand the whole
DESIGN .EARLY ANYTHING IN A WEB DESIGN CAN BE REPEATED TO CREATE A RHYTHM
in a design. A headline can be repeated multiple times for emphasis, an im
age can be repeated across the top of your design, a patterned background
with repetitive elements can be created, or a style element can be repeated
throughout the pages of a site to provide consistency. The best kind of rep
etition is subtle and may be subconscious
to the users, and it can help contribute to
branding. For instance, if a company logo
contains an arrow in it, using similar ar
rows as bullets in the design could estab
lish repetition.
Proportion
Proportion refers to the relative size and
scale of the various elements in a design.
Some designers adhere to a layout concept
known as the divine proportion or golden
ratio. Some believe that this proportion is organ
ic, universal, harmonic, and aesthetically pleasing
when it is implemented in design. The proportion is
accompanied by the rule of thirds, which states that
every composition can be divided into nine equal
parts by two equally spaced horizontal lines and
two equally spaced vertical lines. The four points
formed by the intersections of these lines can be
USED TO PLACE THE MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENTSTHE
elements that need a prominent or dominant posi
tion in the design. Aligning a composition according
to rule of thirds creates more tension, energy, and
interest than simply centering the feature would.
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Dominance
Dominance is what attracts the eye upon seeing a design. Dominance
through emphasis of one or more particular elements creates a focal point in
the design. It’s where most people will instinctively go when first looking at a
designer’s work. Dominance will create an entry point on the page from which
the viewer can begin to explore other parts of the page. In general, the way to
create dominance in an element is by adding visual weight.
Here are a few ways you can add visual weight to your designs:
Size,ARGER ELEMENTS CARRY MORE WEIGHT THAN SMALLER ONES
Color3OME COLORS WEIGH MORE THAN OTHERS 2ED IS CONSIDERED THE HEAVI
est while yellow seems to be lightest.
Density0ACKING MORE ELEMENTS INTO A GIVEN SPACE GIVES MORE WEIGHT TO
that space.
Value! DARKER OBJECT WILL HAVE MORE WEIGHT THAN A LIGHTER OBJECT
Whitespace 0OSITIVE SPACE WEIGHS MORE THAN NEGATIVE SPACE OR
whitespace.
8QLW\
Unity is the relationship among the elements of a visual that helps them all
function together. Unity gives a sense of oneness to a visual image, helping
the words and images work together to create meaning.

Branding
Anyone involved in marketing spends a lot of time pondering their
company’s market position. Positioning is the process of putting a company’s
product in a specific place in an audiences mind and is the result of many fac
tors, one of the most important being branding. Branding consist of the ways
a company differentiates itself from others. One of the most important ways
branding is established is through the visuals people associate with a com
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pany. In order to affect positioning, it is important that branding be consistent,
especially through the web. Here are a few ways to make sure a website is
consistent with a brand:
Color schemes
A color scheme is the palette, or set of colors, used to design a web site.
Organizations often use consistent color schemes throughout their branding
efforts. Customers can learn to identify specific shades with a company, and
these shades can actually help position the company. For instance, if some
one were creating a website for a recycling company, the use of the color
green might help people understand that the company helps the environment.
This association with environmental friendliness would attract certain types of
users.
Character
More and more companies are incorporating character into their branding.
Character refers to a brand’s personality; if the company were a person, what
kind of disposition they would have. Anthropomorphic elements are a good
way to communicate character. This is a very important part of branding, be
cause people tend to be attracted to brands that exhibit the same character
traits as they do. They use brands to define themselves, and they choose
brands largely based on character. Think about the icon for the “Finder” ap
plication on Mac OSX. Apple has always focused on turning cold, impersonal
computers into warm extensions of human personality. The Finder icon is a
blue square with a distinctive smiling face drawn with a few black lines. The
program it represents is a file browser, but by giving it human characteristics,
the designers gave it a soul.
Emotion
Emotion is another factor to consider when building a brand. Some ques
tions to ask are: What feelings and emotions do you want people to experi
ence when they visit your site? Or, what sort of things do you want them to
associate with your brand? Images can have a big impact on the emotion of
A DESIGN #ONSIDER THIS SHOT OF THE SITE FOR A NON PROlT GROUP THAT PROVIDES
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clean water to impoverished areas.
The striking image of a mother and
her son scooping dirty stagnant wa
ter from a muddy stream provokes
strong emotion and action. Emo
tion can also come from color. For
instance, a site with a dominant red
color might create anger.
&RQVLVWHQF\
Consistency throughout the web design
will build on the choices made regarding selecting the right personality for the
brand and evoking the appropriate emotions. Keep consistent colors, visu
als, and typography throughout to ensure the website projects a uniform im
age. Skype does this well, consistently integrating several branding elements
throughout all of their marketing materials, which include the color palette with
a dominant blue, white 2D clouds with illustrations and rainbows.
/RJR
Most of the time, a designer will want to put at least one logo in the upper
LEFT HAND CORNER OF A WEB PAGE 4HATS WHERE PEOPLE ARE USED TO SEEING ONE
and where they will first go to look for it. However, there are other ways to put
the logo in other places on the page to help contribute to the branding. For
instance, a smaller version can be used in
the footer.
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Designing for the Web
Just like writing for the web requires some technical knowledge in order to
be effective, designing for the web also requires some technical understand
ing. Three important things to keep in mind when designing for the web are
the width of the site, typography, and contrast.
6LWHZLGWK
While it’s a good idea to create responsive websites that can be viewed cor
rectly on all types of media, it’s also important to establish a good default that
most users using desktop or laptop com
puters with traditional screen sizes will use.
Screen resolutions on desktop computers
continue to get larger and more detailed.
While it used to be safe to design sites at
800px wide, it’s now common to design
them at 1000px or even larger. The most
important thing to figure out is who will be
visiting the site and what screen resolu
tion is most prevalent among them. These
stats are available through most analytic
services.
7\SRJUDSK\
Typography on the web has changed
immensely in recent years. Prior to font
embedding technology, designers were
constrained to the fonts that were avail
able in a user’s operating system. That
meant that if a designer defined Helvetica
as the font in a web page but a user did
not have Helvetica installed on their com
puter, the font would not appear. A fallback
font would be defined to take over if the
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FONT WAS NOT INSTALLED 3OMETIMES IF A DESIGNER WANTED TO USE A NON SUP
ported font, he or she would place the type in an image, increasing page load
time and decreasing search engine optimization. Font embedding technology,
however, makes it possible to use any font imaginable and the font is rendered
in the browser so it appears the same for anyone using a browser that sup
PORTS FONT EMBEDDING
Many free fonts are available for web design. Google has a repository with
PRE PACKAGED FONTS THAT CAN BE EMBEDDED BY COPY AND PASTING A SIMPLE LINE
of JavaScript into a page. Fontsquirrel offers a free service that allows users to
upload their own font and get a full web font package that can be used on the
web (provided that the user has the legal right to use the font in this way).
Font embedding technology has changed the look of websites to allow for
THE SAME mEXIBILITY IN TYPOGRAPHY DESIGN THAT PRINT HAS ALWAYS HAD 4HE TYPOG
raphy selected will contribute heavily to the overall look and feel of a site and
to the other branding factors we have discussed. In fact, it is not uncommon
for large organizations to have a font created specifically for projects they are
working on.
Contrast
.O MATTER WHAT COLOR SCHEME IS SELECTED BE SURE THAT WHEN USING TEXT
with a background, there is sufficient contrast to make the text readable. This
may seem obvious, but the problem is so significant that an entire move
ment (http://contrastrebellion.com/)has begun on the web to help designers
not make this mistake. One thing to keep in mind is that brightness and color
can vary greatly on different user’s screens. A screen that is old and dying may
have les contrast capability.
$ESIGNERS CAN ALSO CREATE TYPOGRAPHIC CONTRAST AND mOW BY EMPHASIZING
CERTAIN TEXT #ONTRAST IN THE mOW IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE NOT ALL THE CONTENT WITHIN
a page have the same value, some have greater significance than the others.
By creating contrast, the reader’s attention can be directed to the important
messages and, at the same time, the site’s appearance can be enhanced.
This can be accomplished by using different text sizes and colors, and empha
sizing text with bold, italics, or other treatments.
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States
One important difference between designing for print and the web are the
various states that occur in web interactions. For instance, a hyperlink can
have four different states that can all have unique appearances: default, up,
down, and visited. The default is the link as it appears when a user first arrives
at the page. Up is when the user hovers over the link with the mouse. Down
is the link as it appears when the mouse button is down as it is being clicked,
and visited denotes a link that has already been clicked on. It’s important to
keep design consistency in mind when designing these various states.
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Terminology Review
s "ALANCE4HE DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTS IN A DESIGN AS IT RELATES TO THEIR
visual weight within a composition.
s 2HYTHM!N INTERNAL CONSISTENCY THAT MAKES A DESIGN EASIER FOR THE USER
to process.
s 0ROPORTION4HE RELATIVE SIZE AND SCALE OF THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS IN A DE
sign.
s 2ULE OF 4HIRDS4HE IDEA THAT EVERY COMPOSITION CAN BE DIVIDED INTO NINE
equal parts, using two equally spaced horizontal lines and two equally
spaced vertical lines.
s $OMINANCE!N EMPHASIS OF ONE OR MORE PARTICULAR ELEMENTS TO CREATE
a focal point in a design.
s 5NITY4HE RELATIONSHIP AMONG THE ELEMENTS OF A VISUAL THAT HELPS ALL THE
elements function together.
s #OLOR SCHEME4HE PALETTE OR SET OF COLORS USED TO DESIGN A WEBSITE
s #HARACTER4HE DISPOSITION OR PERSONALITY OF A BRAND
s &ONT EMBEDDING4ECHNOLOGY THAT ALLOWS NON SYSTEM FONTS TO BE DIS
played in the browser.
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Chapter XII

GRAPHICS AND
MULTIMEDIA
-VYTHU`KLZPNULYZ[OLÄYZ[Z[LW[VJYLH[PUNH^LIZP[LPZZP[[PUNKV^U^P[ONYHWOPJKLZPNUZVM[^HYL>OPSLSV^LYÄKLSP[`WYVgrams like PowerPoint can be used to easily create wireframes,
many designers prefer more complex applications like Adobe
Photoshop for wireframes simply because they are more familiar
with them. After wireframes have been approved, a pixel perfect
design of the website is usually mocked up in a graphic editor
that shows exactly what the site will look like on the web. This
way, clients can see exactly what the site will look like early in
the process, and revisions can be made rapidly without having
to edit any code.
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Using a Graphics Editor

W

hile the code for a website can be created in a simple text editor,
the graphics must be created using graphic design software. The

industry standard is Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator for creating
graphics; however, these programs are relatively expensive for personal use
and have a steep learning curve due to the many advanced features they offer.
For someone on a budget who doesn’t need (or want to learn) the advanced
features offered by Adobe, there are a few free graphics editors out there that
work quite well, such as The Gimp, Paint.net, and Pixia. While graphic design
software comes in many shapes and sizes, they generally share some com
mon components.
7KHZRUNVSDFH
The workspace is the interface of the graphic design program. It can include
the canvas, panels, tools, and file menu. Some programs like Adobe Photo
shop offer the ability customize the workspace to only show select compo
nents. Workspaces for multiple projects can be saved.
The canvas
The canvas is the area where the designer interacts with objects, using
tools from the tool panel. Images can be important to the canvas and edited,
or custom shapes and graphics can be created and then saved as a new im
age. Graphic design software
canvases usually allows lay
ers, letting designers stack
different images and shapes
on top of each other to keep
things organized and create
different effects.
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Tools
Designers use tools to manipulate the objects on the canvas. Common
tools include shape drawing tools, paintbrushes, and croppers. Many tools
are controlled by panels, which offer the ability to change the attributes of
tools. For instance, a typography tool might have a panel that controls the font,
size, and color of the typography.

Color modes
While working in a graphics editor, designers will probably come across dif
ferent color modes. The ones we are concerned with for computer graphics
are RGB (red, green, blue) and CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Key Black).
The main difference between the two lies in how they are compiled. RGB is
additive while CMYK is subtractive. Take a look at the
examples below. The CMYK example shows all colors
adding up to white in the middle, while CMYK shows
all of the colors subtracting until there is nothing left but
black.
So which of these is best to use for web projects?
Consider how a computer monitor displays color. Moni
TORS EMIT LIGHT WHEREAS INKED PAPER ABSORBS OR REmECTS
specific wavelengths. Cyan, magenta, and yellow pig
ments serve as filters, subtracting varying degrees of
red, green, and blue from white light to produce a se
lective gamut of spectral colors. Like monitors, printing
inks also produce a color gamut that is only a subset
of the visible spectrum; although, the range is not the
same for both. Consequently, the same art displayed
on a computer monitor may not match to that printed in a publication. Also,
because printing processes such as offset lithography use CMYK inks, digital
art must be converted to CMYK color for print. Conversely, true CMYK cannot
be viewed on a computer monitor because screens add light to create their
colors. Use RBG for web projects.
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9HFWRUYVUDVWHULPDJHV
Digital graphics come in two basic types: vector and raster. Vector images
retain all of the mathematical expressions that were used to design their ap
pearance, while raster images do not. As a result, vector images can be resized
to large proportions without compromising definition because the computer is
constantly recalculating the angles that make up the graphic. A raster image,
when blown up however, begins to pixelate and loses definition because it is
unable to recalculate the image information.
Despite this seeming disadvantage, depending on resolution of the image,
some raster images can be enlarged to very large sizes. For instance, if a
digital photograph was taken at a very high resolution, the picture can be en
larged bigger than one taken with a small resolution camera.
Resolution refers to the number of pixels per inch (PPI) or dots per inch
(DPI) in the image. A higher resolution produces a greater number of pixels,
allowing for a greater gradation of color that will translate better as the image
is enlarged. The more pixels an image has, the more individual points of data
to be stored, as well. For this reason, resolution is directly related to file size.
&OR HIGH QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHY A HIGH $0) IS PREFERRED BECAUSE THE IMAGES WILL
look more appealing to the viewer. For small images which do not need to be
blown up, or when quality is not important, a low DPI can be used.
Vector graphics use geometrical primitives such as points, lines, curves,
and shapes to represent images in computer graphics. Vector graphics are
made up of vectors (also called paths, or strokes), which lead through loca
TIONS CALLED CONTROL POINTS %ACH OF THESE POINTS HAS A POSITION ON AN X AND
Y AXIS 0OINTS CAN CONTAIN INFORMATION SUCH AS DIRECTION OF THE VECTOR WHICH
is what defines the direction of the track), color, shape, thickness and fill. It’s
important to note that the number of attributes assigned to points do not af
fect its size as much as the number of points contained within the art.
Computer screens and printers are raster devices, so vector graphics need
to be converted to raster format before they can be displayed or printed. This
may seem misleading, because designers can create vector graphics using a
computer screen, but keep in mind that how the designer sees the graphics
on a screen depends on how large the resolution of that screen is. The size
of the raster file generated by the conversion will depend on the resolution
required, but the size of the vector file generating the raster file will always
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remain the same. Because of this, it is easy to convert from a vector file to a
raster file format but it is much more difficult to go in the opposite direction,
especially if editing of the vector picture is required. For this reason, designers
will usually keep a master vector file for editing and export raster versions of
the file for computer graphics where needed.

Web Image Formats
The file format chosen for web images affects how the website appears and
how fast the page loads. There are three image formats in constant use on
THE NET ')& *0' AND 0.' %ACH IS SUITED TO A SPECIlC TYPE OF IMAGE AND
MATCHING AN IMAGE TO THE CORRECT FORMAT SHOULD RESULT IN A GREAT LOOKING FAST
loading graphic. For a professional quality look, when choosing the format for
an image, always be conscious of both the image’s quality and filesize.
*UDSKLFV,QWHUFKDQJH)RUPDW *,)
4HE  BIT ')& FORMAT HAS LONG BEEN A POPULAR IMAGE FORMAT ON THE )NTERNET
due largely to its small file size. GIF files can be saved with a maximum of
256 colors, making it a poor format for photographic images that may require
THOUSANDS OF COLORS TO APPEAR ACCURATELY )T IS IDEAL FOR LESS COMPLEX GRAPH
ics like small navigational icons and simple diagrams or graphics with large
BLOCKS OF A SINGLE COLOR ')&S USE A SIMPLE TECHNIQUE CALLED ,:7 COMPRESSION
to reduce the file sizes of images by finding repeated patterns of pixels.
Because of their color restrictions, GIFs have the option to dither, or in other
words, mix pixels of two different available colors to create a suggestion of an
other color. GIFs can be animated, and because of their small file sizes, many
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of the animated avatars or moving icons you see are GIFs. Remember the
DANCING BABY BACK IN THE S 4HAT WAS A ')& ')&S ALSO ALLOW SINGLE BIT
transparency, which lets designers specify one color in the image to be trans
parent, which makes it possible for the background colors of the web page to
show through the image.
GIFs can also be interlaced, which is a way of saving a graphic so that it
LOADS PROGRESSIVELY AS IT IS DOWNLOADED !T lRST A BLURRY LOW DETAIL VERSION IS
loaded, and then successive layers of detail are added as more bandwidth
becomes available. Interlacing usually contributes to a larger overall file size,
but it means that a version of the image gets placed onto the viewer’s screen
much quicker, making it beneficial in many situations, as it gives the impres
sion of a speedier download.
-RLQW3KRWRJUDSKLF([SHUWV*URXS -3*
4HE  BIT *0%' FORMAT THE EXTENSION IS USUALLY WRITTEN AS JPG WAS DE
signed with photographs in mind. It is capable of displaying millions of colors
at once, without the need for dithering, allowing for the complex blend of hues
that occur in photographic images.
JPGs use a complex compression algorithm that can be applied on a sliding
SCALE #OMPRESSION IS ACHIEVED BY @FORGETTING CERTAIN DETAILS ABOUT THE IMAGE
which the JPG will then try to fill in later when it is being displayed. You can
save a JPG with 0% compression for a perfect image with a large file size, or
with 80% compression for a small but noticeably degraded image. In practical
use, a compression setting of about 60% will result in the optimum balance
of quality and file size, without letting the lossy compression do too much
damage. Though JPGs can be interlaced, they lack many of the other special
abilities of GIFs, like animation and transparency.
3RUWDEOH1HWZRUN*UDSKLFV 31*
0.' IS A FORMAT INVENTED SPECIlCALLY FOR THE WEB IN RESPONSE TO A LICENSING
issue that forced the creators of any software that supported the GIF format
TO PAY   )N TERMS OF QUALITY AND CAPABILITIES THE 0.' IS SUPERIOR TO ')&
IN ALMOST EVERY WAY 4HERE ARE TWO VERSIONS OF THE 0.' FORMAT 0.'  AND
0.'  0.'  IS SIMILAR TO THE ')& FORMAT AS IT CAN BE SAVED WITH A MAXI
MUM OF  COLORS AND SUPPORTS  BIT TRANSPARENCY &ILE SIZES ARE NOTICEABLY
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SMALLER USING 0.'  RATHER THAN THE ')& COUNTERPART BECAUSE 0.'S SAVE THEIR COLOR DATA
MORE EFlCIENTLY 0.'  OFFERS  BIT COLOR SUPPORT ALLOWING LARGE RANGES OF COLOR SIMILAR TO A
*0' 0.'  IS IN NO WAY A REPLACEMENT FORMAT FOR *0' HOWEVER BECAUSE IT IS A hLOSSLESSv
COMPRESSION FORMAT 4HIS MEANS THAT lLE SIZES USING 0.' CAN BE SIGNIlCANTLY LARGER THAN A
comparable JPG.
0.'S MAIN DRAW IS ITS ALPHA CHANNELS )NSTEAD OF THE RUDIMENTARY TRANSPARENCY OPTIONS
in other formats (where a pixel is either transparent or opaque), an alpha channel can specify
the opacity of any pixel from 0 to 255, where 0 is fully transparent and 255 is fully opaque.
This allows designers to create a graphic that can be placed on top of any background color
and will retain a translucent effect, with the background showing through the pixels that are
not opaque.
"ROWSERS HAVE NOT ALWAYS HAD SUPPORT FOR SEMI TRANSPARENT IMAGES BUT MOST MODERN
BROWSERS SUPPORT THIS FEATURE NOW "EING ABLE TO USE SEMI TRANSPARENT IMAGES OPENED UP A
new world that allowed designers to break out of the box of square images.
,QFOXGLQJLPDJHVLQ\RXU+70/
Once images have been saved in the appropriate format, they’ll need to be embedded in
the HTM using either HTML tags or CSS references. Images can be added to the web either
AS A DOCUMENT ELEMENT BY USING THE INLINE IMG TAG OR BY USING #33 #33 IS USUALLY USED
for background images and bullets, while an inline image is usually used for focal pictures,
such as a picture of a member of a company’s corporate team or a profile picture.

Image Optimization
While scripts and style sheets add load time to a web page, images account for over 50%
of the total page size and usually constitute the largest single component that needs to be
loaded. Optimizing your images for fast download can make a material impact on a page’s
load time by reducing the download size per page.
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/RVVOHVVLPDJHFRPSUHVVLRQ
Lossless image compression is the process of removing metadata and excess
information, and possibly rearranging the data, without impacting the image quality.
When a designer creates a design using imaging software like Photoshop, the re
sulting image file carries all sort of metadata about dates and edits. This metadata
makes editing simple, but creates a lot of unnecessary weight. When the page is
served up on the web, this data isn’t needed and sending it sends users a lot of
wasted bytes they’ll never use.
/RVV\,PDJH&RPSUHVVLRQ
Lossy image compression attempts to reduce the image to match screen quality.
While lossless image compression eliminates excess data from an image, it does
not affect the resolution of the image itself. It’s possible that the compressed image
may still be of higher quality and size than users can take advantage of on the web.
Consider an image takem at 10 megapixels, which most phone cameras can do
TODAY ! MONITOR DISPLAYING A  RESOLUTION SHOWS LESS THAN  MEGAPIXEL OF
DATA %VEN A FULL ($ RESOLUTION OF  IS ONLY ABOUT  MEGAPIXELS 3O IF YOU
take a picture and post it on the web, you’re sending 5–10 times more data than
the users need. Using lossy compression will drastically reduce raw image size with
no visible impact to the user on screen.
,PDJHIRUPDWVDQGFRPSUHVVLRQ
!S WE DISCUSSED BRIEmY IN THE SECTION ON IMAGE FORMATS CHOOSING THE RIGHT IM
age format can save significant bytes. Even within a format, different encodings
may impact the result. For example, JPGs can be saved as “progressive” or “base
line” and each are more efficient in different scenarios. In general, GIF files are
usually the smallest because of their limited capacity for colors, JPG offer a fairly
WIDE RANGE OF QUALITY AND SIZE OPTIONS AND 0.'S ARE THE LARGEST BECAUSE OF THEIR
increased capacity. The most effective way to optimize images based on format is
choosing the right format for the right images. For instance, if the graphic is small
and does not require transparency, a GIF will be the best choice, because it has a
smaller file size and doesn’t need to be detailed. Some header graphics need to be
high quality and support transparency, even if it means having a larger files size.
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/RDGLPDJHVRQGHPDQG
.O MATTER HOW WELL IMAGES ARE OPTIMIZED THERE ARE ALMOST ALWAYS GOING TO
be images that load beneath the users initial viewing area on the website. This
adds wasted time to the page download, especially if the user never scrolls to
see the images that were loading. In
FACT MOST WEBSITES HAVE hBELOW
THE FOLDv CONTENT THAT IS NEVER AC
tually viewed. Using Google’s free
browsersize application (http://
browsersize.googlelabs.com/), it’s
actually possible to see how far
typical visitors to a given site scroll
down. Armed with this information,
it’s possible alleviate the problem
of loading images that viewers will
never see by downloading the im
AGES ON DEMAND )MAGES THAT ARE
“above the fold” will be loaded right
away, while images below the fold would only be loaded when they scroll into view.
)F WEB PAGES AUTO REFRESH OR IF USERS USE LOW RESOLUTION SCREENS OR MOBILE SCREENS
the impact of waiting to download images until the user scrolls down will be even
greater. The page will load faster thanks to the reduced download, and the site’s
BANDWIDTH COSTS WILL SEE A SIGNIlCANT DROP /N DEMAND IMAGE LOADING CAN BE DONE
using some simple JavaScript.
CSS sprites
One way to optimize images is by using several images in one. Every time the
browser loads an image on the page, it has to make an HTTP request. The number
of these requests can contribute to the load time of a page. CSS sprites allow sev
eral images to be combined into one (think of a roll of film, with different picture all
on the same reel). In the example
of the Apple computer website
shown to the left, a designer used
one image for each of the differ
ent buttons in the site navigation
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as well as their different states. In doing so, the page is only required to make one
HTTP request instead of 25. When using a sprite, the browser downloads the en
tire image once, and unique coordinates specify which part of that large image to
show. This way the whole image is only downloaded once, and can significantly
save load time, especially when done with many images.

Web Multimedia
Video is one of the most powerful mediums available on the Internet. The avail
ability of video online has turned ordinary people into media outlets and turned
large media outlets into ordinary content providers. It has changed how wars are
covered. It has contributed to the fall of politicians and the rise of democracies.
While online video is widespread today,
its prevalence is relatively recent. In
the early days of the Internet, online
video was scarce due to constraints
such as the lack of available digital
recording equipment, compression
limitations and inadequate connec
tion speeds. Over time, digital record
ing and deployment technology has
improved, bandwidth has increased,
AND VIDEO STREAMING TECHNOLOGY HAS
ADVANCED 5SERS WITH )NTERNET ENABLED
smartphones are able to quickly record video from their phone, upload it to a server,
and deploy it to their audience in a matter of minutes. Web video conferencing soft
WARE SUCH AS 3KYPE AND &ACE TIME ALLOWS USERS TO SHARE A LIVE VIDEO FEED WITH
other users. Video is a key component of Internet communication because it allows
us to connect with each other in a personal, visual way. Communication profes
sionals should understand how web video works and how to take advantage of it.
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3ODQQLQJDZHEYLGHR
Understanding the process used by professional producers can help anyone im
PROVE THE QUALITY OF THE VIDEOS THEY PRODUCE AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE hWATCH
ability” of the content. Large studios with big budgets have the resources to spend
copious amounts of time and money on developing videos; however, by taking a
little bit of time to plan a video, the quality improvement can be surprising. Usu
ally, a video will begin as a simple idea. It may be an interesting visual way to de
scribe some elusive metaphor or illustrate a concept. The visual elements may be
AS SIMPLE AS A SINGLE TALKING HEAD NARRATIVE OR AS COMPLICATED AS A 0IXAR STYLE $
CGI animation.
The first step of realizing a video is to get the idea to materialize on paper. The
best way to do this is with a simple script. A script does not need to be literal; in
fact, it can be fairly vague in the beginning. Producers will generally begin writing a
script by making a table in a document with three columns: Audio (what the viewer
is hearing), video (what the viewer is seeing), and the time code for each segment
(how long it should take). These things are sometimes labeled VO and GFX for voi
ceover and graphics. The script allows the producer to walk through the video and
decide what each second of the video will look like. Once this has been done, the
producer will usually take the next step in visualizing the video by creating a story
BOARD 4AKE A LOOK AT THIS EXAMPLE FOR A  SECOND ADVERTISEMENT

time

Audio

GFX

MUSIC: Techy, fast paced music for entire segment
SFX: Big swoosh going into the machine

4%84 3O WHATS ).3)$% THE .EW )NCOME
Maximizer?
6)$%/ :OOM TOWARDS )NCOME -AXIMIZER
machine, door opens up and it looks like
we’re going in

00:05

SFX: Big Boom when “Upgraded” banner slams down,
computer noises when the features are appearing

TEXT: eCards with an “UPGRADED” banner
slamming down on top of it
4%84 (I 4ECH NUMBERS TURN INTO LETTERS SPELL
ing out a couple of new features
6)$%/ 3CREENSHOTS SLIDING IN AND OUT OF HI
tech video screens

00:10

SFX: Big Boom when “Upgraded” banner slams down,
computer noises when the features are appearing

TEXT: Media Center with an “UPGRADED”
slamming down on top of it
4%84 (I 4ECH NUMBERS TURN INTO LETTERS SPELL
ing out a couple of new features
6)$%/ 3CREENSHOTS SLIDING IN AND OUT OF HI
tech video screens
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00:20

SFX: Big Boom when “Upgraded” banner slams down,
computer noises when the features are appearing

4%84 &OLLOW UP !SSISTANT WITH A h.%7v BAN
ner slamming down on top of it
4%84 (I 4ECH NUMBERS TURN INTO LETTERS SPELL
ing out a couple of new features
6)$%/ 3CREENSHOTS SLIDING IN AND OUT OF HI
tech video screens

00:25

SFX: Big swoosh going out of the machine

4%84 !LL AVAILABLE WHEN YOU GET ).#/-%
-!8)-):%2
6)$%/ :OOM OUT OF THE INCOME MAXIMIZER

7HFKQLFDOUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUYLGHR
The technical process of putting a video up on the web usually begins with shoot
ING THE VIDEO WITH A DIGITAL CAMERA COMPRESSING IT TO A WEB FRIENDLY FORMAT PUTTING
it on a streaming server, and embedding it in a web page using an appropriate vid
eo player. Web video plays in a browser using one of a few different streaming pro
TOCOLS2EAL 4IME -ESSAGING 0ROTOCOL 24-0 AND 2EAL 4IME 3TREAMING 0ROTOCOL
(RTSP) are a couple. These protocols allow for multimedia communication that is
not available in HTTP, such as adaptive bitrate streaming, a feature that constantly
checks a user’s bandwidth as a video is playing. If bandwith drops while the video
is playing, an adaptive bitrate will change the bitrate of the video that is streaming
to accommodate the user’s bandwidth. It is common to have server software that
communicates this way, which is referred to as a streaming server.
Video compression
Similar to images, size matters in web video. Even though bandwidth has im
proved greatly and streaming technology has improved, the size (number of kilo
bytes or megabytes) of a video will have a marked impact on the viewer’s experi
ence. Video compression is a process by which an editor tries to get the maximum
quality from a video while maintaining the smallest possible size.
When considering compression, it is important to discuss format. Web brows
ers support a limited number of video formats, and it is important to know which
ones work best in different situations. In the past, the ideal format for delivering
WEB VIDEO WAS THE PROPRIETARY !DOBE mASH mV FORMAT 4HIS CODEC WAS CREATED
specifically to be played through the Adobe Flash player plugin, and for years nearly
all web video was delivered in this format. Recently, however, as browsers have
started moving away from proprietary formats and to more open platforms, the
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.mp4 (H.264) mpeg format has gained traction. Most of their popularity is due to
their open source licensing.
9LGHRYVDQLPDWLRQV
It is also important to understand the difference between online video and ani
mations. Both are essentially movement on the screen; however, they are created
in different ways. Web animations can be created using a variety of tools, includ
ing Adobe Flash (plays in the Flash player), HTML5 canvas animation technology,
JavaScript, or even the latest version of CSS. While the HTML5 canvas and CSS
animations have only recently become popular, Flash has been widespread on the
Internet for more than a decade. Flash is a proprietary browser technology that
ALLOWS DEVELOPERS TO USE AN INTERFACE THAT COMBINES A GRAPHICS EDITOR A TIMELINE
based animation tool, and a version of ECMAscript called “actionscript” to create a
vast menagerie of different web tools. Flash could be used to create a simple web
animation or a technically complex video player. Flash exports the object into a swf
file that can be embedded on a web page. Most video on the web is still played
through Adobe’s Flash player
While these animations require some sort of technology to play in the browser,
they do not require a separate object to be played through, as is the case with
video. Video is played back through a video player, so the difference between video
and animation is generally fairly obvious because videos will have player controls
underneath it. However, HTML5 supports a video tag that allows certain video for
mats to be played in the browser without the assistance of the Flash player. Anima
tions are usually much smaller files than video and do not require streaming server
technology like video does.
7KHIXWXUHRIZHEYLGHRDQG)ODVK
As I mentioned, HTML5 is the next generation of the HTML standard, and it in
cludes new support for embedded multimedia, including video, audio, and anima
tions. It’s also important to understand that at the time pf publication, HTML5 video
playback is not supported by all browsers and is not considered standard. Luckily,
&LASH CAN PLAY ( VIDEO WHICH IS THE SAME FORMAT SUPPORTED IN AN (4-,
capable browser. This makes it easy to provide the same video to people who might
be using HTML or Flash. It is a good practice to configure a player so that the great
est number of people can see a video using one or the other platform. Currently, it
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makes more sense to have Flash as the default player with an HTML5 fallback to
get the benefits of Flash that HTML5 video can’t yet match.
HTML5 embedded multimedia is still a few years from adoption. It still lacks
some feature that users have gotten used to, such as adaptive bitrate streaming
(HTML5 video can perform one bandwidth check prior to beginning streaming, to
test the viewer’s bandwidth and serve the appropriate stream, but it can’t monitor
the connection once streaming has begun). So, it’s best to create different versions
for different bitrates. It is also not possible to support digital rights management.
The truth is that one of the main reasons HTML5 multimedia has gotten so much
traction is because Apple’s mobile devices don’t run Flash. If it weren’t for that,
there wouldn’t yet be much interest in HTML5 video. It becomes important, how
ever, because it’s the only way to reach iOS (iPhone/iPad software) users who are
attractive to content providers and advertisers.

Sources
http://www.brighthub.com/multimedia/photography/articles/31930.aspx (image)
http://browsersize.googlelabs.com/ (image)
http://www.apple.com/ (image)
youtube.com (image)

Terminology Review
s
s
s
s

2'"2ED 'REEN "LUE COLOR MODE ADDITIVE
#-9+#YAN -AGENTA 9ELLOW AND +EY "LACK COLOR MODE SUBTRACTIVE
6ECTOR IMAGE!N IMAGE THAT MAINTAINS ITS MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS
2ASTER IMAGE! BITMAP THAT DOES NOT MAINTAIN ANY MATHEMATICAL EXPRES
sions.
s ')&'RAPHICS )NTERCHANGE &ORMAT
s *0' *0%' *OINT 0HOTOGRAPHS %XPERTS 'ROUP
s 0.'0ORTABLE .ETWORK 'RAPHIC
s ,OSSLESS IMAGE COMPRESSION#OMPRESSION THAT STRIPS METADATA FROM AN
image.
s ,OSSY IMAGE COMPRESSION#OMPRESSION THAT MODIlES THE RESOLUTION OF AN
image.
s #33 SPRITES4ECHNOLOGY THAT ALLOWS DESIGNERS TO SPECIFY WHICH AREAS OF AN
image appear in the browser.
s 3TREAMING SERVER3OFTWARE THAT ALLOWS MULTIMEDIA TRANSFER OVER THE NET
work.
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s 7EB VIDEO-OTIONS GRAPHICS THAT ARE COMPRESSED IN A VIDEO FORMAT AND PLAY
through a video player.
s 7EB ANIMATION-OTION GRAPHICS THAT PLAY DIRECTLY IN THE BROWSER OR USING A
plugin like Flash player.
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Chapter XIII

ANALYTICS
Web analytics measure Internet data in order to help communications professionals understand user behavior and accomplish goals.
You may be thinking, “Isn’t all that numbers stuff for marketers? I’m
a designer, programmer, writer, etc.…” Well, analytics have come
a long way since the ubiquitous hit counters of the 1990’s. While
there are many metrics that appeal mostly to marketers, such as
conversion rates and key performance indicators, analytic software
is also providing some great information to help facilitate a more
ZJPLU[PÄJHWWYVHJO[V\ZLYPU[LYMHJLKLZPNU<ZPUN[VVSZSPRL.VVNSL
Optimizer, designers can test prototype interfaces out in the wild
and get real user data on which user experience accomplishes their
goals the best.
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T

he $600 million web analytics market (Stanhope, 2011) is dominated by
a relatively small group of companies, including Omniture, VisiStat, and

Coremetrics. The interesting thing about this is that 43% of the market
(Hamel, 2011) is dominated by a free service: Google Analytics. While Google Ana
lytics does not offer some of the more personalized services required by more
mature organizations, its toolset caters to the vast majority of companies. Given its
dominant market share, chances are that every communications professional will
be exposed to Google Analytics (GA) at some point, so we will refer to the tools
offered by GA in this chapter. However, no matter what software is use to measure,
there are some key terms that need to be understood.

Standard Metrics
Visitors
The number of visits to a website is usually tracked in two different ways: visitors
and unique visitors. The number of visitors refers to the total number of times the
page was accessed. Unique visitors are the number of unique IP addresses that
visited a site. This is an important distinction because it enables organizations to
identify the total number people going to their site and compare it to the number
of repeat visitors.
7UDIÀFVRXUFHV
Identifying where a site’s visitors came from can be very insightful. The traffic
sources can help decision makers understand what is working in their advertising
efforts and offer suggestions as to how people search for your products. Traffic
sources to generally be concerned with are:
Search Engine Traffic: Visitors who come to a site from search engines are im
portant because they represent how and why people are looking for the company.
Knowing what searches people used to find a site in a typical search can reveal
WHAT KEYWORDS TO USE IN SEARCH ENGINE PAY PER CLICK CAMPAIGNS SUCH AS 'OOGLE
Adwords.
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Direct Traffic: Direct traffic can come from someone who has bookmarked a
page and jumps directly to it, or from someone who types in the URL directly into
the browser. The grey area to remember with direct visits is that it’s still possible
for someone to go to a site directly from an advertisement. Even though traditional
banner ads have links that take people to a site, it is possible for people to see a
NON WEB AD LIKE A BILLBOARD AND THEN TYPE THE 52, INTO THE ADDRESS BAR DIRECTLY
causing the number to be a little misleading. One way marketers get around this
is by advertising unique URLs with varying marketing campaigns. For instance, if
SUU were running a billboard campaign, they might include the URL www.suu.edu/
billboard.
Referred Visitors: These are visitors coming to a site from a link on another site. If
I wrote a blog post for www.uxmag.com and the byline had my name and website
URL in it, people who read my post and clicked on my link would be referred visi
tors. Most analytics offer ways to see the top contributing referring sites to identify
where the bulk of site traffic is coming from and what is most effective. It can also
be important to know where in a site a visitor came from. For instance, it’s possible
to tag a link with a special code so we can track specific visits from that link. This
could come in handy in these situations:
s )MAGE SEARCH "IG SEARCH ENGINES LIKE 'OOGLE AND 9AHOO HAVE MADE IT EASY
to do more segmented searches, such as image or product searchers. If im
ages are tagged and the files are named in a descriptive manner, it can help
lead people to the site.
s 7EB DIRECTORY LISTINGS $EPENDING ON THE TYPE OF BUSINESS CONSUMER DIRECTO
ries (i.e., YellowPages.com, Yelp.com, etc.) may result in a substantial number
of visitors.
s 3OCIAL NETWORKS 4WITTER &ACEBOOK AND SOCIAL BOOKMARKING SITES LIKE $IGG
StumbleUpon, and Reddit can send traffic to a site if they are used correctly.
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Goals and Conversions
Goal conversions are the primary metric for measuring how well a site fulfills busi
ness objectives. A goal conversion is registered once a visitor completes a desired
action on the site, such as registering for membership or purchasing a product.
&RQYHUVLRQIXQQHOV
Once a user lands on a website, there is inevitably a process that they will go
through to end up at the desired goal. For instance, I worked on an application that
gave users an online health assessment. Our goal was to get people through the
assessment, because at they end they were prompted to purchase our products.
We wanted to see where people were dropping off
in the application so we could eliminate trouble ar
eas and boost completion rates. By using analytics,
WE WERE ABLE TO lND THAT WE HAD A HUGE DROP OFF
rate right after the first page. After further inquiry,
we realized that one of the big reasons for the drop
off was that on the second page a progress bar
appeared that gave the first glimpse into how long
the questionnaire was going to take. The way the
bar was presented made it look like it would take a
long time to complete. Analytics helped us pinpoint
this problem quickly.
.H\SHUIRUPDQFHLQGLFDWRUV
A key performance indicator is a metric that mea
sures current performance in relationship to business
objectives. Key performance indicators are based on goals and can be any number
of metrics that allow a comparison of performance against the goal. It can also be
a ratio, such as dollars spent on advertising vs. the number of resulting purchases
on a website.
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3URÀOHV
Profiles show traffic reports for specific websites (if there happens to be more
than one), subdomains of a website (such as projects.chrishallmedia.com), specific
areas of a site, or for specific kinds of traffic, such as advertising referrals to a web
site. Each profile represents a distinct view of data for a single web site.
Filters
Filters are a simple way to make sure only the desired data is delivered. They also
make it easy to segment data and pinpoint behavior, and they can help ensure the
accuracy of the findings. Two common filters exclude personal and employees’ IP
addresses from results. This is important because when a corporate team is work
ing on a website, they’ll visit it many times per day. If those hits show up, it can
skew your data. Set up a simple filter that excludes anyone working on the website.
Aside from the filtered profiles, it’s always important to also have one unfiltered for
comparison.
Post-click optimization
For marketers, a perfect world would be customers seeing an advertisement,
clicking on it, and immediately tossing the item in their shopping cart, and checking
out. Reality, unfortunately, is more complicated. It can take several visits to the site
and multiple touch points before any revenue is generated from the initial advertis
ing clicks. The problem with this roundabout path to the goal is that it can be difficult
to define the real advertising cost of selling product. This is a very important number
to know accurately, because if a company is spending more than the advertising is
worth, they have a problem.
It’s always better to rely on the math instead of guessing when making deci
SIONS ABOUT ADVERTISING COST PER SALE AND TRUE CONVERSION RATES 4HESE DATA ARE
actually fairly easy to calculate and analyze. The first step is understanding how
people buy from the company and the decisions they make along the way. This will
help to create the touch points that people will encounter along their path to buy
ING 4OUCH POINTS ARE ALSO REFERRED TO AS MINI MICRO OR INTERMEDIATE CONVERSION
events. These intermediate conversions steps do not directly generate revenue, but
they help a prospective customer continue through the sales process to make a
final purchase. In addition, these steps capture and track behavioral data to help
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optimize these touch points.
Here is an example of the conversion process using touch points:
 9OU THE ADVERTISER PURCHASE PAY PER CLICK ADVERTISING USING AN !DWORDS TYPE
service.
2. A whitepaper with content appealing to your target market is available for
DOWNLOAD ON THE LANDING PAGE 4HE CUSTOMERS NAME AND E MAIL ADDRESS IS RE
quired to receive the whitepaper.
 !N E MAIL IS SENT OUT TO THE PEOPLE WHO REGISTERED TO ATTEND A FREE WEBINAR 4O
attend the webinar, the customer must add a phone number as well as some ad
ditional data about his or her company.
4. After the webinar, a salesperson calls every customer who attended and at
tempts to sell him or her a product.
5. Sale is made.
Tracking each of these steps along the way is important. While it requires
MORE EFFORT THE ADDITIONAL DATA YOU RECEIVE WILL ALLOW YOU TO OPTIMIZE YOUR PAY
PER CLICKS AND GET A MORE ACCURATE PICTURE OF CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR AND YOUR TRUE
cost per conversion. If you have set up a process to track all of this data, the
next step is to calculate the actual cost per conversion by charting it like this:

Conversions

Conversion

Conversion

Cost Per

Rate from Last

Rate from

Conversion

Conversion

Click

Click

1000 (clicks)

$1 (click cost)

White Paper Down

250

25%

25%

$4

Webinar Signups

175

50%

17.5%

$17.50

Webinar Attendees

100

57%

10%

$10

Phone Call Contacts

10

10%

1%

$100

Sales

2

20%

0.5%

$500

load
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Using these basic data as your baseline, you could then test different areas of the
conversion process to determine where improvements could be made, focusing on
the touch points. In the example above, the first place to look would probably be
the 10% contact rate in the phone contact phase. The sales team’s 10% contact
rate seems exceptionally low in this case. It would be smart to begin by investigat
ing the sales contact process and see where it can be optimized. A change in the
contact ratio would undoubtedly impact sales.
Sophisticated systems aren’t required to build this type of tracking. Each of these
metrics can be gathered using free web analytic tools and default CRM software
that most companies’ sales teams use. Even if each system is not integrated, by
combining the information into a single spreadsheet, there will be ample data to
BEGIN OPTIMIZING NOT ONLY PAY PER CLICK PROCESSES BUT ENTIRE MARKETING PROCESSES
as well.
*RRJOH$QDO\WLFVLQVWDOODWLRQ
Google Analytics is very simple to install. Just go to analytics.google.com, set up
an account and create a profile for the site. Google Analytics will produce a few lines
of JavaScript that can be copied and pasted into the website. Once the code is on
the website, it can be tracked through Google Analytics in the dashboard. Some
content management systems will include plugins that make it easy to implement
analytics without even needing to copy and paste the code.

Usability Testing
$%7HVWLQJ
A/B testing is a simple application of the scientific method to web design. A/B
testing is essentially what it sounds like: comparing two versions of something (A
and B) with metrics to determine which is more effective. To make this determina
tion, both versions are subjected to experimentation simultaneously. The version
that performs the best at accomplishing the goal is implemented.
In order to have a valid experiment, it’s important to put some thought into how
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the experiment is structured to make sure that both iterations are being considered
on a level playing field. Typically, A is the existing design (or the control group), and
B is the new design. The test entails splitting website traffic between the two ver
sions and measuring their performance using the selected metrics (conversion rate,
sales, bounce rates, etc.). In the end, it should be apparent which version performs
the best.
The first step in conducting an A/B test is determining what to test, depending on
your goals. For example, think about having a goal of getting more people to sign
up for a newsletter using a form on the website. The first step would be to create
one or more hypotheses that suggest what keeps people from completing the sign
up form. Is the form’s length intimidating? Are visitors concerned about privacy? Is
the copy on the page vague or misleading? To test these hypotheses, one option
WOULD BE TRYING !" TESTING ON THE LENGTH OF THE SIGN UP FORM TYPES OF lELDS IN THE
form, the display of privacy policy, and different page copy.
Some common page elements to A/B test include:
s 4HE WORDING SIZE COLOR AND PLACEMENT OF THE CALL TO ACTION
s 0AGE HEADLINES
s 0RODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
s &ORM LENGTH
s ,AYOUT AND STYLE OF WEBSITE
s &OCAL IMAGES
s !MOUNT OF TEXT ON THE PAGE
Once testing elements are decided, getting a tool for measuring results is the
next step. Google Website Optimizer (http://www.google.com/websiteoptimizer) is
a free tool similar to Google Analytics that offers some pretty great data for testing.
The variables on which experiments can be conducted through Google Website
Optimizer are innumerable. Tests can be run on many variables, such as changing
the page background color, testing different ad copy, different images, different
headlines, different positioning, and different layouts and designs to the combina
tion of size and location buttons, trust logos, affiliation links, etc. Aside from Google
Optimizer, most A/B testing software has the same components:
Testing an element
As an example, if you wanted to test a single element on the page, for instance,
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a “buy now” button that was green and one that was blue, you would create
the HTML for both versions and copy them into the A/B testing tool. The tool
would then show a different button to each user randomly until the quota had
been filled.
Testing a page
Testing an entire page works pretty much the same way. In this case though,
you would create an alternate page on your website that was not linked to
from anywhere on the site (so people couldn’t access it accidentally) and
then provide the A/B testing tool with both URLs. For example, if your home
page is http://www.chrishallmedia.com/index.html, then you’ll need to create
a variation located at http://www.chrishallmedia.com/index1.html. When the
test runs, your tool will redirect some visitors to your alternate URL.
Once the experiment is set up in the testing tool a conversion goal is needed.
Conversions are measured by whether a user accomplishes the goal. For instance,
IF YOU HAVE AN E COMMERCE STORE AND YOU ARE TESTING THE COLOR OF THE hBUY NOWv BUT
ton, then your conversion goal would be the confirmation page that is displayed to
visitors after they complete a purchase. As soon as a conversion event occurs on
your website, the A/B testing tool records the variation that was shown to the visitor.
After a sufficient number of visitors and conversions, you can check the results to
find out which “buy now” variation drove the most conversions.
The results of an experiment mean nothing if they are not valid. They need to be
able to stand up to scrutiny. For scientifically valid results, it’s important to keep a
few things in mind:
s
)T IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT THE TWO VERSIONS BE TESTED IN AS SIMILAR AN ENVIRON
ment as possible. This means being tested during the same time period. If the
experiments are run at different times, all kinds of social and cultural and economic
INmUENCES COULD BE DIFFERENT
s
+EEP STATISTICAL CONlDENCE IN MIND 4HERE ARE FORMULAS FOR DETERMINING WHAT
the level of confidence is in the results of an experiment and whether the finding is
statistically significant. In general, a large group of data is needed for calculating real
statistical confidence. Most A/B testing tools report statistical confidence, but if the
web team is testing manually, consider accounting for it with an online calculator
LIKE THE ONE AT HTTPVISUALWEBSITEOPTIMIZERCOMAB SPLIT SIGNIlCANCE CALCULATOR
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s 4RY NOT TO CAUSE THE SUPPORT TEAM ANY MAJOR HEADACHES )F TESTING A MAJOR
part of the site that users interact with regularly, it might be a good idea to test
against a small population over time so it doesn’t throw everyone off.
Heat Maps
One of the best ways to see how users are interacting with a website is
through heat maps. A heat map is a visual representation of what users are doing
on a site. Heat maps, at a basic level, show where users have clicked on a page
by color coding, usually with red and yellow indicating high traffic areas and blue
and green areas indicating lower traffic areas. More
advanced heat maps can display things like fold maps,
which show how far down users scroll before they
abandon the page. There are also services that show
the specific number of hits on each element of the
page, which is very important for conducting A/B test
to know which buttons or elements are most success
ful. There is even the technology now to see where people click based on informa
tion like referral sources and search terms. This is extremely important because it
completes a user experience loop; it shows where someone comes from and what
they do on the site. If you tie these maps with other information about a user, such
as demographics, it is possible to start understanding very specific things about
what certain groups of people do on a website. For instance, the results may show
that users under the age of 18 are not interested in certain products, while older
groups are interested.

Sources
Image: http://www.crazyegg.com/
Hamel, S. (2011). Web Analytics Vendors Market Share: Google Analytics ahead of the game. Retrieved from
CARDINALPATHCOM HTTPWWWCARDINALPATHCOMWEB ANALYTICS VENDORS MARKET SHARE
Stanhope, J. (2011). VisiStat Inc. finds success in Campbell’s Pruneyard Shopping Center. Retrieved from
3ILICON 6ALLEY  3AN JOSE "USINESS *OURNAL HTTPWWWBIZJOURNALSCOMSANJOSEPRINT
EDITIONVISISTAT INC lNDS SUCCESS IN CAMPBELLHTMLPAGE
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or unique visitors.
s 5NIQUE VISITORS4HE NUMBER OF USERS COMING FROM A UNIQUE )0 ADDRESS
s #ONVERSION7HEN A WEBSITE VISITOR TAKES THE ACTION DESIRED BY A MARKETER
s #ONVERSION FUNNEL4HE PATH A CONSUMER TAKES TO lNALLY ARRIVE AT A SALE ON
line.
s +EY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR! METRIC USED TO EVALUATE THE SUCCESS OF A COM
pany’s progress towards its goals.
s #OST PER CLICK4HE AMOUNT PAID FOR EACH CLICK IN A PAY PER CLICK INTERNET
marketing campaign.
s !" TEST! TEST THAT COMPARES A CONTROL SAMPLE TO A VARIETY OF SINGLE VARIABLE
test samples to determine which one best accomplishes goals.
s (EAT MAP! VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF THE PLACES USERS CLICK ON A WEBSITE
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Appendix 2: ACRL Standards
Standards, Performance Indicators, and Outcomes
Standard One
The information literate student determines the nature and extent of the information needed.
Performance Indicators:
1. The information literate student defines and articulates the need for information.
Outcomes Include:
a. Confers with instructors and participates in class discussions, peer workgroups,
and electronic discussions to identify a research topic, or other information need
b. Develops a thesis statement and formulates questions based on the information
need
c. Explores general information sources to increase familiarity with the topic
d. Defines or modifies the information need to achieve a manageable focus
e. Identifies key concepts and terms that describe the information need
f. Recognizes that existing information can be combined with original thought,
experimentation, and/or analysis to produce new information
2. The information literate student identifies a variety of types and formats of potential
sources for information. Outcomes Include:
a. Knows how information is formally and informally produced, organized, and
disseminated
b. Recognizes that knowledge can be organized into disciplines that influence the
way information is accessed
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c. Identifies the value and differences of potential resources in a variety of formats
(e.g., multimedia, database, website, data set, audio/visual, book)
d. Identifies the purpose and audience of potential resources (e.g., popular vs.
scholarly, current vs. historical)
e. Differentiates between primary and secondary sources, recognizing how their use
and importance vary with each discipline
f. Realizes that information may need to be constructed with raw data from primary
sources
3. The information literate student considers the costs and benefits of acquiring the needed
information. Outcomes Include:
a. Determines the availability of needed information and makes decisions on
broadening the information seeking process beyond local resources (e.g.,
interlibrary loan; using resources at other locations; obtaining images, videos,
text, or sound)
b. Considers the feasibility of acquiring a new language or skill (e.g., foreign or
discipline-based) in order to gather needed information and to understand its
context
c. Defines a realistic overall plan and timeline to acquire the needed information
4. The information literate student reevaluates the nature and extent of the information need.
Outcomes Include:
a. Reviews the initial information need to clarify, revise, or refine the question
b. Describes criteria used to make information decisions and choices
Standard Two
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The information literate student accesses needed information effectively and efficiently.
Performance Indicators:
1. The information literate student selects the most appropriate investigative methods or
information retrieval systems for accessing the needed information. Outcomes Include:
a. Identifies appropriate investigative methods (e.g., laboratory experiment,
simulation, fieldwork)
b. Investigates benefits and applicability of various investigative methods
c. Investigates the scope, content, and organization of information retrieval systems
d. Selects efficient and effective approaches for accessing the information needed
from the investigative method or information retrieval system
2. The information literate student constructs and implements effectively-designed search
strategies. Outcomes Include:
a. Develops a research plan appropriate to the investigative method
b. Identifies keywords, synonyms and related terms for the information needed
c. Selects controlled vocabulary specific to the discipline or information retrieval
source
d. Constructs a search strategy using appropriate commands for the information
retrieval system selected (e.g., Boolean operators, truncation, and proximity for
search engines; internal organizers such as indexes for books)
e. Implements the search strategy in various information retrieval systems using
different user interfaces and search engines, with different command languages,
protocols, and search parameters
f. Implements the search using investigative protocols appropriate to the discipline
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3. The information literate student retrieves information online or in person using a variety
of methods. Outcomes Include:
a. Uses various search systems to retrieve information in a variety of formats
b. Uses various classification schemes and other systems (e.g., call number systems
or indexes) to locate information resources within the library or to identify
specific sites for physical exploration
c. Uses specialized online or in person services available at the institution to retrieve
information needed (e.g., interlibrary loan/document delivery, professional
associations, institutional research offices, community resources, experts and
practitioners)
d. Uses surveys, letters, interviews, and other forms of inquiry to retrieve primary
information
4. The information literate student refines the search strategy if necessary. Outcomes
Include:
a. Assesses the quantity, quality, and relevance of the search results to determine
whether alternative information retrieval systems or investigative methods should
be utilized
b. Identifies gaps in the information retrieved and determines if the search strategy
should be revised
c. Repeats the search using the revised strategy as necessary
5. The information literate student extracts, records, and manages the information and its
sources. Outcomes Include:
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a. Selects among various technologies the most appropriate one for the task of
extracting the needed information (e.g., copy/paste software functions,
photocopier, scanner, audio/visual equipment, or exploratory instruments)
b. Creates a system for organizing the information
c. Differentiates between the types of sources cited and understands the elements
and correct syntax of a citation for a wide range of resources
d. Records all pertinent citation information for future reference
e. Uses various technologies to manage the information selected and organized
Standard Three
The information literate student evaluates information and its sources critically and incorporates
selected information into his or her knowledge base and value system.
Performance Indicators:
1. The information literate student summarizes the main ideas to be extracted from the
information gathered. Outcomes Include:
a. Reads the text and selects main ideas
b. Restates textual concepts in his/her own words and selects data accurately
c. Identifies verbatim material that can be then appropriately quoted
2. The information literate student articulates and applies initial criteria for evaluating both
the information and its sources. Outcomes Include:
a. Examines and compares information from various sources in order to evaluate
reliability, validity, accuracy, authority, timeliness, and point of view or bias
b. Analyzes the structure and logic of supporting arguments or methods
c. Recognizes prejudice, deception, or manipulation
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d. Recognizes the cultural, physical, or other context within which the information
was created and understands the impact of context on interpreting the information

3. The information literate student synthesizes main ideas to construct new concepts.
Outcomes Include:
a. Recognizes interrelationships among concepts and combines them into potentially
useful primary statements with supporting evidence
b. Extends initial synthesis, when possible, at a higher level of abstraction to
construct new hypotheses that may require additional information
c. Utilizes computer and other technologies (e.g. spreadsheets, databases,
multimedia, and audio or visual equipment) for studying the interaction of ideas
and other phenomena
4. The information literate student compares new knowledge with prior knowledge to
determine the value added, contradictions, or other unique characteristics of the
information. Outcomes Include:
a. Determines whether information satisfies the research or other information need
b. Uses consciously selected criteria to determine whether the information
contradicts or verifies information used from other sources
c. Draws conclusions based upon information gathered
d. Tests theories with discipline-appropriate techniques (e.g., simulators,
experiments)
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e. Determines probable accuracy by questioning the source of the data, the
limitations of the information gathering tools or strategies, and the reasonableness
of the conclusions
f. Integrates new information with previous information or knowledge
g. Selects information that provides evidence for the topic
5. The information literate student determines whether the new knowledge has an impact on
the individual’s value system and takes steps to reconcile differences. Outcomes Include:

a. Investigates differing viewpoints encountered in the literature
b. Determines whether to incorporate or reject viewpoints encountered
6. The information literate student validates understanding and interpretation of the
information through discourse with other individuals, subject-area experts, and/or
practitioners. Outcomes Include:
a. Participates in classroom and other discussions
b. Participates in class-sponsored electronic communication forums designed to
encourage discourse on the topic (e.g., email, bulletin boards, chat rooms)
c. Seeks expert opinion through a variety of mechanisms (e.g., interviews, email,
listservs)
7. The information literate student determines whether the initial query should be revised.
Outcomes Include:
a. Determines if original information need has been satisfied or if additional
information is needed
b. Reviews search strategy and incorporates additional concepts as necessary
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c. Reviews information retrieval sources used and expands to include others as
needed
Standard Four
The information literate student, individually or as a member of a group, uses information
effectively to accomplish a specific purpose.
Performance Indicators:
1. The information literate student applies new and prior information to the planning and
creation of a particular product or performance. Outcomes Include:
a. Organizes the content in a manner that supports the purposes and format of the
product or performance (e.g. outlines, drafts, storyboards)
b. Articulates knowledge and skills transferred from prior experiences to planning
and creating the product or performance
c. Integrates the new and prior information, including quotations and paraphrasings,
in a manner that supports the purposes of the product or performance
d. Manipulates digital text, images, and data, as needed, transferring them from their
original locations and formats to a new context
2. The information literate student revises the development process for the product or
performance. Outcomes Include:
a. Maintains a journal or log of activities related to the information seeking,
evaluating, and communicating process
b. Reflects on past successes, failures, and alternative strategies
3. The information literate student communicates the product or performance effectively to
others. Outcomes Include:
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a. Chooses a communication medium and format that best supports the purposes of
the product or performance and the intended audience
b. Uses a range of information technology applications in creating the product or
performance
c. Incorporates principles of design and communication
d. Communicates clearly and with a style that supports the purposes of the intended
audience
Standard Five
The information literate student understands many of the economic, legal, and social issues
surrounding the use of information and accesses and uses information ethically and legally.
Performance Indicators:
1. The information literate student understands many of the ethical, legal and socioeconomic issues surrounding information and information technology. Outcomes
Include:
a. Identifies and discusses issues related to privacy and security in both the print and
electronic environments
b. Identifies and discusses issues related to free vs. fee-based access to information
c. Identifies and discusses issues related to censorship and freedom of speech
d. Demonstrates an understanding of intellectual property, copyright, and fair use of
copyrighted material
2. The information literate student follows laws, regulations, institutional policies, and
etiquette related to the access and use of information resources. Outcomes Include:
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a. Participates in electronic discussions following accepted practices (e.g.
"Netiquette")
b. Uses approved passwords and other forms of ID for access to information
resources
c. Complies with institutional policies on access to information resources
d. Preserves the integrity of information resources, equipment, systems and facilities
e. Legally obtains, stores, and disseminates text, data, images, or sounds
f. Demonstrates an understanding of what constitutes plagiarism and does not
represent work attributable to others as his/her own
g. Demonstrates an understanding of institutional policies related to human subjects
research
3. The information literate student acknowledges the use of information sources in
communicating the product or performance. Outcomes Include:
a. Selects an appropriate documentation style and uses it consistently to cite sources
b. Posts permission granted notices, as needed, for copyrighted material

